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ABSTRACT
Surface texturing is a method that modifies the frictional surface of a nominally flat tribocomponent by
shallow patterns. It is found that with added patterns to the surface of a mechanical face seal or thrust
bearing, their tribological performance improves, i.e. both friction and wear rate decrease.
The current research concentrates on the analysis of hydrodynamic effect responsible for the
performance enhancement of the spiral groove patterns and dimples on mechanical seal-like structures
and the experimental evaluation of the tribological behavior of these structures. Surface textures
considered are: dimple texture and spiral groove pattern.
In the research on the dimple textures, the cavitation effect of the dimple enhanced friction pair is
modeled using a mass-conservative theory – the Jakobsson-Floberg-Olsson (JFO) cavitation theory.
Roughness effect is considered in the analysis of the dimple pattern performance. A
thermohydrodynamic model is also developed to examine the influence of the temperature on the
performance of the dimple textured frictional pair.
The experiments on the dimple textured frictional pair are conducted on heat-treated 17-4 PH stainless
steel specimens. The surface textures of the specimens are created by means of Nd:Ytterbium fiber laser.
The laser surface textured specimens provide low coefficient of friction compared with plain (dimple
free) surfaces. However, for the material used in the current experiments, the surface texture decreases
the surface’s resistance to wear.
In the research on the spiral groove pattern, the thermohydrodynamic model of the spiral groove surface
seal is created. A commercially available CFD code – CFD-ACE+– is used for this purpose. The result
shows that spiral grooves have significant influence on the seal’s thermal and load-carrying capacity
behaviors.
The experimental specimens on the spiral groove patterned friction pair research are made the same way
as the dimple textured frictional pair. In this research spiral groove thrust bearings with variety of spiral
angles subjected to different loads and speeds are tested. The frictional behaviors of the spiral groove
thrust bearings are analyzed. In addition, a theoretical model is developed to gain further insight into the
frictional characteristics of spiral grooves in both the hydrodynamic regime and the mixed lubrication
regime.

vii

CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Mechanical Seal

Seals are mechanical devices that are used in most types of mechanical equipment to avoid leakage of
process fluid from the system to the environment. The main industries that make use of seals in their
equipment include process industries (chemical, petroleum, food, textile and drug industry), power
generation utilities, transportation, aerospace, automotive industries and manufacturer of household
appliances. A seal is a vital component of equipment. Equipment that is worth millions of dollars is
forced to shut down in order to replace a failed seal. The cost of the unscheduled downtime of such
equipment for seal replacement is extremely high. Therefore, the operational life of the seal is an
important factor in seal selection and design. Another important factor is the seal’s reliability. In some
cases, such as in chemical industry, the seal acts as a barrier between hazardous material and the
environment. Even a minute amount of leakage cannot be tolerated in these applications.
Spring

Rotating Ring Leakage Path Housing

Static Seal

Stationary Ring

Static Seal

Figure 1-1 Mechanical Face Seal Structure
Figure 1-1 shows the schematic of a typical mechanical face seal. The major parts of the seal structure
are the rotating ring and the stationary mating ring. The tribological properties of these rings determine
the performance of a mechanical seal. Therefore, the rings of a good mechanical seal should have high
wear resistant, low friction coefficient, low heat generation, and high heat transfer capability.
Many guidelines are available to improve the performance of a seal. They include the following:
1. Material selection: materials are selected based on their properties, such as tensile strength,
compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, Poisson’s ratio, hardness, coefficient of thermal
expansion, thermal conductivity, density, permeability and specific heat. Usually the materials of
two rings are different in order for best performance [1]. New materials are being developed to
enhance tribological performance of the seal faces [2].
2. Surface coating: A thin layer of coating materials can be attached to the seal ring surface via
different techniques such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [3] or physical vapor deposition
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(PVD) [4]. Surface coating is an approach that enables one to consider bulk material properties
of the seal rings and the surface properties separately when designing a seal structure.
3. Structure modification: Seal rings or the entire mechanical seal assemblies are modified so that
the heat transfer capability of the seal rings is enhanced [5].
4. Surface patterning/texturing: This technique is discussed in the next section.
1.2

Surface Patterning/Texturing

Surface patterning or texturing is a method that modifies a nominally flat active surface of a
tribocomponent by shallow patterns or grooves. The main purpose is to introduce an ‘artificial
roughness’ to the surface for performance enhancement. Although the application of the method in
industry is in its infancy, it is not new in nature; living creatures on earth have being using it for millions
of years [6]. For example, the textures in the scales of sharks can dramatically decrease the resistance
when they are moving in water.
The potential of surface patterning is large. It is estimated that the surface texture along with thin film
and surface chemistry technology are able to reduce the friction by 5% and increase the energy
transmission efficiency by 30% [6]. A large variety of surface patterns are developed and investigated.
In this study, two of the most promising patters are examined: dimples and spiral grooves.
1.3

Spiral Groove and Dimple

The surface patterning technique has been applied in tribology field only over the last few decades. The
spiral grooved pattern is first examined by Whipple [7] and later studied comprehensively by
Muijderman [8]. Since then, the spiral groove and its hybrid versions have been used in a variety of
fields such as thrust bearing and journal bearing. In 1980s, the idea of spiral groove bearing had found
numerous applications in mechanical seals [9]. Their development had led to lessening the need to
overhaul machines for seal replacement and make zero-leakage possible [1].
The study of the surface texturing started in the early 1960s [10]. With the development of the new
technology, such as laser technology and Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technology, the
surface texturing (also called deterministic roughness) became possible as geometry of the surface
texturing become more controllable [11,12].
1.4

Research Objective

It is found that with added patterns to the surface of a mechanical face seal or thrust bearing, their
tribological performance will be greatly enhanced, i.e. lower friction and lower wear rate. The
mechanism responsible for this phenomenon is thought to be [11]: 1) hydrodynamic effect due to the
patterns that generate lift force to separate the friction elements; 2) the patterns act as traps for wear
debris that reduced the wear; and 3) the patterns provide reservoirs that deliver lubricants while in
operation.
2

The current research will concentrate on the study of the hydrodynamic effect of spiral groove pattern
and the dimples on mechanical seals. For the spiral groove pattern, the mechanism is the pumping effect
explained as follows. On the surface of the seal face, a series of spirals consisting of elevated regions
and recessed regions are made and a dam is made on the outside or inside or middle of the seal ring.
When the seal face is rotating with respect to the other seal face, which is without grooves, the viscous
fluid inside or outside of the seal ring will be pumped toward the dam. Then the pressure due to the
pumping by the groove makes the seal lift off by itself. Although this mechanism is relatively well
understood, most published research is based on isothermal assumption. In this research,
thermohydrodynamic effect will be considered to conduct more accurate performance evaluation.
The dimples enhanced mechanical seals work in a different way from the spiral groove seals. It is
thought that the performance enhancement is largely due to cavitation in one side of the dimples. The
overall effect of the pressure change inside the dimples results in a lifting force that separate the contact
surface of a seal. The models and assumptions in published literature have not accurately described the
true physics of the cavitation phenomenon. Thus, a model based on more realistic cavitation boundary
condition is necessary to capture the true mechanism of the dimple effect. The current research will
fulfill this need.
In addition, the experimental work is necessary to verify the performance advantages of the dimple
enhanced and spiral groove seal-like structures. Tribological behaviors of these structures also need to
be evaluated.
1.5

Dissertation Outline

This dissertation deals with two subtopics: dimple enhanced seal-like structures and spiral groove
mechanical seal-like structure. Six chapters focusing on the theoretical analysis and experimental
evaluation of both structures are presented. Chapters 2 to 5 are on the topic of dimpled seal-like
structures. Chapters 6 and 7 are on the topic of spiral groove seal-like structures. The chapters are
written in the form of a journal paper.
In Chapter 2, a mass-conservative algorithm based on Jakobsson-Floberg-Olsson (JFO) cavitation theory
is used to analyze the cavitation phenomenon occurred in dimple enhanced seal-like structures.
Comparison with other cavitation theories is made to evaluate the algorithm for its correctness. Chapter
3 deals with the performance analysis of the dimple textured seal-like structures using the algorithm
introduced in Chapter 2. Roughness effect is considered in the analysis. Chapter 4 presents a two
dimensional thermohydrodynamic (THD) analysis of dimple textured surface. In Chapter 5, A series of
experiments is presented on the study of the frictional characteristics of laser surface-textured, heattreated 17-4 PH stainless steel specimens. In Chapter 6, tribological behavior of spiral groove thrust
bearings is studied experimentally. A theoretical model is also developed to gain further insight into the
frictional characteristics of spiral grooves in both the hydrodynamic regime and the mixed lubrication
regime. Chapter 7 deals with the CFD thermohydrodynamic performance analysis of the spiral groove
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patterned seal-like structures using CFD-ACE+. Chapter 8 is the summary of this dissertation. Some
recommendations of future works are also given in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 2 ON THE PREDICTION OF CAVITATION IN DIMPLES USING A MASSCONSERVATIVE ALGORITHM∗
2.1 Nomenclature
A

total area of a dimple cell or dimple column

B

dimple cell width

g

switch function

h

fluid film thickness

hg

dimple depth

h0

fluid film thickness in dimple free area
dimensionless fluid film thickness

L

dimple cell length

n

outward normal vector to the film rupture boundary

P

local pressure of the film

Pa

ambient pressure

Pc

cavitation pressure

Pin

pressure at the inner diameter

Po

pressure at the outer diameter

ri

inner radius

ro

outer radius

r0

dimple radius

U

speed of the dimple free ring
fluid velocity in n direction

W
,

load capacity
dimensionless coordinate

xc , yc center coordinates of the dimple
∗

Reprinted by permission of ASME Journal of Tribology
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∆x

grid sizes in circumferential direction

∆y

grid sizes in radial direction

β

bulk modulus of the lubricant

β

dimensionless bulk modulus of the lubricant

ε

error tolerance

φ

film content parameter

λ

seal parameter

μ

fluid viscosity

ρ

fluid density
cavitation density of the fluid

Subscripts
‘n’,’s’, ’w’, ’e’ and ‘p’
respectively
2.2

north, south, west, east, point relative positions to the center node,

Introduction

The last two decades have witnessed an intense study of mechanical seals with modified surfaces to
enhance performance and reliability. Studies have shown that surface texturing in the form of grooves [1]
and micro dimples [2] tends to enhance the performance of seals by improving wear resistance and load
capacity. To this end, surface texturing by means of ‘laser marking’ has received significant attention [3].
According to [2-6], implementation of an array of uniformly shaped dimples on the mating ring of a
mechanical seal or on the thrust bearing surface tends to improve performance. The mechanism for this
performance enhancement is thought to be related to the formation of cavitation generated inside the
dimples [3]. To explain this phenomenon and to predict pressure distribution in dimples, researchers
have applied the either the half-Sommerfeld [4] or Swift Stieber (Reynolds) cavitation boundary
condition [5].
Although these boundary conditions for applications involving surface texturing enable one to rapidly
generate solutions to the governing equations, the underpinning assumptions made on the formulation of
these boundary conditions warrant further in-depth studies. Recently, Ausas et.al [7, 8] used a massconservative model proposed by Elrod and Adams (p-θ model) [9] to study the behavior of
microtextured journal bearings. They compared the prediction results using the Reynolds model and that
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of the p-θ model and found that the Reynolds model largely underestimated the cavitation area and
yielded inaccurate performance estimations.
The aim of the current paper is to apply the mass-conservative algorithm to the mechanical seal/thrust
bearing structure to gain a better understanding of the mechanisms involved and to develop a procedure
for realistically evaluating the performance of the surfaces enhanced with dimples.
2.3

Experimental Visualization

A series of experiments is conducted primarily for the purpose of visualizing the formation of cavitation
in a dimple-enhanced seal-like structure. The experiments are conducted using the LRI-1 universal
tribometer manufactured by Lewis Research Inc. Figure 2-1 shows the associated assembly (the
specimen holder and transparent lubricant reservoir) designed for this purpose. The lower disk is made
of bronze and its surface is chemically etched with a series of 2 mm diameter dimples. The upper disk is
made of Plexiglas, a transparent material. It is affixed to the upper spindle that rotates at a specified
speed, controlled by the computer. A high speed camera (not shown in the figure) is mounted on top of
the fixture assembly to record the behavior of the dimples through the transparent upper disk. The
desired load can be specified and maintained during the experiment. The experiment conditions are
listed in Table 2-1.
Upper spindle
Reservoir
Upper disk
Lower disk
Lower specimen
holder
Lower disk with
dimples
Figure 2-1 Experiment setup before filling the reservoir
Figure 2-2 shows the frozen images of the dimples obtained by the high speed camera before and during
the experiment. The upper disk spins in counterclockwise direction. The dark area in the dimples during
experiment is the cavitation filled with air/gas generated when the upper disk is turning. The picture
shows clear boundaries between the full film and the cavitation area indicating that the full film ruptures
and reforms within the dimples. Note that cavitation is not shown in all the dimples during experiment.
The reason for this is thought to be due to the fact that the lower sample surface is not perfectly flat.
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Thus, the surface waviness can affect the film thickness for different dimples. The difference in the film
thickness will have influence on the generation of cavitation.
Table 2-1 Experiment parameters
Dimple Disk I.D.
Dimple Disk O.D.
Dimple Depth
Load
Inlet and Outlet Pressure
Rotational Speed
Lubricant
Room Temperature
Humidity

0.0254 m
0.0127 m
~20 μm
1.8 kg
1 atm
600 rpm
Engine oil (SAE 10)
24-27 ˚C
50-60%

Cavitation

Full film

Before experiment

During experiment

Figure 2-2 Experiment images before and during experiment (300 rpm / SAE10 engine oil)

2.4

The Model

2.4.1 Micro Dimples Arrangement
The basic geometry of interest which pertains to the mechanical face seal or a thrust washer is shown in
Fig. 2-3. The surface of one of the seal ring— the stationary ring in this case— is textured with micro
dimples. The rotating ring is dimple free. It is affixed to the shaft and rotates with a specified speed ω.
The two rings are of the same size with inner radius ri and outer radius ro. The dimples are assumed to
be axisymmetrically configured in columns that extend from inner diameter to the outer diameter of the
stationary ring. In circumferential direction, the micro dimples are arranged circumferentially in the
form of a series of concentric circles.
8

Figure 2-3 Seal face with dimples
2.4.2 Dimple Shape
The shape of the dimples in the X-Y plane is assumed to be circular. The shape in Z (depth) direction is
assumed to be spherical cap shape (section of a portion of a sphere) as shown in Fig. 2-3. Therefore, the
film thickness can be mathematically described as:
r = ( x − xc ) 2 + ( y − y c ) 2

when r ≥ r0
⎧h0
⎪⎪
2
2
2
h = ⎨ ⎡ (r0 2 + hg 2 ) ⎤
(r0 + hg )
2
+ hg + h0
⎥ −r −
⎪ ⎢
2 hg
⎪⎩ ⎣⎢ 2hg
⎦⎥

(1a)

when r < r0

(1b)

where r0 is the dimple radius, xc and yc are the center coordinate of the dimple, hg and h0 are dimple
depth and fluid film thickness in dimple free area as shown in Fig. 2-3.
2.4.3 Reynolds Equation

The compressible Reynolds equation in Cartesian coordinate is:

∂ ρh 3 ∂P
∂ ρh 3 ∂P
∂ρh
(
)+ (
) = 6U
∂x μ∂x
∂y μ∂y
∂x

(2)

where ρ is the fluid density, h is the film thickness, P is the local pressure of the film, μ represents the
fluid viscosity, and U denotes the speed of the dimple free ring.
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2.4.4 Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions on the inner and outer diameters are:

P = Pin at y = 0

(3a)

P = Po at y = B

(3b)

Because of its axisymmetric property, only one column as shown in Fig. 2-3 needs to be analyzed. The
geometry of the problem then takes on the shape of a fan with a column of dimples along its centerline.
If the ratio of ri to ro is large, the curvature effect can be assumed to be negligible, the dimple cell
column becomes rectangular, and the Cartesian coordinate would be applicable. If the inlet and outlet
pressures are identical, then only one dimple cell would be sufficient to represent all the dimple cells.
Therefore, in addition to the boundary conditions listed above, a cyclic boundary condition for this
domain can be added at the cyclic boundaries shown in Fig. 2-3:
∂P
=0
∂x

(4a)

Pleft = Pright

(4b)

2.4.5 Formulation of Cavitation Boundary Condition

According to the Jakobsson-Floberg-Olsson (JFO) cavitation theory [10, 11] when the fluid local
pressure falls below the cavitation pressure, the fluid film will rupture and cavitation occurs. Within the
cavitation zone, the film contains a mixture of both liquid and vapor or gas. This mixture will pass
through the cavitation zone, and with the increase in pressure the mixture will ‘switch’ back to the full
fluid film at the end of the cavitation zone. This process is called film reformation. The basic
assumptions of the theory are: 1) in the cavitation zone, the mixture flows in narrow strips separated
completely by the vapor or gas; 2) within the cavitation zone, the cavitation pressure, Pc, remains
constant; and 3) on the boundary between full and cavitated region, the pressure gradient is zero. Thus,
at the location of film rupture:
∂P
=0
∂n

(5)

where n represents the outward normal vector to the film rupture boundary; and 4) the film reformation
location, the following relationship holds.

h2 ∂P Vn
ρ
= (1 − )
ρc
12μ ∂n 2
10

(6)

where is the fluid velocity in n direction, and are the local and cavitation density of the fluid, h
represents the fluid local film thickness, denotes the fluid viscosity.
Elrod [12] developed a computational algorithm for implementing the JFO theory. The algorithm
implements the boundary conditions in JFO theory automatically by using a switch function. In this way,
Elrod’s algorithm offers a single governing equation to describe the entire flow field (both full film and
cavitation region) and ensure that mass conservation is satisfied. Hence, it is commonly referred to as
the mass-conservative cavitation algorithm. On the basis of Elrod’s work, Vijayaraghavan and Keith
[13-15] worked on the implementation of the JFO theory in a systematic way and proposed a more
efficient computational algorithm. This method avoids the trial-and-error step used during the
development of the Elrod algorithm and, hence, is believed to be more robust.
While the JFO theory and associated numerical algorithms are originally developed for the applications
involving journal bearings [12-16], they are general and can also be used in other applications such as in
mechanical seals. For instance, Lebeck [17] introduced an example that illustrated that Elrod’s algorithm
is valid and yields accurate results when applied to mechanical seals with sinusoidal waviness. Salant et
al. [18, 19] used a similar approach to examine the stiffness and leakage of spiral groove mechanical
seal. Ikeuchi and Mori [20] proposed the “equivalent flow model,” which is a method similar to Elrod
algorithm for treating spiral grooved journal bearings. The equivalent flow model offers good
computational convergence.
The method in the present research is based on the algorithm proposed by Vijayaraghavan and Keith
[15]. The basic assumptions for the current model are: 1) the film thickness and dimple depth are small
so that Reynolds equation applies; 2) The fluid is Newtonian with constant viscosity; 3) Since the liquid
film thickness is small, the flow is assumed to be laminar; and 4) The problem is steady state. The basic
derivation of the method is introduced as follows.
Elrod’s mass-conservative form of the Reynolds equation is:

∂
∂
h 3 g∂φ
h 3 g∂φ U ∂φh
(β
) + (β
)=
∂x 12 μ∂x
2 ∂x
∂y 12 μ∂y

(7)

where β is the bulk modulus of the lubricant. It satisfies the following relationship:
β=ρ

∂P
∂ρ

(8)

φ is the film content parameter, which is defined as:
ρ
φ=
when lubricant is in full film region and fractional film content when the film is in cavitation
ρc
region [12];
g is the so-called switch function defined as:
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⎧1
g =⎨
⎩0

full film region
cavitation region

Through using the switch function, Eq. (7) automatically separates the full film region from the
cavitated region without requiring the detail of the cavitation generation beforehand.
In dimensionless form, the Eq. (7) becomes:
3

βh 0 ∂

3

βh 0 ∂ h 3 g ∂φ
Uh 0 ∂φ h
h 3 g ∂φ
)
+
(
)=
2
2
∂x
∂y
2 r0 ∂x
12 μr0 ∂x
12 μr0 ∂y

,

with

,

(

(9)

where h0 is the film thickness in dimple free area. Equation (7) can also be

written as:
∂ h 3 g∂ϕ
∂ h 3 g∂ϕ
λ ∂ϕh
(
)+ (
)=
∂x ∂x
∂y ∂y
β ∂x

where λ =
2.5

6 μr0U
Pa h0

2

is the seal parameter, β =

β
Pa

(10)

, Pa is the ambient pressure.

Solution Method

2.5.1 Discretization of the Problem

Using the finite difference method and following the scheme introduced by Vijayaraghavan and Keith
[12], Eq. (10) can be discretized in the following.

A p φ p + As φs + A n φn + Ae φe + Aw φw + F = 0
where

Ap = −

g
g
−1
λ
−1
h p (2 − e − g p − w ) + 2 [α e + α w ]g p + 2 [α n + α s ]g p
2
2
2β Δx
Δx
Δy

1
αs gs
Δy 2
1
An =
αn gn
Δy 2
As =

gw + g p
1
λ
) + 2 αwgw
hw (−2 +
2
2β Δx
Δx
ge + g p
1
λ
) + 2 αe ge
Ae = −
he (
2
2β Δx
Δx
Aw = −

12

(11)

F=

αn =

[

]

[

1
1
− α e g e + [α e + α w ]g p − α w g w +
− α n g n + [α n + α s ]g p − α s g s
2
Δx
Δy 2

(hn + h p ) 3
8

,α s =

(hs + h p )3
8

,αe =

(he + h p )3
8

,α w =

]

(hw + h p )3
8

Note that g represents the local switching function value, h is the local film thickness, and the subscripts
‘n’,’s’, ’w’, ’e’ and ‘p’ denote the positions relative to the center node. The parameters ∆x and ∆y are
grid sizes in circumferential and radial directions, respectively, as shown in shown in Fig. 2-4.

Figure 2-4 Grid for the computation
2.5.2 Iteration Method

Several numerical methods are available to solve the governing equations described in the previous
section including the Gauss-Seidel iteration with Successive Over Relaxation (SOR), Alternating
Direction Implicit (ADI), and Multigrid approach. All of these methods were tested in the current
research. It is found that the Multigrid method is almost 10 times faster than ADI and 20-30 times faster
than Gauss-Seidel method. Therefore, unless specified otherwise, the Multigrid method [21] is used for
all the simulations reported in this paper.
When solving system of equations using iteration method with fine grid scale, the high frequency error
will decay rapidly while the low frequency error is difficult to eliminate. The Multigrid method is
applied to accelerate the conventional iteration method such as Gauss-Seidel method or Jacobi method.
This method had been used in the tribology research successfully before [16, 22]. The main idea of the
Multigrid method is to transfer error (or residual) from fine grid iteration process to a coarser grid
configuration, iterate under this grid scale to find a correction value, and then transfer the correction
value back from the coarse grid to the fine grid. In this fashion, the low frequency error can be
eliminated very rapidly. The transfer of error from a fine grid to a coarse grid is called restriction. The
transfer of correction value backward is called prolongation. There could be several levels of grid scales.
The residual from each grid configuration is transferred to the next coarser grid level. The process
continues until it reaches the coarsest level. Then, the correction is transferred back layer by layer from
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the coarsest to the finest level. The process, which is called V-cycle, is repeated until the convergence
criteria reached. Figure 2-5 shows a schematic diagram of the V-cycle.

Figure 2-5 Schematic diagram for Mutigrid V-cycle

The detail of the process is described as follows. Note that in the equations below, the subscripts have
the same meaning as shown in Fig. 2-4. The superscripts represent the grid levels: ‘1’ corresponds to the
finest grid, the subsequent larger numbers represents coarser grid.
The Gauss-Seidel iteration scheme is applied to the equations system (11) a few times. The result is an
approximation of the solution f1. Here, f1 is the approximate value of the film content parameter. The
residual R1 can be obtained by equation:

R 1 = As φ1 s + A n φ1n + Ae φ1e + Aw φ1 w + Ap φ1 p + F

(12)

The residual R1 is transferred to the next coarser grid using restriction operator listed below [21]:
⎡1 / 16 1 / 8 1 / 16⎤
R = ⎢⎢ 1 / 8 1 / 4 1 / 8 ⎥⎥
⎢⎣1 / 16 1 / 8 1 / 16⎥⎦

(13)

The resulting residual RT2 can be expressed as:

RT 2 =

1
1
1
(R 1nw + R 1ne + R 1 sw + R 1 se ) + (R 1n + R 1e + R 1 s + R 1 w ) + R 1 p
16
8
4

(14)

The Gauss-Seidel iteration scheme is applied to the coarser grid. Here, the system of equations for the
residual RT2 is generated the same way in the coarser grid as in the finer grid. The only difference is the
grid size used. The iteration is executed a few times. The result f2 represents an approximate correction
value to f1. The equations system for the coarser grid is:
2

A2 p φp + A2 s φs + A2 n φn + A2 e φe + A2 wφw − RT = 0

14

(15)

The residual is obtained by:

R

2

= A 2 s φ 2 s + A 2 n φ 2 n + A 2 e φ 2 e + A 2 w φ 2 w + A 2 p φ 2 p − RT

2

(16)

Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until the coarsest grid level J is reached.
The solution in the last level (J) is transferred back to the next finer level (J+1).The grid value in the
coarse level is interpolated to its adjacent nodes in the finer grid through a linear prolongation operator
shown below [21]:
⎡1 / 4 1 / 2 1 / 4⎤
P = ⎢⎢1 / 2 1 1 / 2⎥⎥
⎢⎣1 / 4 1 / 2 1 / 4⎥⎦

(17)

The values in the matrix represent the weight of the coarse grid node in the fine grid node. After the
prolongation, a correction to the finer grid uJ is obtained. The approximated solution in the finer grid
level then becomes:

φ J −1new = φ J −1 + u J

(18)

The Gauss-Seidel iteration scheme is executed on the finer grid j1 times to refine the results.
Step 4 and step 5 are repeated until the program returns to the finest grid.
Steps 1 to 4 represent the downward portion of the V-cycle in which only restriction is performed, while
steps 5 to 7 are the upward portion in which only prolongation is performed. Usually, the V-cycle needs
to be repeated several times before the convergence criterion is satisfied.
2.5.3 Convergence Criteria

There are two convergence criteria. One is that the calculated sums of fractional changes in the film
content value between two successive iteration falls below a specified tolerance value. That is:

∑∑
i

j

φi,jold − φi,jnew
φi,jnew

<ε
(19)

where i,j are node geometry index, φi,jold is the value from previous iteration, φi,jnew is the value from
current iteration, and ε is the error tolerance (ε=1x10-3).
The second convergence condition is introduced by Lebeck [17]. It states that whenever a switch
function (g) pattern/configuration repeats itself during the iteration, the program is considered to be
converged. Usually, the first criterion is used at the very beginning. If it fails, then the second criterion is
implemented. In this fashion, almost all the computations can reach a convergence result in current
research.
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Y

Compute performance
parameters

Convergence
Check for inner loop
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N
Solve the equations for
film content parameter
using multi-grid method

Figure 2-6 Flow chart of the programming
2.5.4 Program Structure

The flow chart of the problem is presented in Fig. 2-6. The program includes two loops. The core of this
program is the inner loop of a Multigrid method for the film content f under a specific g configuration.
Each time when the inner loop converges, the switch function g on each node is assigned a new value
calculated from the new f value. Then, if the outer loop does not converge, a new set of coefficients for
the equations are evaluated. The new equations are then put into use in another round of inner loop. The
iteration loops go on until the outer convergence criterion is satisfied.
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2.5.5 Pressure Distribution

Once convergence is achieved, the program proceeds to determine the pressure distribution. The
pressure is calculated from the film content parameter f as:

⎧ Pc + β ln(ϕ )
⎪
P=⎨
⎪⎩
Pc

for ϕ > 1
for ϕ ≤ 1

(20)

The load capacity W for an individual dimple or a dimple column is
LB

W = ∫ ∫ Pdxdy

(21)

0 0

The average pressure on a dimple or dimple column can be obtained using
Paverage =

W
A

(22)

where A is the total area of a dimple cell or dimple column.

2.6

Validation Cases

2.6.1 Comparison with CFD Results for Non-cavitation Case.

As discussed in section 2.4, Eq. (7) is a combination of the flow equations for both cavitated and full
film regions. If no cavitation occurs, the switch function g will be 1 for the entire domain and Eq. (7)
will change to conventional Reynolds equation. To test the simulation program for this situation, a noncavitating single cell situation is designed. The problem is first simulated using the present multigrid
method program. Then, a commercial software, CFD-ACE+, is used for the same problem for
comparison purposes. CFD-ACE+ is a set of computer applications for multi-physics computational
analysis. It uses the finite volume approach for problem discretization and iterative equation solvers
(conjugate gradient squared solver/algebraic multigrid solver) to solve the linear equations. The main
solver of the software employs a flow module that treats the Navier-Stokes equation. For 3-D, thin-film
hydrodynamic fluid lubrication problems, quick and accurate solutions can be obtained with this
software. The comparison in this case actually represents a comparison of the solution using Reynolds
equation with that of the Navier-Stokes equations.
To ensure that no cavitation occurs in the dimple, the ambient pressure is set to be a large value (1 MPa)
so that the lowest pressure due to pressure drop in the divergent region of a dimple will be greater than
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the fluid cavitation pressure. The input parameters are listed in Table 2. Note that in all the calculations
in this paper, dimples are assumed to be circular in shape and their bottom shape is spherical cap.
Table 2-2 Validation Case 1 input parameter
Dimple
diameter
(μm)

Dimple
depth
(μm)

Cell
size
(μm)

Inlet
pressure
(Pa)

Outlet
pressure
(Pa)

Fluid
viscosity
(Pa.s)

Bottom
shape

Film
thickness
(μm)

300

10

600

1x106

1x106

Upper
wall
velocity
(m/s)

0.0035

10

cap

4

The contours of the lubricant film top surface pressure are shown in Fig. 2-7. Figure 2-7 (a) represents
the multigrid simulations and Fig. 2-7 (b) is the results obtained using the CFD software. Both figures
show an anti-symmetric pressure distribution. The highest and lowest pressures occur on the rim of the
dimple in the downstream and upstream positions, respectively. Figure 2-8 shows the pressure
distributions along the centerline of dimple cells for both the results. It can be seen that there is about 6%
difference between the two results. The error in current calculation is assumed to be due to the
simplification made by the Reynolds equation. Both results show the same trend in pressure amplitude
change along dimple cells centerline. The results of the simulations indicate that if the flow in dimple
were not cavitating, the Reynolds equation and the CFD package that solves the Navier-Stokes directly
yield similar results. The results are also conform with the claim of Dobrica and Fillon [23] that the
Reynolds equation is valid in textured sliders when the dimple length to depth ratio (30 in current
simulation) is sufficiently large and the Reynolds number (10 in current simulation) is sufficiently small.

Figure 2-7 Single dimple pressure distribution
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Figure 2-8 Pressure distribution on the top surface centerline from two simulation results
2.6.2 Cavitating Journal Bearing Case

In this case, we directly test the validity of the algorithm developed for the case of a journal bearing in
which cavitation occurs. For the purpose of validation, the program is running to simulate an example
given in Elrod's paper [12]. It is an infinite long journal bearing with L/D ratio of 10. Two grooves are
positioned to be 60° and 240° apart from the smallest film thickness location for lubricant refill. The
input parameters are given in Table 3.
Table 2-3 Validation Case 2 Parameter
Shaft
diameter
(mm)

L/D

62.8

10

ε

Nominal
film
thickness
(μm)

Groove
pressure
(Pa)

Fluid
viscosity
(Pa.s)

Surface
velocity
(m/s)

Cavitation
pressure
(Pa)

0.8

55

1x105

0.0035

19.7

1x105

Groove
number
and
location

β
(Pa)

2
1x108
(60 ,240°)
°

The current result is compared with those reported by Elrod [12]. Figure 2-9 (b) shows the current
pressure distribution and film content parameter result. The pressure plot of current result is almost
identical to that obtained by Elrod (Fig. 2-9 (a)). To avoid possible numerical instability in the areas near
the grooves caused by the algorithm, the actual groove pressure used in the present calculation is
99999.999 Pa instead of 1x105 Pa listed in the Table 3.
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Figure 2-9 Journal bearing pressure and film content calculation result, (a) Elrod’s result [12]
(b) current simulation result.
2.6.3 Single Cell and Multiple Cells Comparison

To find out whether dimple-to-dimple effect in radial direction has any influence on the overall loadcarrying capacity, a numerical experiment is performed. Two configurations are used for this purpose:
one with four dimples in a column, the other is a single dimple cell. Their common parameters are listed
in Table 4. The specific parameters used in the simulations are listed in Table 5. Here, to minimize the
ambient pressure effects, the ambient pressures are chosen to be the same for both inner and outer radii.

Table 2-4 Common Parameters for Single Cell and Multiple Dimples comparison.
Dimple
diameter
(μm)

Dimple
depth
(μm)

Cell
size
(μm)

Fluid
viscosity
(Pa.s)

Upper
wall
velocity
(rpm)

Cavitation
pressure
(Pa)

Bottom
shape

Film
thickness
(μm)

1500

10

3000

0.0035

300

0.9x105

elliptic

4

Table 2-5 Specific Parameters for Single and Multiple Dimple Comparison

No.

Inside
diameter
(mm)

Outside
diameter
(mm)

Inlet
pressure
(Pa)

Outlet
pressure
(Pa)

No. of
dimples

a
b

12.5
17

24.5
20

1x105
1x105

1x105
1x105

4
1

Figure 2-10 (a) shows the pressure contour plot for the four-cell dimple configuration. Each dimple cell
shows similar pressure distribution with maximum on the downstream rim and minimum on the
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upstream rim. Each dimple behaves similarly to that of a single dimple cell configuration shown in Fig.
2-10 (b). The average load-carrying capacity for one dimple cell is 0.007 N in Fig. 2-10 (a), 0.006 N in
Fig. 2-10 (b). The difference in pressure magnitude and load-carrying capacity is believed to be mostly
due to the change in local radius, which makes the dimple distance in circumferential direction different.
The dimple-to-dimple effect in radial direction is, therefore, minor. This can be further justified by
performing a four-cell rectangular configuration simulation with dimple surface in stationary and the
dimple free surface in translational movement. This translational movement can be viewed as a special
case of rotational movement as in the previous simulation with ri and ro both taken to be infinitely large.
In this way, the curvature effect can be eliminated. The results are shown in Fig. 2-11. In this figure, the
pressure distributions and magnitudes of these four dimples are almost identical. The average loadcarrying capacity for one dimple cell is 0.006 N. In fact, as long as the ratio of the inner-to-outer radius
is sufficiently close to 1 (the ratio is 1 in the translational movement simulation), the curvature effect on
the individual dimple can be ignored [4]. Note that in Fig. 2-11 the dimples are moved close to the
upstream of the fluid intentionally. This way, the simulation converges well with the first convergence
criterion described in section 2.5.3. If the dimples are right along the centerline of a column, the second
convergence criterion in section 2.5.3 will have to be used. Since the boundary condition is cyclic, this
does not affect the final result.

Figure 2-10 Multiple and single cells pressure contour comparison

Figure 2-11 Multiple dimple cell pressure contour in translational movement simulation
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2.7

Comparison and Discussion

2.7.1 Pressure Distribution

As described in the introduction, several different cavitation boundary conditions are used by
researchers. Among them, the half-Sommerfeld condition, Swift-Steiber (Reynolds) condition and JFO
condition are the most common.
Before the dimple case is used for a comparison of different theories, a journal bearing case, for which
the solution is well known, is simulated. The simulation results presented in this section are based on the
Cartesian system. Table 6 lists the basic input parameters used in the simulation. Figure 2-12 shows the
pressure distribution along the circumference of the bearing at z=L/2. The results shows that the pressure
distributions obtained from Reynolds and JFO boundary conditions are fairly close. The halfSommerfeld boundary condition, on the other hand, abruptly cuts off the pressure at 180o away from the
inlet and the pressure peak is not close to those predicted by either the Reynolds or JFO. This trend is
consistent with classical results [24].
Table 2-6 Validation Case 2 Parameter

L/D

62.8

10

ε

Nominal
film
thickness
(μm)

Groove
pressure
(Pa)

Fluid
viscosity
(Pa.s)

Surface
velocity
(m/s)

Cavitation
pressure
(Pa)

0.8

50

0

0.0035

20

0

Pressure (Pa)

Shaft
diameter
(mm)

1.4x10

7

1.2x10

7

1.0x10

7

8.0x10

6

6.0x10

6

4.0x10

6

2.0x10

6

0.0x10

0

Groove
number
and
location

1 (0°)

β
(Pa)

1.62x109

Reynolds
Boundary Condition
JFO
Boundary Condition
half-Sommerfeld
Boundary Condition

0

50

100
150
200
250
Angular Coordinate (degree)

300

350

Figure 2-12 Pressure distribution along the center of the journal bearing (z=L/2) obtained using
different cavitation boundary conditions
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To gain further insight into the dimple problem, these boundary conditions are applied to the same
dimple configuration for comparison. Again, in order to minimize the influence from ambient pressure,
the inlet and outlet pressure difference is assumed to be zero. In this simulation, polar coordinate with
single cell model is used so that the curvature effect is taken into consideration. Table 7 shows the
parameters of the dimple configuration. A single dimple cell containing one dimple from the seal ring
surface is analyzed and it is assumed that this cell will represent all the dimple cells in the entire domain.
Table 2-7 Parameter for Theories Comparison Simulations
Dimple
diameter
(μm)

Dimple
depth
(μm)

Cell
size
(μm)

Inlet
pressure
(Pa)

Outlet
pressure
(Pa)

Fluid
viscosity
(Pa.s)

Upper
wall
velocity
(rpm)

Cavitation
pressure
(Pa)

Bottom
shape

Film
thickness
(μm)

1500

10

3000

1x105

1x105

0.0035

600

0.9x105

Cap

4

The results of pressure contours from different theories are shown in Fig. 2-13. In contrast to the results
of the journal bearing simulations, these results are quite different. Figure 2-13(a) shows the predicted
dimple pressure contour using half-Sommerfeld condition. It reveals that the fluid in half of the dimple
cell is cavitated and that boundary between cavitated and non-cavitated region is exactly in the middle of
the cell, as expected. In comparison, the cavitation region predicted with the Reynolds boundary
condition, Fig. 2-13(b), appears to be quite small. The cavitation and full-film boundary are close to the
upstream rim of the dimple. The cavitation zone as predicted by the mass-conservative JFO theory is
shown in Fig. 2-13(c). It reveals that the cavitation zone is larger than what the Reynolds boundary
condition predicts, but is smaller than half-Sommerfeld condition result. In the JFO pressure contour
plot, the cavitation occupies most of the dimple area, and the film reformation occurs in a position close
to the downstream rim of the dimple.

Figure 2-13 Pressure contours of dimple cell obtained from different theories.

The pressure distributions along the center line (r = 0.023m) of the dimple cells for all three theories are
plotted in Fig. 2-14. Their differences are significant. The Reynolds boundary condition gives the
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highest peak pressure and overall pressure; the half-Sommerfeld condition predicts lower pressure;
while the pressure result from JFO condition is the lowest. Since the half-Sommerfeld condition does
not consider either the cavitation rupture or reformation mechanism and Reynolds condition does not
consider the cavitation reformation, their predictions of pressure are considered to be less realistic. The
JFO theory takes both mechanisms into account and the solution algorithm conserves mass. Thus, the
JFO theory captures the physics more closely and thus more realistically represents the pressure
generation capacity of a dimple.

Pressure (Pa)

3x10
2x10

5

Reynolds
Boundary Condition

5

2x10

5

2x10

5

1x10

5

5x10

4
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JFO
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0.000

0.020

0.040

0.060

0.080

0.100

0.120

0.140

Angular Coordinate (rad)

Figure 2-14 Pressure distribution along the centerline of the dimple cell (r=0.023m)

It can be seen from the results that both the Reynolds condition and half-Sommerfeld conditions
overestimate the pressure generation in a dimple. The Reynolds boundary condition predicts much less
cavitation area and yields a much larger pressure generation capacity than the JFO theory and halfSommerfeld condition. This interesting result is contrary to the situation in journal bearings, where the
Reynolds boundary condition gives more realistic result than the half- Sommerfeld condition.
2.7.2 Size Effects

An additional study was conduct to investigate the size effect on the dimple pressure with different
boundary conditions. In this study, single cell model is used using the Cartesian coordinate. The cell is
assumed to be in square shape with zero inlet and outlet lubricant pressure difference. Table 8 lists the
input parameters.
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Table 2-8 Parameter for Size Effects on the Theories Simulations

Case #

Dimple
diameter
(μm)

Dimple
depth
(μm)

Cell
size
(μm)

Fluid
viscosity
(Pa.s)

Upper
wall
velocity
(m/s)

Cavitation
pressure
(Pa)

Bottom
shape

Film
thickness
(μm)

1500
10
3000 0.0035
10
0.9x105
cap
4
5
150
10
300
0.0035
10
0.9x10
cap
4
Two cases are simulated, in which the size of the dimple cell and diameter in case #1 is 10 times larger
than that of case #2 but all other input parameters are the same. Figure 2-15(a) shows the results of the
pressure contours using the half-Sommerfeld, Reynolds and JFO boundary conditions for case #1 and
Fig. 2-15(b) shows the results of case #2. Comparison of Fig. 2-15(a) with Fig. 2-15(b) reveals that for
the same cavitation boundary condition, the shape of the pressure distributions is similar. However, the
peak pressures in case #1 are much larger than those of case #2 in Half-Sommerfeld and Reynolds
boundaries. In case #1, a larger dimple diameter means that the ratio of the dimple height to the dimple
diameter and the ratio of the film thickness to the dimple diameter ratio are both small; in case #2, these
two ratios are relatively large. This implies that if the dimple size is large, the half-Sommerfeld and
Reynolds boundary condition yield large error in the prediction of the pressure distribution.
1
2

(a)

(b)
Figure 2-15 Pressure contours obtained from different theories with different dimple sizes
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Another observation is that with the JFO theory, the peak pressure results for both case #1 and #2 are
relatively close and the pressure distributions are very similar. In both cases, the cavitation zone is
predicted to take up most of the area within the dimples. The reason for the similar pressure distribution
is thought to be the existence of cavitation: the gas and vapor mixture in the cavitation area engages
most of the space in a dimple that limits the amount of the fluid passing through the dimple (the fluid
mass flow rate). Thus, the pressure build-up on the downstream side of the dimple cell is constrained
and the peak pressure cannot increase as the dimple depth to dimple diameter ratio decreases. Therefore,
according to the JFO simulations, the dimple load capacity due to cavitation effect is limited.
2.7.3 Load-Carrying Capacity

To examine the load capacity of the dimple structure, a parametric study is performed to determine how
the average pressure is influenced by the ratio of dimple depth to diameter. In these simulations, the
same problem is treated using both the JFO theory and the Reynolds boundary condition. Single cell
dimple model with Cartesian coordinate is chosen for the study. The input parameter is shown in Table 9.
Table 2-9 Input parameter for load and dimple depth to diameter ratio simulations
Dimple
diameter
(μm)

Cell
size
(μm)

Inlet
pressure
(Pa)

Outlet
pressure
(Pa)

Fluid
viscosity
(Pa.s)

Upper
wall
velocity
(m/s)

Cavitation
pressure
(Pa)

Bottom
shape

75

300

1x105

1x105

0.0025

14

0.9x105

cap

Figure 2-16 shows the results of a parametric study of the effect of the dimple depth–to-diameter ratio
and the seal parameter λ to the dimple average pressure Pav (Paverage/Pa) with JFO theory. Increasing the
seal parameter λ has a positive effect on the dimple cells’ average pressure in the cases simulated: the
higher the seal parameter λ − which means higher fluid viscosity and/or operational speed and/or lower
film thickness − the higher the average pressure, and vice versa.
The effect of dimple depth to diameter ratio is more complicated. The plot shows that from dimple depth
to diameter ratio of 0.005 to 0.35, the λ=100 and λ=1000 curves have an upward trend while the λ=10
curve shows a peak at round 0.3. The simulation results corresponding to the Reynolds boundary
condition results are shown in Fig. 2-17. Clearly, the two methods give very different results: The
Reynolds boundary condition results predict a much higher load-carrying capacity than the JFO results.
The reason for this is that since the Reynolds boundary condition does not fully conserve mass, the fluid
flow in and out of the dimple area is allowed to be different, thus the pressure buildup in the
convergence area of the dimple can be very large. In JFO theory mass flow is conserved. Because of the
cavitation, the mass flow through the dimple area is constrained and this effect stops the pressure from
reaching to a very high value. The predictions of JFO theory are expected to be more realistic that those
of the Reynolds boundary conditions.
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Figure 2-16 Effects of dimple dimension and seal number to seal load obtained using J.F.O. theory
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Figure 2-17 Effects of dimple dimension and seal number to seal load obtained using Reynolds
boundary condition
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2.8

Conclusions

The purpose of this paper is to study the cavitation phenomenon in dimple-enhanced textured surfaces in
mechanical seal-like structures. Different theories are applied and compared in order to obtain the
appropriate boundary conditions that best capture the physics behind this phenomenon. It is found that
the JFO theory, traditionally used in journal bearing simulation, can be used in the study for cavitation in
dimples situation, which is characterized by a concave-convex film thickness profile. The results show
that the JFO theory with proper implementation algorithm can predict cavitation in dimples and give
more realistic performance parameters than other boundary conditions.
Additional studies are carried out to compare several theories commonly used by the researchers for the
dimple performance study. The dimple shape is assumed to be circular and the shape in depth direction
is spherical cap shape. The following conclusion can be drawn:

•

•

•

2.9

Under the conditions simulated, if cavitation does not occur, the solution to the Reynolds
equation and the direct solution to the Navier-Stokes equation yield similar results for prediction
of pressure in a dimple. Hence, in this study, the Reynolds equation is used to predict the
behavior of dimpled surfaces for thrust bearings and seals applications.
Compared with half-Sommerfeld condition and Reynolds boundary condition, the JFO theory
predicts much smaller load capacity results. Therefore, the load capacity caused solely by
cavitation effect is small.
Dimples size (or the ratio of the film thickness-to-dimple radius and/or the dimple depth-toradius ratio) yields different results depending on the cavitation theory used. When dimple size is
small, the results from different theories are close; otherwise, their differences are large.
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CHAPTER 3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF FULL FILM LUBRICATED TEXTURED
SEAL-LIKE STRUCTURE WITH CONSIDERATION OF ROUGHNESS EFFECTS

3.1

Nomenclature

A

total area in a single dimple cell or dimple column

F

friction force

g

switching function, g=1 for full-film region, g=0 for cavitation region

h

nominal film thickness

h0

fluid nominal film thickness in dimple free area

hg

dimple depth

hT

local film thickness

n

outward normal vector to the film rupture boundary

P

local pressure of the film

Pc

cavitation pressure

Q

leakage rate

r

local coordinate in radial direction

r’

distance between center of a dimple to a point (r, θ)

r

dimple radius in the r-θ plane

rc

radial coordinate of the center of a dimple in the r-θ plane

ri

inner diameter of the seal/thrust bearing

rm

the mean radius of the seal/thrust bearing

ro

outer diameter of the seal/thrust bearing

hT = h + δ1 + δ 2

fluid velocity in n direction

W

load-carrying capacity

β

bulk modulus of the lubricant

θ’

angle covered by a dimple column

θ

local coordinate in circumferential direction
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∆θ

grid sizes in circumferential direction

∆r

grid sizes in radial directions

δ 1 , δ 2 random roughness amplitude of the two surfaces

φ

film content parameter, φ =

ρ
when lubricant is in full-film region, and fractional film content
ρc

when the film is in cavitation region

φf

shear stress factor

φ fs

shear stress correction factor for combined effect of roughness and sliding

φ fp

shear stress correction factor for the mean pressure flow

Φs

shear flow factor

Φθ

pressure flow factors in circumferential direction

Φr

pressure flow factors in radial direction

μ

fluid viscosity
2

λ

non-dimensional parameter λ =

ρ

local fluid density

6 μri ω
βh 0

2

cavitation density of the fluid
σ

variance of the combined roughness of both surfaces

τ full

shear stress in full-film region

τ cav

shear stress in cavitation region

Ω

area taken by one dimple cell or one dimple column

ω

rotational speed

Subscripts
‘n’, ’s’, ’w’, ’e’, ‘p’ north, south, west, east, point relative positions to the center node, respectively
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3.2

Introduction

In recent years, much attention has been devoted to the study of the performance enhancement of lasertextured mechanical seals and thrust bearings [1-9]. In particular, realistic prediction of the performance
of these dimpled surfaces has sparked significant research interest in the tribology community [10, 11].
Given the premise that fluid cavitation within the dimples is responsible for the enhancement of
performance, in a companion paper [12], the authors studied the behavior of dimples by implementing
the Jakobsson-Floberg-Olsson (JFO) boundary conditions [13, 14] using a mass-conservative algorithm.
The results of the study revealed that according to JFO boundary conditions, the load-carrying capacity
of uniformly distributed dimples on flat surfaces is limited. Further study is warranted to examine other
mechanisms that can improve the performance of the textured seal or thrust bearing.
It is generally accepted that surface dimples are more effective at enhancing load-carrying capacity at
relatively small film thicknesses, such as those encountered in mechanical seals [5]. Therefore, it seems
logical to investigate the role of surface roughness on the performance enhancement of the textured
surfaces. While the effect of surface roughness on generating hydrodynamic lifting force has been
studied in some depth [15], its implications on dimpled surfaces remain unexplored. Given that the size
of surface textures can range from tens to hundreds of microns and that surface rms of engineered
surfaces are also on the order of one tens of a micron, it is relevant to examine how roughness influences
the load-carrying capacity.
In this paper, the performances of the mechanical seal-like structures as well as thrust bearings are
investigated with provision for surface roughness. In order to avoid the influence of other factors, such
as surface waviness and coning, etc., the surfaces are assumed to be nominally flat. Therefore, surface
roughness and dimples are the only mechanisms that can generate hydrodynamic load-carrying support.
3.3

Model and Formulation

Figure 3-1 Structure face with dimples
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The structure considered in this study is a friction pair in the shape of two circular rings, one rotating
and the other stationary. The surface of the stationary ring is textured with dimples, while the rotating
ring is dimple free. The rings are of the same size, with inner radius ri and outer radius ro. Dimples can
be configured in different spatial distributions, but most typical ones are radially positioned as shown in
Fig. 3-1. The dimples are uniformly distributed along the radial direction, providing an axisymmetric
configuration which is convenient for modeling purposes. Both the stationary and rotating surfaces are
assumed to be rough with the same surface roughness pattern. The limiting case of smooth surfaces is
treated by setting roughness parameters equal to zero.
Referring to Fig. 3-1, the dimple is assumed to take on the shape of a spherical cap. The nominal film
thickness can be described as:

when r ' > rd
⎧h0
⎪⎪
2
2
2
h = ⎨ ⎡ (rd 2 + hg 2 ) ⎤
(rd + hg )
2
+ hg + h0
⎥ − r' −
⎪ ⎢
2
2
h
h
⎢
⎥
g
g
⎦
⎩⎪ ⎣
2

where r ' = r 2 + rc − 2rrc cos (θ −

when r ' < rd

(1)

θ'
).
2

For convenience, in the later section of this paper “nominal film thickness” is simply referred to as the
“film thickness.”

3.4

Governing Equations

Assuming that the fluid can be characterized as Newtonian and that the operation is steady-state and
laminar condition prevails, the Reynolds equation with provision for roughness effects can be written in
the form proposed by Patir and Cheng [16], viz.

∂ρΦs
∂ρh
∂
ρh 3 ∂P
∂
rρh 3 ∂P
(Φθ
) + (Φr
) = 6ωr( T + σ
)
∂θ
∂θ
r∂θ
μ∂θ
∂r
μ∂r

(2)

Equation (2) can then be rewritten in the suitable form for implementing the mass-conservative
algorithm as put forward by Elrod [17-18]. In dimensionless form, the Reynolds equation reads:

∂φΦs
∂
∂
∂φh
h 3 g∂φ
h 3 g∂φ
+
+σ
(Φ
(Φ
r
) = λ(
)
)
θ
r
2
∂θ
∂r
∂θ
r ∂r
∂θ
r ∂θ
The non-dimensional terms in Eq. (3) are defined as follows:
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(3)

r=

h =

2
σ
r
h
6 μri ω
, h = ,σ = , λ =
2
ri
h0
h0
βh 0

h
h
[1 + erf (
)] +
2 h0
2σ

σ
e −h
2π h0

2

/ 2σ 2

where β is the bulk modulus of the lubricant, which satisfies the following relationship:
β=ρ

∂P
∂ρ

(4)

Note that Eq. (3) can also be applied to treat smooth surfaces by setting the pressure flow factor equal to
1 and shear flow factor equal to 0.
The switching function, g, automatically separates the full-film region from the cavitated region in
accordance to the JFO cavitation boundary conditions. The basic assumptions of the theory are: 1) inside
the cavitated region within the lubrication film, the fluid flows in narrow strips separated completely by
the vapor or gas; 2) within the cavitated region, the pressure remains constant denoted by Pc; 3) on the
boundary between the full and cavitated fluid flow, the pressure gradient is zero. Thus, at the location of
film rupture, the following condition is satisfied:
∂P
=0 ;
∂n

(5)

and 4) at the film reformation location, the following relationship holds.

h 2 ∂P Vn
ρ
= (1 − )
ρc
12 μ ∂n 2

(6)

Combining the shear terms in Eq. (3) into one term, one arrives at the following equation.

∂
h 3 g∂φ
∂
h 3 g∂φ
∂(φh′)
(Φ
)
+
(Φ
r
)
=
λ
θ
r
r 2∂θ
∂θ
r ∂r
∂r
∂θ

(7)

where h′ = h + σ Φs .
The boundary conditions on the inner and outer diameters are:

P = Pin at r = ro

(8a)

P = Po at r = ri

(8b)
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Because of the axisymmetric property, only one “dimple column”, as shown in Fig. 3-1, needs to be
analyzed. The geometry of the problem takes on a “fan shape” with a column of dimples along the
centerline. In addition to the boundary conditions listed above, the following conditions are imposed on
the periodic boundaries.
∂P
=0
∂θ

(9a)

Pleft = Pright

(9b)

The formulation can be further simplified using the single-cell model [3]. In this model, only a single
dimple and its surrounding area in the shape of a fan are considered. In this research, unless specified
otherwise, the pressure at the inner and outer diameter of the ring is assumed to be the same to solely
concentrate on the contribution of dimples on the load-carrying capacity. In this situation, the dimple-todimple interaction in radial direction is very small and thus the boundary conditions Eqs. (8a) to (9b) are
also used for the single-cell situation. In the later sections, the model of a single cell is referred to as
‘single-cell model’ and the model dealing with one radial column of dimples is referred to as ‘four-cell
model’.
Following the work of Wang et al. [19], it is assumed that the flow factors as derived by Patir and Cheng
[16] are applicable to the seal-like or thrust bearing configuration.

3.5

Solution Method

Figure 3-2 Grid for the computation

Because of its robust nature, the algorithm proposed by Vijayaraghavan and Keith [20-22] is chosen for
the problem discretization. The discretized equations are then solved using the Multigrid method [23].
Computations [12] show that this method converges 10 to 30 times faster than Alternating Direction
Implicit (ADI) method or Gauss-Seidel iteration with successive over relaxation (SOR). In this study,
polar coordinates are used for all the computations. The grid is shown in Fig. 3-2. For a single-cell
model, a 65×65 grid is used; for a four-cell model, a 33×129 grid is used. The discretized equation in the
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current study is shown in Eq. (10). The detail of this method and its implementation in Cartesian
Coordinates are presented in [12].

As φs + An φn + Ae φe + Awφw + Ap φp + F0 = 0

(10)

where
Ap = −

g
g
−1
−1
λ
h ′p ( 2 − e − g p − w ) + 2 2 [α e + α w ]g p +
[α n + α s ]g p
2 Δθ
2
2
rp Δr 2
rp Δθ

1
αs gs
rp Δr 2
1
An =
α n gn
rp Δr 2
As =

Aw = − hw′ ( −2 +
Ae = −
F0 =

gw + g p
2

)

1
λ
+ 2 2 αwgw
2 Δθ r p Δθ

ge + g p
1
λ
) + 2 2 α e ge
he′ (
2 Δθ
2
r p Δθ

[

]

[

1
1
− α e g e + [α e + α w ] g p − α w g w +
− α n g n + [α n + α s ] g p − α s g s
2
rp Δr 2
rp Δθ
2

]

with

αe =
αw =
αn =
αs =

3.6

(Φθe + Φθp )(he + hp )3
16
(Φθw + Φθp )(hw + hp )3
16
(Φrn + Φrp )(rn + rp )(hn + hp )3
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(Φrs + Φrp )(rs + rp )(hs + hp )3
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Performance Parameters

Performance parameters including pressure, load-carrying capacity, friction force and leakage are
calculated using the following equations. Note that the following equations can be applied to both
smooth and rough cases. If the film content parameter ϕ is obtained from the Reynolds equation with the
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consideration of roughness effect (Eq. (3)), the results pertain to the rough surface case; otherwise, the
results represent the smooth case.
The following equation is used to calculate the pressure in the dimple in terms of the film content
parameter ϕ [22].

⎧ Pc + β ln(ϕ )
⎪
P=⎨
⎪⎩
Pc

for ϕ > 1
for ϕ ≤ 1

(11)

The load-carrying capacity, W, is obtained by integrating pressure over the entire area. The result is:

W = ∫∫ Prdrdθ

(12)

W
A

(13)

Ω

The average pressure is:
Pavg =

where A is the total area of a dimple cell or dimple column.
The friction force is obtained from the viscous shear stress. In the full-film region, the shear stress is:
τ full =

μrω
h∂P
(φ f − φ fs ) − φ fp
2r∂θ
h

(14)

where φ f is the shear stress factor; φ fs and φ fp are the shear stress correction factors [24].
In the cavitation region, the shear stress is:
τ cav = φ

μrω
(φ f − φ fs )
h

(15)

The total friction force is then calculated from the following equation.
F=

1
rm

∫∫ τr

2

drdθ

(16)

Ω

where τ = τ full in the full-film region and τ = τcav in the cavitation region. Note that Eq. (16) is used in
both single-cell model and four-cell model.
The leakage rate across the seal is given by:
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2π

Q=

∫−Φ
0

3.7

r

rh 3 ∂ p
dθ
12 μ ∂ r

(17)

Performance Study

In this section, we report the results of a parametric study on the effect of dimples on the performance of
a dimpled surface, i.e. load-carrying capacity, friction force and leakage with consideration of surface
roughness. The basic input parameters are shown in Table 1. As shown in the table, the viscosity is
varied from 0.0002 Pa.s (representing 100ºC water) to 1 Pa.s (representing 25ºC castor oil); the speed
ranges from 300 rpm to 3600 rpm, which represents typical operational speed range for seals or thrust
bearings. The film thickness range of 2 μm to 24 μm is also typical for seals or thrust bearings. In all
the simulations, the dimples are assumed to be circular in r-θ plane with spherical cap bottom shape.
Table 3-1 Parametric Study Basic Input Parameter
Parameter Value
Dimple diameter (μm)
Dimple depth range (μm)
Inlet pressure (Pa)
Outlet pressure (Pa)
Fluid viscosity range (Pa.s)
Upper wall velocity range (rpm)
Cavitation pressure range (Pa)
Dimple bottom shape
Film thickness range (μm)
Inner radius/outer radius (single-cell model)(m)
Inner radius/outer radius (four-cell model) (m)
Area density for single-cell model
Area density for four-cell model
Number of columns in a seal-like structure

2000
4 to 56
1×105
1×105
0.0002-1
300 to 3600
0 to 0.9×105
Spherical cap
2 to 24
0.017/0.02
0.0125/0.025
34.2%
32.4%
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All the simulations conducted in this research are assumed to be within the hydrodynamic regime.
According to Lebeck [25], this condition is satisfied if the film thickness parameter Λ>3 . Τhe definition
of the film parameter is:
Λ=

h0

σ

(19)

The analyses presented in this paper pertain to surfaces with isotropic roughness, where the surface
roughness does not exhibit any directional preference. Two rms values for surface finish are considered:
0.9 μm which is typical for ground surfaces used for a thrust bearing and 0.2 μm corresponding to
lapped surfaces, which is typical for a mechanical face seal [25]. Thus, using Eq. (19), the minimum
film thicknesses should be greater than 3.8 μm for bearings and 0.6 μm for seal-like configurations. In
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the following simulations, two film thickness values are used: 4 μm film thickness for the surfaces with
0.9 μm rms roughness representing a thrust bearing configuration and 2 μm film thickness for 0.2 μm
rms roughness representing the configuration of a mechanical seal.
3.7.1 Effect of Film Thickness

Figure 3-3 shows the relationship between the load-carrying capacity and film thickness obtained using
the single-cell model for cases involving both smooth and rough surfaces. The film thickness is varied
from 4 μm to 21 μm and rotational speed ranges from 900 rpm to 3600 rpm. The dimple depth is set to
10 μm in all the calculations. The fluid viscosity is 0.0035 Pa.s, which represents the viscosity of 50%
propylene glycol water solution at 40ºC. The cavitation pressure is 0.9×105 Pa. The rms value is 0.9 μm
for rough surfaces. The results for smooth surfaces are obtained by setting the pressure flow factor equal
to 1 and shear flow factor equal to 0.

0.018
900 rpm (Rough)
900 rpm (Smooth)
1800 rpm (Rough)
1800 rpm (Smooth)
3600 rpm (Rough)
3600 rpm (Smooth)

Load-Carrying Capacity (N)

0.016
0.014
0.012
0.010
0.008
0.006
0.004
0.002
0.000

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

Film Thickness (μm)

Figure 3-3 The fluid film thickness and load-carrying capacity under different speeds for smooth
and rough surfaces with surface rms 0.9μm, cavitation pressure 0.9×105 Pa

•

Smooth Surfaces

Referring to Fig. 3-3, the behavior of load-carrying capacity as a function of the film thickness is
examined at several specified rpm values. When the surfaces are smooth, the load-carrying capacity
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curves for the 1800 rpm and 3600 rpm rotational speed show an upward trend when the film thickness is
small followed by a downward trend as the film thickness increases. The 900 rpm curve shows only
downward trend with the increasing film thickness. The load-carrying capacity becomes nil when the
film thickness is greater than a specific value. For 900 rpm, this value is around 17 μm and for 1800 rpm,
it is around 21 μm. This indicates that the dimples are effective in producing a lifting force when the
film thickness is small, and their effect is diminished when the thickness of the film is relatively large.
This is in agreement with the result shown in [5]. The above observations indicate that for each
operational speed, there exists an optimum film thickness that yields the maximum load-carrying
capacity. This optimum film thickness occurs in the low film thickness region (less than 10 μm, in the
cases simulated) for all operational speeds. As the film thickness becomes larger, the cavitation
eventually disappears and the load-carrying capacity approaches zero. Furthermore, simulation results
predict that upon increasing the film thickness, the dimple load-carrying capacity diminishes more
rapidly at lower speeds.
When the film thickness is below a certain level (6 μm for the cases simulated), the load-carrying
capacity decreases as the rotational speed increases. In the high film thickness range, i.e. film
thicknesses greater than 10μm, however, the trend is different: the higher the speed, the higher the loadcarrying capacity becomes. The film thickness range from 6μm to 10μm is the transition between the
two. The reason for this effect is that the cavitation pressure is less than the ambient pressure. Therefore,
if cavitation occurs, both the negative (sub-ambient) and the positive pressure exist inside the dimples.
The “negative pressure” area occupies an increasingly larger portion of a dimple as the speed increases
whereas the “negative pressure” is decreased with the increasing film thickness. The detail of the
pressure distribution in a single cell can be found in [12]. On the other hand, the “positive pressure”
value within a dimple cell increases with increasing speed and decreases with increasing film thickness.
Therefore, there exists two “cutoff points” in the size of the film thickness: above 10 μm the effect of
speed dominates and below 6 μm cavitation effect dominates. In the speed-dominated region, the higher
the speed, the greater is the load-carrying capacity. In the cavitation- dominate region, the situation is
just the opposite: upon increasing the speed, the load-carrying capacity decreases. Between these two
regions is the transitional region.

•

Rough Surface (Surface rms=0.9 μm)

Figure 3-3 also presents the results for the rough surfaces. The same trend as the smooth surfaces is
observed; however, the magnitude of the load-carrying capacity for rough surfaces is slightly larger than
that of the smooth surfaces for the same rotational speed. The difference of the load-carrying capacity
between rough and smooth surfaces becomes smaller as the film thickness increases, and diminishes
when the film thickness is large. This is consistent with Patir and Cheng’s theory: as the film thickness
increase, the pressure flow factor approaches 1, shear flow factor becomes nil, and roughness effect
disappears [16].
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Figure 3-4 shows the results of simulations with the same input parameters as that in Fig. 3-3 except that
the cavitation pressure is set to 0.28×105 Pa. The overall trend of each curve is the same as in Fig. 3-3
and the roughness influence on the load-carrying capacity is similar. However, the load-carrying
capacity at the same film thickness is consistently greater at higher speeds than that when operating at
low speeds. The reason is that when the cavitation pressure is low, the cutoff point between the
cavitation-dominated region and the speed-dominated region —as described in ‘smooth surface’
section—moves to the low film thickness area. Under the conditions simulated, this point is below 4 μm
and thus all the simulations are within the speed-dominated region.
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Figure 3-4 The fluid film thickness and load-carrying capacity under different speeds for smooth
and rough surfaces with surface rms 0.9μm, cavitation pressure 0.28×105 Pa

•

Rough Surface (Surface rms = 0.2 μm)

Simulations are also conducted on 0.2 μm rms rough surfaces. In these simulations, the film thickness is
varied from 2 μm to 21 μm. Other parameters are the same as those used in simulations shown in Fig.
3-3. The results are presented in Fig. 3-5 which reveals that the overall trends are similar to those shown
in Fig. 3-3 except that for each rotational speed, the rough and smooth curves are nearly identical. A
comparison of the results shows that rough surfaces generate only a slightly larger load-carrying
capacity than their smooth counterpart. For example, for a single dimple at 4 mm film thickness and
3600 rpm, the load-carrying capacity for smooth case is 8.904×10-3 N, for rough case is 8.907×10-3 N.
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Figure 3-5 The fluid film thickness and load-carrying capacity under different speeds for smooth
and rough surfaces with surface rms 0.2μm, cavitation pressure 0.9×105 Pa

3.7.2 Effect of Dimple Depth-to-diameter Ratio

•

Large Film Thickness (Thrust Bearing)

Figure 3-6 shows how the load-carrying capacity is influenced by the dimple depth-to-diameter ratio χ
at different rotational speeds in both rough and smooth surfaces. The predicted load-carrying capacity
pertains to a single dimple cell, and the film thickness in these calculations is taken to be 4μm with
surface roughness rms value of 0.9 μm. The fluid viscosity is 0.0035 Pa.s and the cavitation pressure is
0.28×105 Pa.
The load-carrying capacity under the conditions simulated exhibits a persistent trend: it increases at low
values of χ, reaches a peak value, and then gradually decreases as χ is increased. This trend is in
agreement with the result obtained using Reynolds boundary condition [5]. It is also predicted that the
optimum load-carrying capacity occurs at a higher dimple depth-to-diameter ratios, χ, as the rotational
speed increases. This indicates that for a given rotational speed, there exists an optimum value of χ for
which the greatest load-carrying capacity can be achieved.
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A comparison of the results for different surface roughness rms values for the same speed reveals that
surface roughness tends to increase the overall load-carrying capacity. However, the increase is limited
as can be seen in Fig. 3-6.
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Figure 3-6 The influence of the dimple depth-to-diameter ratio on the load-carrying capacity (film
thickness 4 μm and cavitation pressure 0.28×105 Pa)

•

Small Film Thickness (Seal)

Additional simulations are performed with smaller film thickness (2 μm) and finer surface roughness
(0.2 μm, rms), which is typical in mechanical face seals. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3-7.
All other input parameters are the same as those used in the simulations presented in Fig. 3-6. Each
individual curve shows a similar trend as those presented in Fig. 3-6, indicating that the influence of χ
on the load-carrying capacity is the same for both large film thicknesses—representing thrust bearings—
and small film thickness, representing mechanical seals. However, a comparison of the load-carrying
capacity value reveals that a small film thickness generates a greater lifting force compared to a large
film thickness at the optimum χ values. In addition, the optimum point shift to a higher χ value as the
film thickness decreases. The closeness of the rough and smooth curves for each operational speed
shows that when the rms of the surface finish and the film thickness are both small, the roughness effect
on the load-carrying capacity is not significant.
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Figure 3-7 The influence of the dimple depth-to-diameter ratio on the load-carrying capacity
(film thickness 2 μm and cavitation pressure 0.28×105 Pa)

3.7.3 Effect of λ

The non-dimensional parameter λ is directly proportional to the fluid viscosity μ, speed ω, and the
inverse of the bulk modulus β. In these simulations, the dimple depth is 10 μm. Two film thickness and
surface rms combinations (4 μm film thickness with 0.9 μm roughness and 2 μm film thickness with 0.2
μm roughness) and two cavitation pressure cases (Pc=0.9×105 Pa and Pc=0.28×105 Pa) are considered.

•

Large Film Thickness (Thrust Bearing)

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3-8. It shows that λ has a pronounced influence to the loadcarrying capacity. For the cavitation pressure of Pc=0.28×105 Pa, the load-carrying capacity rises as λ
increases when λ is less than 0.02. The load-carrying capacity reaches its peak value when λ is around
0.02, then it drops as λ increases. The Pc=0.9×105 Pa curve shows the same trend as the Pc=0.28×105 Pa
curve. The λ value corresponding to the optimum load-carrying capacity shifts to around 0.1. The peak
value of the pressure in this case is much lower than that of Pc=0.28×105 Pa. These results suggest that
there exists an optimum λ for each cavitation pressure that produces the maximum load-carrying
capacity. This optimum λ can be achieved by adjusting the rotational speed ω or changing the lubricant
(thus, changing μ and β). For a given lubricant, the rotational speed ω is directly proportional to λ.
Therefore, the results imply that the load-carrying capacity does not always increase with the increase in
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rotational speed. When the λ value is large (greater than 0.1 for Pc=0.28×105 Pa or 0.02 for Pc=0.9×105
Pa), the load-carrying capacity drops with an increase in the rotational speed. These results are different
from the Reynolds boundary condition results presented in reference [5], in which the load-carrying
capacity increases with the increase of seal parameter—a parameter directly proportional to μ and
ω. The reason for the difference is discussed in a companion paper [12].
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Figure 3-8 The influence of λ on the load-carrying capacity (film thickness 4 μm, surface rms
0.9μm)

The results for rough surfaces in Fig. 3-8 are shown along with those corresponding to smooth surfaces.
The difference between the rough and the smooth curves corresponding to the same cavitation pressure
is small. The maximum load-carrying capacity difference occurs at the optimum value of λ.

•

Small Film Thickness (Seal)

The results for small film thickness of 2 µm and fine surface roughness of 0.2 µm are shown in Fig. 3-9.
The trends of the curves are the same as those presented in Fig. 3-8. The magnitude of the load-carrying
capacity for the optimum λ in Fig. 3-9 is larger than that of Fig. 8 for the same Pc. Similar to the results
in the previous section, for the same dimple configuration, consideration of surface roughness yields a
slightly higher load-carrying capacity than the smooth surface. Overall, surface roughness has very little
effect on the trend of the simulation results.
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Figure 3-9 The influence of λ on the load-carrying capacity (film thickness 2 μm, surface rms
0.2μm)

From results of Figs. 3-6 - 3-9, it can be concluded that operating conditions and dimple geometry have
a pronounced influence on the load-carrying capacity of dimpled surfaces. For example, in Fig. 3-7, at
χ =0.001 and 3600 rpm, the load-carrying capacity of one dimple cell is around 0.05 N; at χ =0.015 and
3600 rpm, the load-carrying capacity is about 0.25 N. In Fig. 3-9, the load-carrying capacity ranges from
almost zero to more than 0.15 for the Pc = 0.28×105 Pa curves. These results indicate that the dimples
can enhance the performance of a seal or a thrust bearing by increasing the load-carrying capacity.
However, the extent of the enhancement is highly dependent on the operational conditions, including
cavitation pressure Pc, rotational speed ω and lubricant properties (μ, β) and the dimple geometry.

3.7.4 Effect of Dimple Density

Figure 3-10 shows a parametric study on the dimple area density, defined as the ratio of the dimpled
area to the total area. Here, the single-cell model is used. The film thickness is 4 μm. The surface
roughness rms is assumed to be 0.9 μm. The fluid viscosity is 0.0035 Pa.s. Two cavitation pressures
0.9×105 Pa and 0.28×105 Pa are used in the simulations. For all the cases in these simulations, the
dimple radius and depth are kept the same as 1 mm and 10 μm, respectively. The dimple cell size
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changes so that the dimple area density varies from 4.2% to 64.9%. Since the dimples are circular in
shape, the dimple density does not exceed 78.5%.
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Figure 3-10 The influence of the dimple density on the load-carrying capacity (Pc=0.9×105 Pa)

There are six curves shown in the Fig. 3-10 representing three running speeds for both the rough and the
smooth surfaces when the cavitation pressure is 0.9×105 Pa. The average pressure increases as the
dimple density increases. The highest load-carrying capacity occurs at the largest dimple density. Note
that because the dimple-to-dimple center distance is changing in the simulation, the areas are varying
among different simulations. Therefore, instead of the load-carrying capacity, the average pressure is
used in the comparison of the results.
Figure 3-11 shows the simulations results using the same parameters as in Fig. 3-10 except that the
cavitation pressure is 0.28×105 Pa. The curves corresponding to 1800 rpm and 3600 rpm exhibit the
same trend as those in Fig. 3-10: a greater dimple density yields a higher load-carrying capacity.
However, the 900 rpm curve shows a peak at dimple density around 40%. Combining the results in Fig.
3-10 and Fig. 3-11, it is found that if the cavitation pressure and rotational speed are both high, the
higher the dimple density, the higher the load-carrying capacity becomes; if the cavitation pressure and
rotational speed are lowered to some extent, as the dimple density increases, the load-carrying capacity
rises to a peak point and then drops. This indicates that an optimum dimple density can be found to
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obtain the highest load-carrying capacity. This optimum dimple density is highly dependent on the
rotational speed and the cavitation pressure.
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Figure 3-11 The influence of the dimple density on the load-carrying capacity (Pc=0.28×105 Pa)

Figures 3-10 and 3-11 also reveal the extent of the influence of roughness on the load-carrying capacity:
rough surfaces tend to generate a slightly higher load than their smooth surfaces counterparts and that
the load-carrying capacity differences between smooth and rough surfaces increase as the dimple density
increases.
3.7.5 Effect of Cavitation Pressure

Lubricating oils typically contain up to 10% by volume of dissolved gases (air) [15]. If the oil pressure
falls below the atmospheric saturation pressure, then the dissolved gases come out of the solution as
cavity bubbles. This is called gaseous cavitation. Vapor cavitation occurs if the oil pressure drops below
its vapor pressure, then vapor bubbles form. While direct data on the cavitation pressure of lubrication
oils are not readily available, the literature contains some information on hydraulic oils. Washio et al.
[26] report the results of experiments with both degassed and non-degassed hydraulic oil in an enclosed
piston actuated by tension force. They show that as the tension force is increased, oil ruptures and the
pressure for degassed oil stays around absolute zero pressure. On the other hand, according to references
[27] and [28], depending on the length of time that the non-degassed fluid remains in the subatmosphere pressure environment, the cavitation pressure varies from 70% to 2% of vacuum. Many
other factors can also affect the cavitation pressure. In addition to the oil purity [29], as the ambient
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conditions—atmospheric pressure, humidity, and air temperature—change, the cavitation pressure may
also change dramatically. In the following sections, we study the effect of cavitation pressure for both
large and small film thicknesses, representative of thrust bearings and mechanical seals, respectively.

•

Large Film Thickness (Thrust Bearing)

To examine the effect of cavitation pressure on the load-carrying capacity of mechanical seals, a
parametric study is performed using the single-cell model with different cavitation pressures ranging
from 0.95×105 Pa (ambient pressure is 1×105 Pa) down to 0 Pa. Both the rough and the smooth surfaces
are considered with surface rms values 0.9 μm for the rough cases and zero for smooth cases. The
dimple depth is 10 μm and the film thickness is taken as 4μm. The fluid viscosity is 0.0035 Pa.s. Figure
3-12 shows the prediction results of the load-carrying capacity as a function of the cavitation pressure.
For each rotational speed, there exists a cavitation pressure at which the load-carrying capacity is at its
maximum. This maximum-load cavitation pressure occurs at a lower value as the rotational speed
becomes larger. The plot also reveals that the higher the rotational speed, the greater is the maximum
load-carrying capacity can reach.
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Figure 3-12 The influence of the cavitation pressure on the load-carrying capacity (film
thickness 4 μm)

The result for operational speed 300 rpm is interesting. It shows that when the cavitation pressure is
lower than 0.4×105 Pa, the load-carrying capacity is nil. The reason is that if the cavitation pressure is
less than 0.4×105 Pa, at 300 rpm, the lubricant film does not rupture, which means that the lowest
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pressure in the divergent portion of the dimple is higher than the cavitation pressure. The negative and
positive portion of the pressure in a single dimple cell cancel each other, rendering the total loadcarrying capacity of the dimple nil. Therefore, one can conclude that for a given cavitation pressure,
there exists a critical speed below which cavitation does not occur. The speed is then the characteristic
speed for a particular cavitation pressure.
As shown in Fig. 3-12, the effect of roughness on the load-carrying capacity is only noticeable at low
cavitation pressures, and the overall effect of surface roughness on the trend and the magnitude of the
load-carrying capacity is not significant.

•

Small Film Thickness (Seals)
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Figure 3-13 The influence of the cavitation pressure on the load-carrying capacity (film
thickness 2 μm)

Figure 3-13 presents the results of the simulation with 2 μm film thickness and 0.2 μm surface
roughness. Comparison of Fig. 3-12 and Fig. 3-13 shows that for a given speed, the trends are similar.
The roughness effect is again found to be insignificant.
3.7.6 Leakage and Dimple Depth

Because leakage is an important parameter in mechanical seals, only the case corresponding to the
mechanical seal (roughness rpm 0.2 μm, film thickness 2 μm) is considered in the next two sections.
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The four-cell model is used to study the influence of the dimples on the leakage and the results are
shown in Fig. 3-14. In this study, the pressures at inner diameter and outer diameter are 5×105 Pa and
1×105 Pa, respectively. The viscosity of the fluid is assumed to be 0.0035 Pa.s. Both rough and smooth
situations are simulated and shown in Fig. 3-14.
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Figure 3-14 The influence of the dimple depth on the leakage

Figure 3-15 presents the results of both smooth and rough surfaces under the aforementioned conditions.
It is shown that increasing the depth of the dimple results in an increase in the leakage. At the same
dimple depth, a higher rotational speed is shown to result in a lower leakage. It is thought that as the
dimple depth increases, more fluid is able to enter the space between the friction surfaces. This is
partially equivalent to increasing the film thickness, and the result is an increase in the leakage. On the
other hand, as the operational speed increase, the cavitation area becomes larger, the amount of liquid
trapped inside dimple decreases—opposite to the effect of increasing dimple depth—and thus the
leakage decreases.
The trend of the results for both rough and smooth surfaces is similar. However, at the same rotational
speed, the leakage rate of rough surfaces is higher than that of the smooth ones. Thus, isotropic surface
roughness tends to increase the leakage between the friction pair. The reason for this trend can be
attributed to the fact that roughness surface increases the pressure in the fluid film and this pressure
increase between the fluid film and the ambient pressure brings about a greater amount of leakage flow.
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Figure 3-15 The dimple depth and the load-carrying capacity relationship

The desired properties for a mechanical seal are high load-carrying capacity and low leakage rate.
However, both cannot be satisfied at the same time. So a compromise needs to be found. Examination of
the leakage plot together with the load-carrying capacity plot shown in Fig. 3-15 reveals that such a
point exists when dimple’s depth is shallow. The occurrence of maximum load-carrying capacity
depends on the dimple depth for a given rotational speed. A higher rotational speed requires deeper
dimple depth in order to reach the maximum load-carrying capacity point. Roughness has very little
influence on the load-carrying capacity.

3.7.7 Influence of Ambient Pressure, Leakage and Friction

The influence of the inlet and outlet pressures is examined using the four-cell model for both rough and
smooth cases. The roughness rms value is 0.2 μm. The film thickness and dimple depth are set to 2 μm
and 10 μm, respectively. The viscosity of the fluid is assumed to be 0.0035 Pa.s. The inlet pressure is
varied from 1×105 Pa to 29×105 Pa. The outlet pressure is fixed at 1×105 Pa. The cavitation pressure is
0.9×105 Pa for all the simulations.
Figure 3-16 shows the leakage rate versus the pressure difference plot. It shows that leakage increases
almost linearly with increasing the inlet and outlet pressure difference. The six curves corresponding to
three different speeds in smooth and rough cases are very close to one another. This implies that
compared with pressure difference, the surface texture, the speed and roughness have very little
influence on the leakage of a seal. In mechanical seals, a pair of rings is pressed together by a spring
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(exerting a closing force) which is balanced by an opening force between the sealing surfaces generated
by means of the hydrodynamic pressure. A typical spring force in the seal head yields 69-207 kPa (1030 psi) pressure on the sealing surface [25]. The dimples and surface roughness can increase the loadcarrying capacity, and thus create a greater opening force. If the closing force is not high enough, the
high opening force generated by the dimples increases the fluid film thickness. The resulting large film
thickness causes the leakage rate to increase. However, if the film thickness remains the same, the
leakage is primarily from the fluid pressure difference on the inside and outside diameter of the seal.
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Figure 3-16 The influence of the inlet and outlet pressure difference on the leakage

Figure 3-17 shows the results of the predicted friction force. It shows that although the roughness
increases the friction force, the amount of increase is very limited. Compared with the influence of the
speed, the effects of the roughness can be ignored. The friction force is directly proportional to the
operational speed. The relationship between friction force and pressure difference is not linear. When
the pressure is low, the friction force increases as the pressure increases. However, the increasing rate of
friction force drops as the pressure further increases. For the operating speed of 900 rpm, the friction
eventually reaches a constant value. To explain this, the pressure distribution of the dimples in each
simulation is examined. It is found that at a low pressure, cavitation occurs inside dimples. From Eqs.
(13)-(15), it is clear that the friction in the cavitation area is less than the full-film area. Thus, a larger
cavitation area results in less friction force between the seal faces. As the ambient pressure increases, the
cavitation area in a dimple shrinks, and thus the friction force increases. When the ambient pressure is so
high that no cavitation exists in the dimples, there is no decrease in friction force because of cavitation.
The friction force then stays constant, independent of the ambient pressure.
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Figure 3-17 The influence of the pressure difference on the friction

3.7.8 Performance Maps

In this Section, performance maps are generated for seals using the same four-cell model geometry as in
sections 3.7.6 and 3.7.7. The cavitation pressure, the fluid viscosity and the surface rms are the same as
those in Section 3.7.7. The inlet and outlet pressure are set to 5×105 Pa and 1×105 Pa, respectively. The
rotational speed is 3600 rpm. The dimple depth ranges from 4 to 20 μm and the film thickness ranges
from 2 to 10 μm. Figure 3-18 shows the relationship between dimple depth, fluid film thickness and the
load-carrying capacity. Figure 3-19 shows the relationship of dimple depth, fluid film thickness and the
leakage rate. Figure 3-20 shows the relationship of dimple depth, fluid film thickness and the friction
force.
When operation is steady, the external load should be the same value as the load-carrying capacity. Thus,
Fig. 3-18 provides a useful relationship between the external load and the dimple depth and film
thickness. Referring to Figs. 18-20, when the dimple depth is fixed, increasing the external load results
in a decrease in the film thickness. The reduction in film thickness then reduces the leakage rate and
increases the friction force. If the external load is fixed, the film thickness varies with the dimple depth.
The dimple depth corresponding to high load-carrying capacity results in a thicker film and a high
leakage rate but lower coefficient of friction.
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Figure 3-18 Load-carrying capacity (N) contour map
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Conclusions

In this paper, the tribological performance of dimple modified structures is examined by solving the
Reynolds equation with the JFO cavitation theory. The roughness effect is considered using the Patir and
Cheng formulation. An extensive parametric study is carried out to examine the dimples behavior in a
variety of operational and structural situations. The dimple shape is assumed to be circular and the shape
in the depth direction is spherical cap. The following conclusion can be drawn based on the simulations
presented:
1. Roughness has a positive effect on the load-carrying capacity of the dimple modified surfaces.
However, the influence is limited in magnitude.
2. Cavitation (hence the lifting force between the surfaces due to cavitation) is significant only
when the film thickness is relatively thin. The maximum film thickness for cavitation to occur
depends on the operational speed.
3. At a given rotational speed, there exists an optimum dimple depth (or dimple depth-to-diameter
ratio) at which the load-carrying capacity of the seal-like structure or thrust bearing is the
maximum. This optimum dimple depth increases as the operational speed increases.
4. With cavitation effect, λ does not always have a positive influence on the load-carrying capacity.
There exists an optimum λ value with which the load-carrying capacity is maximum if all the
operating conditions except λ remain the same.
5. There exists an optimum dimple density to produce the highest load-carrying capacity. This
optimum dimple density is highly dependent on the rotational speed and cavitation pressure.
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6. Cavitation pressure is crucial to the load-carrying capacity of the dimpled surfaces. The
combination of the high operational speeds and low cavitation pressures result in greater loadcarrying capacity.
7. A large dimple depth and large surface roughness result in higher seal leakage for the dimpled
surfaces when compared with low dimple depth and smooth frictional surface.
8. Leakage is largely influenced by the pressure difference. Both the dimple cavitation effect and
roughness effect can be ignored if the pressure difference is high.
9. Friction force is decreased due to cavitation in the dimples. The influence of surface roughness
on the friction force is small compared to the cavitation effect.
3.9
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CHAPTER 4 THERMOHYDRODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF TEXTURED SURFACE

4.1

Nomenclature

B

width of the geometric model

cp

fluid heat capacity

F

load carrying capacity

g

fluid switching function

h

fluid film thickness

h’

convective heat transfer coefficient

h0

nominal film thickness of the frictional pair

hu

upper plate thickness

hl

lower plate thickness

hp

dimple maximum depth,

h

dimensionless film thickness

kf

fluid heat conductivity

ks

solid heat conductivity

P

local hydrodynamic pressure

pc

cavitation pressure

rp

dimple radius

Tf

local temperature of fluid

Ts

local temperature of solid

Tf

dimensionless local temperature of fluid

Ts

dimensionless local temperature of solid

T0

fluid inlet temperature
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T∞

ambient temperature

U

speed of the texture-free surface

u

velocity in x direction

u

dimensionless velocity in x direction

w

velocity in y direction

w

dimensionless velocity in y direction

x

coordinate in horizontal direction

xp

distance between the point inside dimple to the center of the dimple in x direction

x

dimensionless coordinate in x direction

y

coordinate in vertical direction

y

dimensionless coordinate in y direction

α

temperature-viscosity index

β

bulk modulus of the lubricant

Δx

dimensionless grid size in x direction

ε1

error tolerance 1

ε2

error tolerance 2

μ

fluid viscosity

μ

dimensionless viscosity

μ0

reference viscosity

θ

film content parameter

ρ

fluid density

ρc

density of the fluid-gas/vapor mixture in the cavitation region

ρ

dimensionless fluid density
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Subscripts

e, p, w east, point and west positions of the local nodes

4.2

Introduction

Surface textured frictional surfaces have been the subject of extensive investigation over the past two
decades. By properly selecting the size and shape of the texture, friction and wear can be reduced. The
reason for this performance enhancement is thought to be due to cavitation. The results obtained by
models in [1, 2] show that the cavitation in textures can lead to the increase of the load-carrying capacity.
However, with more realistic model presented in Chapter 2, it is concluded that the load-carrying
capacity due to cavitation alone is lower than what is reported in [1, 2].
The performance analysis along with consideration of roughness effect is presented in Chapter 3. The
results show that relatively large load-carrying capacity can be generated under optimized conditions.
These conditions include cavitation pressure, dimple sizes and seal parameter λ. It is also found that
surface roughness can help to increase the load-carrying capacity of a dimple textured annular ring.
However, the influence of the surface roughness on enhancing load carrying capacity is limited.
It is known that the temperature change may affect the lubricant properties. The change in lubricant
properties especially the lubricant viscosity may influence the load-carrying capacity of a
tribocomponent. In this chapter, thermohydrodynamic effects are considered in a two-dimensional
textured surface model based on thrust bearing implementation and the performance due to thermal
effect is evaluated.
4.3

Models

Figure 4-1 Models used in computation
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The geometry of the model is a fully-textured surface with textures evenly distributed. The textured
surface is assumed to be stationary and the running plate is assumed to be texture free. The texture is in
the form of dimples. Because of the periodic nature, a single dimple is considered as shown in Fig. 4-1
in which h0 is the nominal film thickness of the frictional pair, hu and hl are the upper and lower plate
thickness, respectively. The parameter hp represents the dimple maximum depth, and B is the width of
the geometric model.
In the depth direction, the dimple is assumed to be elliptic shape as shown in Fig. 4-1. The dimple shape
can be expressed as

⎧h0
⎪
2
h=⎨
2
2 xp
⎪h0 + h p − h p r 2
p
⎩

(outside dimple)
(inside dimple)

(1)

where xp is the distance between the point inside the dimple to the center of the dimple in x direction, rp
is the dimple radius.
4.4

Methematical Model

4.4.1 Governing Equation for Flow

The basic fluid flow behavior can be described using the Reynolds equation:

⎤ ∂ ⎡ h
⎤
∂ ⎡⎛ ∂ P ⎞h
U ∫ Ndy ⎥ = 0
⎢⎜ ⎟ ∫ Mdy ⎥ +
⎢
∂ x ⎢⎣⎝ ∂ x ⎠0
⎥⎦ ∂ x ⎣ 0
⎦

(2)

where
h

y

M =

y

∫μ
0

dy −

y

∫μ
0

y

dz ∫
0

h

1

1

μ

y

dy

and N = 1 −

∫ μ dy

1

∫ μ dy
0
h

1

∫ μ dy

0

0

where P represents the local pressure, μ denotes the fluid viscosity, U represents the speed of the
texture-free surface and h denotes the fluid film thickness as characterized by Eq. (1). In general, the
fluid viscosity is a function of both pressure and temperature. Since in the current study, the pressure is
small and its effect on the viscosity is much smaller than the temperature effects, the influence of
pressure on the viscosity is assumed to be negligible. Hence, the fluid viscosity is assumed to be only a
function of temperature. The fluid viscosity – temperature relationship follows the exponential law in Eq.
(3).
μ=

(3)
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where μ0 and T0 are the reference viscosity and temperature, respectively, α is the temperature-viscosity
index .
The geometry of the problem, which is characterized by a divergent portion and an immediate
convergent portion inside dimple, give rise to the formation of cavitation within the dimple. To include
cavitation effect, a cavitation model is necessary to be built in the Reynolds equation. In this study, the
JFO theory [3, 4] as introduced in chapters 2 and 3 is used. This theory assume that the fluid stream
flows from the fluid rupture boundary to the fluid reformation boundary in strips that extends through
the entire film thickness and are separated completely by gas/vapor. Inside the cavitation zone, the
pressure is assumed to be constant and denoted as pc. The formulation of the equation is based on
Elrod’s mass-conservative algorithm [5, 6].
The Reynolds equation can be written as:

∂ ⎡⎛ ∂ θ ⎞
⎤ ∂
[UθG] = 0
⎜ ⎟ Fgβ ⎥ +
⎢
∂ x ⎣⎝ ∂ x ⎠
⎦ ∂x

(4)

With
h

h

F=∫
0

y

y

∫ μ dy −

y

h

y

0
h

0

1

∫ μ dy ∫ ∫ μ dydy
0

0

1

∫ μ dy
0

G =h−

h

y

0

0
h

1

∫ ∫ μ dydy
1

∫ μ dy
0

where β is the bulk modulus of the lubricant defined as

β=ρ

∂P
∂ρ

(5)

The parameterθ is the film content parameter, which is defined as:
P
θ=
when lubricant is in full film region
pc
ρ
θ=
when the film is in cavitation region
ρc
where ρc is the density of the fluid-gas/vapor mixture in the cavitation region.
The parameter g is the fluid switching function, which is defined as:
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(6)

g=1 for full film region
g=0

(7)

for cavitation region

Equation (4) in dimensionless form is

∂ ⎡⎛ ∂ θ ⎞
∂
⎤
[UθG ]
⎜ ⎟ Fgβ ⎥ = −
⎢
∂ x ⎣⎝ ∂ x ⎠
∂x
⎦
where x =

(8)

μ
x
y
h
G
F
,y =
,μ =
,h =
,G = , F = 2
h0
h0
μ0
h0
h0
h0 μ 0

The local pressure p can be calculated from parameter θ.
when θ <0

(9a)

p=pc+βln(θ) when θ ≥0

(9b)

p=pc

The boundary conditions for the fluid are

θ=

P0
pc

x =0

and θ =

P0
pc

x = B / h0

(10)

The flow velocity is then obtained by

u=

M dp
+N
U dx

w=−

1

ρ

∫

y

0

∂ ( ρu )
dy
∂x

(11)

4.4.2 Energy Equation for the Fluid

The energy equation for 2-D fluid is shown in Eq. (12).
∂T f
∂T f
∂ 2T f ∂ 2T f
∂u
+ ρw
c p ( ρu
) = k f ( 2 + 2 ) + μ( )2
∂x
∂y
∂x
∂y
∂y

(12)

where cp is the fluid heat capacity, kf is the heat conductivity of the fluid.
In order to describe both the full film region and the cavitating region of the fluid in the equation solver,
the film content parameter must be included in the Eq. (12). For this purpose, the heat transfer in the
cavitation region is simulated in an average sense. Since the density of the vapor/gas mixture inside the
cavitation zone is much smaller than that of the liquid, the effect of the vapor/gas mixture on the heat
transfer is limited. Thus, the fluid content parameter θ is multiplied only to those fluid parameters that
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affect the heat transfer and the results are used for solving the energy equation in the cavitation zone.
The parameters that should be revised by multiplying with film content parameter are the fluid density ρ,
the fluid heat conduction coefficient kf and fluid viscosity μ.
In dimensionless form, the energy equation can be written as:
∂T f
∂T f
∂ 2T f ∂ 2T f
∂u
+ ρw
Pe( ρu
) = ( 2 + 2 ) + αμ ( ) 2
(13)
∂x
∂y
∂x
∂y
∂y
ρ 0 c pUh0
Tf
μ U2
μ
y
ρ
u
w
x
where ρ =
,u =
, w=
, x=
, y=
, Tf =
, Pe =
,α= 0
,μ =
.
T0
kf
k f T0
h0
ρ0
U
U
h0
μ0
At x = 0 and x = B / h0 , the periodic boundary conditions is applied.

Tf

x =0

= Tf

x = B / h0

(14)

where B and h0 are the same as shown in Fig. 2.
At the fluid-solid interface, the boundary condition is given by

ks
where Ts =

∂T f
∂Ts
= kf
∂y
∂y

(15)

Ts
.
T0

In the cavitation region, the boundary condition Eq. (15) needs to be revised to include the film content
ratio q on the fluid side so that only the fluid part of the cavitation mixture is taken into consideration in
the heat conduction. Since the fluid properties are revised using the film content ratio, no special
treatment needs to be implemented in this boundary condition.
4.4.3 Heat Equation for the (Solid) Upper and Lower Plates

•

Stationary Plate

The dimensionless steady state heat conduction equation for solid is given by:

∂ 2Ts ∂ 2Ts
+
=0
∂x 2 ∂y 2
The periodic boundary condition is imposed on the x = 0 and x = B / h0 boundaries.

Ts

x =0

= Ts

(16)

(17)

x = B / h0
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At the solid-ambient interface, the boundary condition is given by

ks

∂Ts
∂y

h +h +h
y= l 0 u
h0

= −h0 hconv (Ts −

T∞
)
T0

(18)

where hconv is the convective heat transfer coefficient, T∞ is the ambient temperature, T0 is the fluid inlet
temperature.
•

Moving Plate

The heat conduction Eq. (16) is also used for the moving lower plate. Two additional conditions are
needed to be satisfied for the lower (moving) plate: 1) a heat balance needs to be satisfied between the
fluid-plate boundary and the plate-ambient boundary; 2) since the plate is rotating, the temperature in the
moving direction on any y cross section — cross section perpendicular to y axis — is uniform [7]. The
temperature distribution in y direction can then be assumed to be linear.
The periodic boundary condition is imposed on x = 0 and x = B / h0 boundaries.

Ts

x =0

= Ts

(19)

x = B / h0

At the solid-ambient interface, the boundary condition is given by

ks

∂Ts
∂y

y =0

= −h0 h' (Ts −

T∞
)
T0

(20)

The conditions for the moving plates are satisfied in sequence: first, the moving plate is assumed to be
stationary, the temperature distribution that satisfies the heat conduction equation is then obtained. After
that, the heat in and out of the moving plate is computed. The moving plate top surface and bottom
surface temperature is obtained by assuming their temperatures are uniform and the heat transferring
into the top surface and out of the bottom surface is the same as that obtained in the last step. Then the
temperature distribution in the moving plate is obtained by using the linear relationship from top to
bottom surface temperature.
4.5

Discretization and Solution of the Governing Equations

•

Reynolds Equation

The dimensionless Reynolds Eq. (8) is discretized using finite difference method with the Algorithm
developed by Vijayaraghavan et.al. [8, 9], which switches between central differencing and upwind
differencing for full film and cavitation areas, respectively, through changing the g function value
according to the local θ value. The specific differencing scheme is then determined during the
calculation and no previous knowledge of cavitation location needs to be known before the actual
computation. The result is a series of equations in the form of
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aθ w + bθ p + cθ e + d = 0

(21)

where
a = CG w (−2 +
b = CG p ( 2 −
c = CG e (
d =−

gw + g p
2

( Fw + F p )
2

gw

( Fw + 2 F p + Fe )
ge
g
− gp − w )−
gp
2
2
2

ge + g p
2

( F p + Fe )
2

)+

)+

ge +

( F p + Fe )
2

ge

( Fw + 2 F p + Fe )
2

gp −

( Fw + F p )
2

gw

with
C=

Uμ 0 Δx
2βh0

and the subscripts e, p, w represents the east, point and west positions of the local nodes.
Because the flow problem is one dimensional and the equation matrix is diagonally dominated, it can be
solved using Tridiagonal Matrix Algorithm (TDMA) for film content parameterθ .
•

Energy Equation and Heat Equation

Since the energy equation for fluid and the heat equation for solid bear the same form, they are solved at
the same time during the computation. Finite difference method is used for both equations. The energy
equation for fluid is discretized using upwind difference scheme. In this way, the boundary between the
full film and cavitation region is automatically taken care of. The heat equation uses central differencing
discretization scheme. This is implemented by setting two scheme switch functions Ex and Ey [10].
These switch functions are determined by the direction of fluid speed as follows.
1

,

0
1

,
,

1

,

0
1

,
,

0
0
0

(22)

0
0
0

(23)

The final result is a group of equations in the following form.
,

,

,

,

,

with
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The Eq. (24) for the temperature are solved using point iteration method. The Multigrid method [11] is
used to accelerate the convergence speed. The grid distribution for the problem is shown in Fig. 4-2.
Since the scales of the film thickness, the dimple depth and the solid plate are orders of magnitude
different, three grid sizes are used in the y direction and a uniform grid size is used in the x direction.
This makes it difficult to implement the Multigrid method for the entire domain. Thus, each time the
grid system transfers from fine grid to coarse grid, three restriction processes are used for different grid
size areas. In the same fashion, when transferring from coarse grid back to fine grid, three prolongation
processes are used. After each grid transformation, the entire domain is then solved in the same iteration
step.
Width in the order of mm

Solid Pad in the order of thousands of micrometer
Dimple in the order of tens of micrometer
fluid film in the order of micrometer

Figure 4-2 Different grid sizes used in the computation
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The flow chart of the computation procedure is shown in Fig. 4-3. The computation program consists of
three iteration loops: the global loop, the flow loop and the temperature loop. The flow loop and the
temperature loop are included inside global loop. The flow loop is used to obtain the new film content
parameterθ by solving the Reynolds equation. Each time before the iteration starts, the switching
function g is updated according to the previous result inθ. The g function is then used to create a new
system of equations for a new round of iteration. When flow loop finishes, the dimple pressure
distribution and the velocity u and w are computed. Using this information, the program starts the
temperature loop to obtain the temperature distribution. Once the temperature iteration converges, the
temperature distribution is checked against the global loop convergence criterion. If not converging, the
fluid viscosity is updated using the temperature-viscosity relationship Eq. (3) with the new temperature
distribution and the next global loop is started by going into the flow loop. If the global convergence
criterion is satisfied, the program computes the performance parameter and output the results.

Input constant,
build geometry model,
creating computational
grid
Y
Y
Initial temperature

Flow iteration
critera satisfied

Global iteration
critera satisfied

Output

Update flow equations
with current
flow information

Update viscosity

Initial flow switch function
and
film content parameter

Solve for
film content parameter

Update flow switch function

Y

N

N

N
Performance parameter
computation

Temperature
iteration
critera satisfied

Compute
flow
velocity

Update energy equation
and heat transfer equation
with current
flow information

Solve for
temperature with multigrid
method with Gauss-Seidel
iteration

Figure 4-3 Flow chart of the entire computation procedure

The convergence criterion for the flow loop is

θ iold − θ inew
∑i θ new < ε1
i

(25)

where θ i,jold is the value from previous iteration, θ i,jnew is the value from current iteration, and ε1 is the
error tolerance (ε1=1x10-3).
For the global and temperature loops, the convergence criterion is similar and is given by

∑∑
i

j

Ti,jold − Ti,jnew
Ti,jnew
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< ε2

(26)

where Ti,jold is the value from previous iteration, Ti,jnew is the value from current iteration, and ε2 is the
error tolerance (ε2=1x10-3).
4.6

Load-Carrying Capacity

The load-carrying capacity F is calculated using pressure distribution obtained from Eq. (9a) or (9b). It
is given by
∑ ∆
(27)

4.7

Convergence Check and Validation Case

•

Convergence Check

A test case is used for convergence check. The input parameters are shown in Table 4-1. Three grid sizes
are used with grid number 32×32, 64×64 and 128×128. Table 4-2 shows the maximum temperature and
maximum pressure results obtained from three different grid sizes. Both the pressure and the
temperature converge as the grid size becomes smaller. Figure 4-4 shows the pressure distribution along
the x direction at y=hl for different grid sizes. The pressure distribution in the position from x=0.0005 to
x=0.0015 represents the dimple pressure. The differences between each curve are minor. The middle
grid yields enough accurate results. Therefore, the middle grid is used for the later analysis.
Table 4-1 Input parameter for the convergence check
Dimple Parameter

Speed (m/s)
Inlet Pressure (Pa)
Outlet Pressure (Pa)
Pc (Pa)
Dimple Depth (μm)
Dimple Diameter (m)
Dimple Distance (m)
Number of Dimples
Film Thickness (μm)
β (N/m2)
Fluid Density (kg/m3)
Fluid Viscosity (Pa.s)
Cp (J/kg.K)
K (W/m.K)
Tin (K)
Tinf (K)
H (W/m2.K)
Solid height (μm)

Liquid

1.5×105
1.5×105
9 ×104
20
1000
2000
1
4
1.62 ×109
870
0.0398 .
1670
0.15
300

Solid
(lower/upper)
2/0

7800
490
45
300
100
4000/4000
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Table 4-2 Convergence Check Result
Grid
Max. Pressure
P change %
Max. Temperature
T change %

32x32
2.080

64x64
2.082
0.082
1.155
0.867

1.145

128x128
2.081
0.042
1.158
0.236

2.2

2.0

32×32 Grid
64×64 Grid
128×128 Grid

Pressure (MPa)

1.8

1.6

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.8
0.0000

0.0005

0.0010

0.0015

0.0020

x (m)

Figure 4-4 Pressure distribution curves from simulation with different grid sizes

•

Validation

An example case is simulated to test the validation of the model. The case is calculated using both
current computation model and a commercial CFD Navier-Stokes equation solver – CFD-ACE+, which
is introduced in Chapter 2. The same geometry model is used as introduced in section 4.3. The input
parameters are the same as listed in Table 4-1 except that the viscosity temperature relationship used is
μ 0.03 .
and the inlet and outlet pressures are both set to 1×106 Pa.
Figure 4-5 illustrates the comparison of pressure distributions along the top surface of the fluid domain
obtained from current simulation model and CFD-ACE+. The two results have a relatively good match
with the difference less than 10%. Figure 6 shows the comparison of the temperature along the top
surface of the fluid from both models. The two temperature results have the same trend with the lowest
temperature occurs at the inlet of the fluid (x=0) and the maximum temperature is at the outlet of the
fluid domain (x=0.002 m). The maximum temperature difference between the two models is less than 1
K.
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Figure 4-5 Pressure distribution along the fluid top surface of the x direction of the validation
case
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Figure 4-6 Temperature along the fluid top surface in x direction of the validation case
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4.8

Results and Discussion

First, a parametric study is conducted on the influence of dimple depth. The input parameters are the
same as that in Table 4-1 except the dimple depth is varied from 4 μm to 20 μm and the viscosity. Figure 4-7 shows the relationship
temperature relationship follows the formula μ 0.03 .
between the maximum fluid temperature and the dimple depth obtained from the thermal simulation
model. Also shown in the figure is a reference line showing the maximum temperature for the situation
when the dimple depth is zero (dimple-free surface). Compared with the dimple-free case, the
temperature of the dimpled surface is lower with maximum temperature difference less than 4 K. The
temperature difference between the two cases increases as the dimple depth increases. This is no surprise,
because the dimples increase the interface area between the liquid and solid and the heat transfer from
the liquid to the solid is enhanced. Furthermore, as the dimple depth becomes larger, the fluid volume
trapped inside a dimple also increases. The increase in fluid volume tends to carry more heat via
convective heat transfer. The combined consequence is that as the dimple depth increase, the maximum
fluid temperature drops.
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Figure 4-7 Dimple Depth influence to temperature

Figure 4-8 shows the influence of dimple depth to the load-carrying capacity. Two curves are shown in
the figure. One is the thermal model curve which is obtained using the model described in this chapter.
The other is the 300 K isothermal curve which is obtained by assuming the fluid temperature is fixed at
300 K. The load-carrying capacity value in the thermal case is larger than the 300 K isothermal case.
This indicates that the thermal effect increases the load-carrying capacity in the case simulated. This is
because, in the current model (2-dimensional), the load-carrying is highly dependent on the ambient
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(inlet and outlet) pressure. When the temperature is low (300 K), the cavitation area (negative pressure
area) is large. Therefore, the overall load-carrying capacity, as defined in section 4.6, is low. When
temperature is higher (as in the thermal case), the caviation area is relatively smaller, thus, the overall
load-carrying capacity is higher.
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50
300 K Simulation
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Figure 4-8 Dimple depth influence to load capacity for full texture simulation

To study the influence of the film thickness on the full dimple textured surface, a parametric study is
conducted with film thickness varies from 2 μm to 18 μm and the viscosity-temperature relationship
follows the formula μ 0.03 .
. The dimple depth is 20 μm. The other input parameters are
the same as that listed in Table 4-1. Figure 4-9 illustrates the maximum temperature variation with
changing film thickness. The two curves represent dimpled and dimple-free situations, respectively.
They have the same trend: as the film thickness increase, the maximum temperature decreases. The
reason for this trend is that as the film thickness increase, the fluid mass flow increases, which removes
more heat through convective heat transfer during the operation.
Compared with the dimpled case, the dimple-free case appears to be higher in maximum temperature for
the same film thickness. This shows that dimple is able to increase the heat transfer between the fluid
and solid. However, the two curves in Fig. 4-9 become closer as the film thickness increases. This
indicates that the two factors that affect the heat transfer capacity of the friction pair – the dimples and
the film thickness – take effect differently. The dimple influences the heat transfer only when the film
thickness is low. As the film thickness becomes larger, the dimple effect gradually disappears. At the
same time, the overall trend of the maximum temperature relationship is dominated by the film thickness.
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Figure 4-9 Film thickness effect to the maximum temperature
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Figure 4-10 Film thickness effect to the load capacity for full texture surface
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Figure 4-10 shows relationship between the load-carrying capacity and the film thickness for the 300 K
isothermal case and the thermal case. Like that in the study of the dimple depth effect, the isothermal
case results are generated by assuming that the fluid temperature is fixed at 300 K. It can be seen from
the figure, the load-carrying capacity from isothermal simulation is lower than the load from thermal
simulation for the same film thickness. This confirms the assumption that the thermal effect influences
the load-carrying capacity of the dimpled surface. Similar to that in the dimple depth effect study, the
reason for the higher load-carrying capacity of thermal simulation is also because of the difference in
cavitation area. Relatively higher temperature in the thermal simulation results in lower cavitation area
and thus higher load-carrying capacity than the isothermal case.
4.9

Summary

In this chapter, a thermohydrodynamic (THD) model is developed to examine the behavior of the fully
dimpled friction surface. Cavitation and temperature-viscosity relationship are considered in the model
to make it closer to the real situation. The effects of the dimple depth and the lubricant film thickness to
the THD performance of the dimples are analyzed.
The results confirm that the thermal effect plays a role in the load-carrying capacity generation of the
dimpled surface. It is found that compared with dimple free surfaces, dimples lower the lubricant
temperature between the frictional surfaces. The dimples enhance the heat transfer only when the film
thickness is low. However, because of the limitation of the computational model – 2-dimensional model,
it cannot represent the texture in a real implementation, such as seal or thrust bearing. To examine the
THD behavior of the texture as shown in Chapter 2 and 3, a 3-dimensional model is necessary.
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CHAPTER 5 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF TRIBOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE
OF LASER TEXTURED 17-4 PH STAINLESS RINGS
5.1 Introduction

Although laser textured surfaces have not been fully implemented in the industry, their potential for
enhancing the tribological performance of machine elements has long been documented [1, 2]. One of
the main interests among researchers is the use of dimple textures on the frictional surfaces such as in
mechanical face seals and thrust bearings [2].
The purpose of a seal is to prevent leakage; hence, the leakage path should be as small as possible [3].
The opening force—the force that creates a separation gap between the frictional surfaces—should be
neither too high nor too low: if the opening force is too large, the process fluid leaks across the faces and
if too small, excessive wear is likely to occur. In thrust bearing applications, however, the opening force
is analogous to the lift force and should be as high as possible since it is the mechanism that provides
load-carrying capacity (LCC).
There are basically three mechanisms that contribute to the low friction-and-wear in mechanical seals or
thrust bearings with textured surfaces. They are: 1) each dimple behaves as a “tiny hydrodynamic
bearing” that provides load-carrying support and lowers the surface wear; 2) each dimple acts as a small
oil reservoir and supplies lubricant to the friction surface; and 3) each dimple can trap the wear debris
during the operation thus decrease the so-called “third body” wear on the surface [1].
The results of several theoretical studies are available that report how dimples affect the hydrodynamic
performances of textured surfaces [4-8]. These analytical works reveal that the hydrodynamic LCC in a
fully-textured, ring-on-ring structure is affected by many parameters such as surface roughness, dimple
depth, dimple area density, dimple shape, lubricant properties and operational speed. Numerical
parametric studies have also been carried out based on different theories and their results are dissimilar
and sometimes controversial [2]. It is, therefore, highly desirable to experimentally study the behavior of
dimpled seal-like structures using different structural/material parameters to gain better insight into the
characteristics of these components.
Etsion et al. [9] performed a series of tests with 4030 steel seals with laser textured micro-pores. The
results showed significant increase in the fluid stiffness and seal life. In later publications, Etsion et al.
[5, 10, 11] reported continuation of their work on the laser-textured mechanical seals operating in either
water or oil. Their results showed improved seal life and reduction in both wear and friction. Wang et al.
[12] conducted their experiments with reactive-ion etched SiC thrust bearings in water. They generated
an LCC map to summarize the effect of dimple depth-to-diameter ratio and dimple area-ratio. They
found that, based on their experimental operating conditions, an optimum geometry and distribution of
micro dimple exists. With a similar experimental setup as in [12], Wang et al. [13] tested a series of SiC
specimens with combined (large and small) dimples pattern and determined that they offer great
advantage in increasing the critical load compared to untextured specimens and single-sized dimpled
specimens. Glavatskih et al. [14] investigated the performance of surface-textured tilting pad thrust
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bearings. They observed that the textured bearing offered lower power loss and provided a larger inlet
and outlet film thickness compared to the plain bearings. In the experiments conducted by Yu et al. [15],
the performance of laser textured SiC rings running against plain Carbon rings was studied. Their results
also showed that the textured SiC specimens offer improvement in tribological performance compared
to the plain surface specimens.
In this study the performance of the surface textured stainless steel rings is experimentally studied with
variable dimple area densities, dimple depth-to-diameter ratios, dimple sizes, and dimple shapes. The
relationship of these parameters to the performance of these rings is discussed.
5.2

Experiment

5.2.1 Specimen Preparation

Specimens are made in pairs. The stationary specimen is smaller in size and textured with dimples on
the contacting surface. Its I.D. is 33 mm and O.D. is 48 mm. The rotating specimen is larger with
I.D.=30.5 mm and O.D.=50 mm. The rotating specimen is dimple free.
All of the specimens in this research are made of stainless steel (17-4 PH). This type of stainless steel is
categorized as high strength stainless steel with modulus of elasticity 196.5 GPa and ultimate tensile
strength 1.379 GPa after hardening. The original hardness is around 30 HRC, making it very easy to
machine. After the specimens are machined to the specified dimensions, the stationary specimens are
textured using an Electrox Laser Marking machine. This laser marker uses 1064 nm wavelength
Nd:Ytterbium fiber laser as the working laser. The dimple depth is controlled by the total times the laser
beam is scanning on a feature and the power of the laser.
Dimple specimens prepared have two different shapes: elliptical and circular, as shown in Fig. 5-1.
Tables 5-1 and 5-2 show the geometrical parameters for the circular and the elliptically-shaped dimple
textures, respectively. Note that the specimen C9 is a plain, dimple-free specimen made for comparison
purpose and the specimen V1 is made for tests involving visual observation and video-tape recording.
The circular dimples are made into three groups: Group1 (C1-C3), Group2 (C4-C6), Group3 (C7, C8).
The dimples on specimen E1 are elliptically-shaped with the major axis aligned circumferentially. The
dimples on specimen E2 are elliptically-shaped with the major axis aligned radially. In each group, the
distance between the dimples is kept the same, while the dimple diameters are changed to obtain the
desired dimple density ratio which is defined as:

Rp =

Sp
S

=

Nrp
2

2
2

(ro − ri )

(1)

where Sp is the total dimple area, S is the total surface area, N is the total number of dimples, rp denotes
the dimple radius, and ri and ro are the disk’s inner and outer radius, respectively. The dimple density
ratio for the elliptically-shaped dimple is obtained in the same fashion, viz.:
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Rp =

Sp
S

=

Nra rb
2

2

( ro − ri )

(2)

where ra and rb are the major and minor axes of each ellipse.
Upon finishing the laser texturing, the specimens are heat-treated at 480 ºC temperature environment for
one hour and cooled in the open air until it reaches the room temperature. The hardness of the material
after heat treatment is 44-45 HRC.
The final step in making the specimens is lapping. All specimens, including stationary and rotating ones,
are lapped to a surface finish of 1-2 helium light bands (about 0.3 to 0.6 μm) with surface rms (Rq) in the
order of 0.1 μm. Note that the surface lapping after laser texturing removes all the surface protrusions
around the dimples caused during texturing and provides a super fine surface finish.

Table 5-1 Geometrical parameters of circular dimples

No.

Dimple
diameter
(mm)

Dimple
depth
(mm)

Total No.
of
dimples

Dimple
Depth-toDiameter
Ratio c

Dimple
density
ratio (%)

Specimen
O.D. (mm)

Specimen
I.D. (mm)

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
V1

400
500
600
800
1000
1200
200
250
0
2000

55
50
60
53
53
56
52
46
0
50

2400
2400
2400
504
504
504
7896
7896
0
33

0.138
0.100
0.100
0.066
0.053
0.047
0.260
0.184
0
0.025

25.9
40.5
58.2
26.0
40.7
58.6
25.5
39.8
0
15.0

48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48

33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
38

Table 5-2 Geometrical parameters of elliptic dimples

No.

E1
E2

Dimple
major
axis (mm)
732
732

Dimple
minor
axis (mm)
366
366

Dimple
depth
(mm)
55
50
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Total No.
of
dimples
462
462

Dimple
density
ratio (%)
40
40

Dimple
Orientation

Radially
Circumferentially

(1)

(2)

(3)

Figure 5-1 Dimple shapes and arrangements (1) circular (2) elliptically-shaped circumferentially
oriented (3) elliptically-shaped radially oriented
An image of specimen C1 is shown in Fig. 5-2. The dimple profile obtained from stylus profiler is
shown in Fig. 5-3.

Figure 5-2 Dimple images after lapping (specimen C1)
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Figure 5-3 Dimple profile (specimen C1)
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2.0

5.2.2 Experimental Apparatus

The experiments are conducted using the LRI-1a universal tribometer manufactured by Lewis Research,
Inc. The schematic of the machine is shown below in Fig. 5-4. It is composed of a driving mechanism, a
loading mechanism and a computerized data acquisition and motion control system. The driving system
includes a servo motor, a set of pulley assembly, a spindle and an upper specimen holder. The spindle
speed is determined by the motor and varies from 5 rpm to 1200 rpm. The loading system includes a
lever arm, a load compartment and lower specimen holder. A load cell is attached on the top of the load
compartment to monitor and control the load. The maximum load is 2200 N (500 lb). A friction load cell
is connected with the lower specimen holder via a tension bar to monitor the friction force.
The upper rotating specimen is attached to the spindle with an upper holder, which is similar to a ball
joint mechanism capable of compensating for the misalignment between upper and lower specimens.
The lower stationary piece is attached to the inner seat of a lubricant cup, which is secured on the lower
holder of the machine. The wall of the lubricant cup is made of transparent plexiglass so that the
behavior of the specimen during an experiment can be visually monitored.

Figure 5-4 Sketch of the experiment setup

A lubricant oil flow system is added to the system to cool the specimen pair while running. The system
consists of two oil reservoirs with reservoir 1 placed about 1 meter above the specimen holders and
reservoir 2 positioned at a lower level than the lubricant cup. The lubricant oil flows from reservoir 1 to
the lubricant cup continuously and when the oil level reaches to 30 mm above the specimen pair in the
lubricant cup, it overflows to reservoir 2. The oil flow rate is controlled by a valve attached to the
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reservoir 1. Experiments show that the cooling system can lower the bulk oil temperature in the
lubrication cup up to 5˚C.
All the data (including the data from the load cells, the thermocouple and the speed control system)
collected from the sensors are fed into a data acquisition system and interfaced with a computer. The
computer is also programmed to send an appropriate control command to maintain the specified
operating conditions of the mechanical system.

5.2.3 Experimental Procedure
a. Visualization Tests

Two types of experiments are conducted: visual tests and friction tests. The visual tests are performed
with specimen V1 as the lower (stationary) specimen and an upper (rotating) specimen made of
transparent plexiglass. The size of the upper specimen is the same as the other rotating specimens. The
purpose of the visualization tests is to examine the cavitation phenomenon occurring in the dimples
areas. The load in all the visual experiments is set to 4.5 N (1 lb)—the lowest possible with the LRI-1a
machine— so that the estimated lubricant film thickness is relatively larger than cases involving higher
loads. In this way, cavitation does not occur at low speeds and the whole process from when cavitation
starts to its full growth can be observed during the entire range of speed tested. The experimental speed
is set to 10 rpm, 20 rpm, 40 rpm, 80 rpm, 100 rpm, 200 rpm, 400 rpm and 800 rpm in each experiment,
respectively. A high-speed camera is installed adjacent to the experimental setup. It is focused on the
stationary specimens and can view about 1/5 of the whole surfaces. All of the experiments are recorded
and saved in the computer’s hard drive for further examination. Since the duration of each tests is short
(1 minute), the heat generation is low and the lubricant flow system is not turned on.

b. Friction Tests

The basic test procedure for measuring friction is as follows. First, the upper and lower specimens are
installed in the sample holders. Then, the lubricant flow system switch is turned on. Once the lubricant
in the cup reaches the required level and begins to flow into the oil reservoir 2, the motor is started. The
rig is programmed so that the experimental sequences can be defined and executed. In each sequence,
the load is fixed while the rotational speed is changed from high (1000 rpm) to low (5 rpm) in small
steps. In each step, the machine runs at a constant speed and load for 3 minutes. At the same time, the
actual running speed, the friction coefficient and the lubricant bulk temperature are monitored and
recorded. After each sequence, the recorded COF data is treated so that the data of each step is averaged
to represent the COF of the specimens under a specific speed. The sampling rate of COF is 0.2 Hz.
Totally 15 data points are collected during each step. For each sample, several sequences are completed
with loads starting with 4.5 N, then 8.9 N, 18 N and 36 N.
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5.3

Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Visualization Results

Figure 5-5 shows several picture frames obtained from the high-speed camera. From (a) to (h), the
picture frames represent the following speeds: 10 rpm, 20 rpm, 40 rpm, 80 rpm, 100 rpm, 200 rpm, 400
rpm and 800 rpm. It can be observed that frame (a) and (b) do not show any signs of cavitation. Frame
(c) shows a tiny bubble in each dimple. The bubble area increases from (d) to (g). In frames (c) to (g),
the boundary between the bubble and the full-film area in a dimple can be easily distinguished: the
bright area on the left in each dimple is the cavitation region; the darker area on the right is the full-film
region. In frame (h), the bubble full-film boundary becomes very non-uniform. Close examination of the
recorded high speed video tapes shows that the lubricant inside the dimples becomes quite agitated at
high speed as if it were ‘boiling’. Recorded videos show that bubbles grow very quickly and then burst
continuously. These visual experiments are repeated several times with SAE 30 oil to ensure
repeatability. Additional visual testes are also conducted with SAE 10W oil, and similar results are
observed.
Based on the observation of experiment results, it can be stated that the generation and development of
cavitation in a dimple is highly dependent upon the rotational speed. The experiments reveal that, under
the conditions tested, the behavior of cavitation can be broadly characterized into three stages according
to the operating speed. At low speeds (below 40 rpm), there is no cavitation; in the moderate speed
range (from 40 rpm to below 800 rpm), cavitation occurs and the size of the bubble increases with the
increasing speed in an ‘orderly’ fashion; and at the high speed range (800 rpm and greater) severe
agitation occurs within the dimples.
It is known [16] that sliding a nominally flat surface against a curved surface separated with a thin-layer
of lubricant results in the generation of positive hydrodynamic pressure in the convergent portion of the
gap and negative pressure in the divergent section. The configuration of a flat sliding disk against a
shallow dimple filled with a liquid lubricant provides the convergent-divergent gap for the situation just
described. Thus, it is expected that negative pressure occurs in the upstream side of a dimple. When the
negative pressure is lower than the lubricant ‘cavitation pressure,’ bubbles appear in the dimple. It is
generally believed that once cavitation occurs, the ‘cavitation pressure’ remains constant. However, the
observations in the current experiments with dimpled surfaces reveal that the situation may be more
complicated: the cavitation pressure in the moderate speeds range is different than that in the high-speed
range.
There are two types of cavitations in fluid-film lubrication: gaseous cavitation and vapor cavitation [17].
The gaseous cavitation pressure is slightly below the ambient pressure, but higher than the vapor
cavitation pressure. The vapor cavitation pressure is generally close to the evaporation pressure of the
lubricant. For example, SAE 30 engine oil has a vapor pressure of close to 0 Pa at 20º C [18]. The
present experiments show that the type of the cavitation pressure in textured dimples is dependent on the
speed: when the speed is at a moderate level, the negative pressure in the dimple is lower than the
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gaseous pressure and the dissolved gases in the lubricant are released in the form of bubbles that come
out of the solution in an orderly fashion. As the speed is increased to a very high value, the negative
pressure can drop below the vapor cavitation pressure, so that the lubricant evaporates. Our
observations indicate that both types of cavitation can occur during each experimental sequence as
described in section 5.2.

Figure 5-5 High speed camera pictures taken while the specimen V1 is running against upper
plexiglass specimen at the different speeds. (a) 10 rpm (b) 20 rpm (c) 40 rpm (d) 80 rpm (e) 100
rpm (f) 200 rpm (g) 400 rpm and (h) 800 rpm (Note: the redline highlighted areas are cavitation
areas)
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One indirect way to determine whether the cavitation bubbles are gaseous or vapor is by comparing the
bubble sizes during and after stopping each experiment. Since the air solubility in oil is very small, if the
cavitation is gaseous bubbles’ sizes would not be expected to change drastically immediately after the
experiment is stopped. If the cavitation is vaporous, on the other hand, when the machine stops the vapor
bubbles are expected to collapse and change back to liquid form and the pressure in the dimple should
return to that of the ambient pressure. In this case, therefore, the vapor bubbles would be expected to
quickly disappear and only gaseous portion should remain. Figure 5-6 shows the comparison of the
bubbles during and after the experiments at 400 rpm and 800 rpm. In the case of 400 rpm test, it can be
seen that the sizes of the bubbles before and after the experiment do not change significantly. This
indicates that the bubbles contain mainly air. In comparison, the change in sizes of the bubbles during
and after the 800 rpm experiment is quite large. It can be concluded that the cavitation bubbles during
the experiment contain mainly vapor.

Figure 5-6 High speed camera pictures showing bubble sizes during and after the experiments. (a)
400 rpm during experiment (b) after 400 rpm experiment (c) 800 rpm during experiment (d) after
800 rpm experiment (Note: the redline highlighted areas are cavitation areas.)
5.3.2 Experimental Friction Results
a. Comparison with Plain Surface

Figure 5-7 shows the results of the COF for specimen C8 with 0.25mm dimples compared with plain,
dimple-free surface specimen (C9). Each curve represents one sequence of an experiment as described
in Section 5.2. Each curve in the figure shows a persistent increase in COF with increasing speed
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without crossing the lubrication regimes. Under the same load and speed conditions, the COF of the
plain specimens is larger than that of the dimpled specimens. This trend persists in all the tests. These
experiments reveal that the difference between the COF is much more pronounced when operating at
lower loads. At the highest load tested (36 N), the dimple-free and dimpled specimens have nearly
identical COF.
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Figure 5-7 Performance comparison of plain (dimple-free) surface specimen (C9) and 0.25 mm
diameter dimpled specimen (C8)

Examination of the frictional surface after the experiments shows surprising results. Figure 5-8 shows
the pictures taken after the experiments for specimen C8 and C9. Although some scratches can be seen
in the dimple free case (C9), its surface is relatively intact. In contrast, the dimpled specimen (C8) shows
surface damage: Some of the dimples are nearly destroyed and some are covered with large wear debris.
One possible reason is the thermal expansion in the material around the dimples. In specimen C8, each
dimple provides a small reservoir of lubricant that is expected to improve friction and provide cooling.
Because of the cavitation effect, the distribution and flow of the liquid inside a dimple is not uniform.
Given that the thermal expansion coefficient of 17-4 PH stainless steel is high (10.8x10-6 /ºC), the local
surface surrounding the dimples does not remain flat and as a result, the surface becomes prone to wear.
Another possible reason can be attributed to a consequence of the surface deformation. During the
experiments, thermally and mechanically induced waviness may be generated on the specimen’s surface
[3]. As a result, dimples tend to orient themselves along the surface undulations, as depicted in Fig. 5-9.
The edges of the dimples on top of the waviness are sharp and can behave as “cutting edges” that scratch
the mating surface. As a result of wear debris thus generated, the dimples surfaces tend to experience
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damage and wear increases. Once the dimpled surface wears out, the beneficial on friction is weakened
and the COF rises.

Figure 5-8 Images of surfaces after the experiments. (a) specimen C9 (b) specimen C8

Figure 5-9 Dimpled surface with and without waviness

b. Effects of Dimple Depth-to-diameter Ratio, c

Two groups of specimens with the same dimple density are tested. The first group is composed of
specimens C7, C1 and C4. This group has an identical dimple density of 25%. Their dimple depth-todiameter ratios, c = 0.260, 0.138 and 0.066, respectively. The second group includes specimens C8, C2
and C5 with c = 0.184, 0.1 and 0.053, respectively. The dimple density in this group is 40%.
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Figure 5-10 Performance of specimens with dimple density 25% but different dimple depth-todiameter ratios under 4.5 N load
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Figure 5-11 Performance of specimens with dimple density 25% but different dimple depth-todiameter ratios under 8.9 N load
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Figure 5-12 Performance of specimens with dimple density 25% but different dimple depth-todiameter ratios under 18 N load

Figures 5-10 to 5-12 show the performance results for the first group, subjected to 4.5 N, 8.9 N, and 18
N, respectively. These figures show that, under the conditions tested, the specimen C1 offers the lowest
overall COF, and specimen C4 has the highest COF. The COF curves of specimens C7 and C1 are close
to each other at 4.5 N and 18 N loads. The results show that with the dimple density of 25%, the value of
c has a major influence on the COF of the surface. Neither the high (0.260) nor the low (0.066) c values
is beneficial in boosting the performance of the dimpled surface. The best dimple diameter-to-depth
ratio c is 0.138 among the specimens tested.
Figures 5-13 to 5-15 show the performance results for the second group subjected to 4.5 N, 8.9 N, and
18 N, respectively. In this group, COF associated with specimen C8 is higher than that of specimen C2
under all the operating conditions tested. This indicates that under the 40% dimple density, the best c
corresponding to the lowest COF is 0.1 among the specimens tested.
The curve corresponding to specimen C5 shows a different trend from C2 and C8 curves. In Fig. 5-13,
the COF of specimen C5 rises with increasing speed to a level higher than C8 and C2 when the
rotational speed is less than 140 rpm. As the speed increase, the COF in C5 drops to below the C8 curve.
When the speed is higher than 800 rpm, the COF in C5 becomes the lowest among the C8, C2 and C5
cases. In Fig. 5-14, a similar trend can be observed except that the COF rise-and-drop turning point for
C5 occurs at 180 rpm. The behavior of specimen C5 is explained in the subsection 5.3.2 c. It should be
noted that when the 18 N load is imposed, the experiment for C5 cannot be completely finished because
of severe vibration that occurred during the experiment. Vibration can be attributed to the non-uniform
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thermal expansion and waviness effect described in the subsection 5.3.2 a, which becomes more
profound when dealing with large size dimples.
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Figure 5-13 Performance of specimens with dimple density 40% but different dimple depth-todiameter ratios under 4.5 N load
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Figure 5-14 Performance of specimens with dimple density 40% but different dimple depth-todiameter ratios under 8.9 N load
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Figure 5-15 Performance of specimens with dimple density 40% but different dimple depth-todiameter ratios under 18 N load

The results in this section suggest that for a specified dimple area density, the performance of the
specimen is governed by the dimple depth-to-diameter ratio, c, and that an optimum c can be found.
This is in agreement with the findings in [19].
c. Experimental Results for Specimen C5 and C6

The tribological behavior of specimen C5 shown in the Section 5.3.2 b shows a different pattern
compared to most of the other specimens tested. A similar pattern is also observed in the test results
obtained from specimen C6; see Fig. 5-16. When the load is 4.5 N, as the speed increases, the COF of
specimen C6 rises from 0.34 at 5 rpm to 1.29 at 110 rpm, then drops to 1.04 at 300 rpm, and then rises
again until 2.03 at 1000 rpm. The 8.9 N curve shows a similar trend: the COF rises from 0.18 at 5 rpm to
0.87 at 300 rpm, drops to the lowest point of 0.66 at 500 rpm and then rises again until 1000 rpm.
However, the curve corresponding to 18 N load only shows an rising trend with increasing speed.
There are two possible explanations for the observed behavior of specimens C5 and C6. One factor is
directly related to the cavitation pressure. Research in reference [19] reveals that lowering the cavitation
pressure can result in an increase in the LCC of the dimpled surfaces. Referring to the results of the
visual experiment section, it is shown that as the speed increases, the dimples experiences three stages:
no cavitation at low speeds, gaseous cavitation in the mid range of speeds and vapor cavitation at
relatively high speeds. The increase in LCC can occur either during the shift from no cavitation to
gaseous cavitation or from the gaseous cavitation to vapor cavitation. As a result, the film thickness
tends to increase and thus the friction force decreases due to the lowering of the viscous shear stress.
Once the cavitation is fully developed and fluid film thickness stabilizes, the friction force rises again
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with the increasing speed. Another explanation is related to the effect of the speed on the LCC. The
analysis in [19] reveals that, depending on the speed range, as the speed is increased from low to high,
the LCC increases to a peak value and then drops. As a result, when the speed increases in the range
where the LCC does not reach the peak value, the film thickness increases and the friction force drops.
When the speed increases so that the LCC passes over its highest point, the film thickness decreases and
the friction force increases again. The combination of both effects may govern the behavior of the tests.
The dimples on specimen C5 and C6 are the largest among all the specimens tested. The fact that only
these two specimens show such tribological behaviors indicates that the size affects the dimples’ LCC.
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Figure 5-16 Experiment results for specimen C6

d. Effect of Dimple Density

Figures 5-17-5-19 show the comparison of the experiment results with specimen C2 and C3. These
specimens have the same dimple depth-to-diameter ratio, c =0.1, but their dimple density values are 40%
and 58%, respectively. The friction test results from plain surface specimen C9 are also shown in the
figures for comparison purposes.
Comparing with the results of the plain surface specimen, both the C2 and the C3 specimens show better
performance (lower COF). For all three loads, the specimen C3 presents consistently better performance
than specimen C2. Thus, under the conditions tested, for the same dimple-to-depth ratio (c =0.1 in this
case), a higher dimple density is beneficial in lowering the friction coefficient.
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Figure 5-17 Performance of the specimens with the same dimple depth-to-diameter ratio (0.1) but
different dimple density at 4.5 N load
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Figure 5-18 Performance of the specimens with the same dimple depth-to-diameter ratio (0.1) but
different dimple density at 8.9 N load
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Figure 5-19 Performance of the specimens with the same dimple depth-to-diameter ratio (0.1) but
different dimple density at 18 N load
e. Effect of Dimple Shape
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Figure 5-20 Comparison of specimens of same dimple density but different dimple shape (4.5 N
load)
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Figure 5-21 Comparison of specimens of same dimple density but different dimple shape (8.9 N
load)

The dimple shape and its orientation play an important role in the tribological performance of the
textured surfaces. To investigate these effects, tests are conducted with specimen E1 with ellipticallyshaped dimples radially oriented and E2 with elliptically-shaped dimples circumferentially oriented, and
their frictional behaviors are compared with circular dimples and plain dimples. Except for the plain
(dimple-free) specimen C9, all the dimpled surfaces have dimple area density of 40%.
Figures 5-20-5-21 show that specimen E2 has the lowest COF for both 4.5 N and 8.9 N loads among all
the specimens presented. Although the specimen E1 exhibits a higher COF than E2, its friction
performance is better than specimens C9, C8, C2 and C5 subjected to 8.9 N load and specimen C9 and
C8 subjected to 4.5 N load. These results suggest that the elliptic shape dimples provide lower COF than
the circular dimple in the tested environment. The circumferentially oriented dimples have the best
performance. The reason for these results is thought to be related to the cavitation generation. The shape
of the dimples can affect the area of the caviation and the hydrodynamic lift in the dimple area. It is
interesting to note that in a lubricated pin-on-disk test, Wang et al. [20] reported that elliptical dimples
placed perpendicular to the direction of sliding, which is equivalent to the radially orientated dimples in
current study, have better performance. This indicates that the elliptical dimple performance should also
be influenced by the lubrication condition. A thorough investigation in this field requires further studies.
It should be mentioned that only the results of 4.5 N and 8.9 N experiments are recorded. When the load
increases to 18 N, both specimen E1 and E2 experienced large vibration, and experiments had to be
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stopped. A surfaces inspection shows that both dimpled surfaces have deep and wide wear tracks. This
indicates that the elliptical dimpled specimens wear quicker than the circular dimpled specimens.
5.4

Conclusions

In this research, a series of experiments is conducted to examine the performance of laser surface
textured rings. The surface textures in the experiments are in the form of dimples. Two dimple shapes
are tested: circular and elliptical. The circular dimples are designed with different sizes, dimple densities
and dimple depth-to-diameter ratios. The tribological behaviors of specimens are compared and
analyzed according to these parameters. The following conclusions can be drawn based on the results of
experimental tests:
1. The visual experiments show that the cavitation behavior is depended upon the speed. Speed
plays an important role in determining the cavitation pressure.
2. Compared with plain surface, the dimples will help to lower the COF between the frictional
surfaces.
3. For the material used in this experiment (hardened 17-4 PH stainless steel), the dimples decrease
the surfaces’ resistant to wear.
4. If the dimple area density is the same, the performance (COF) of the dimpled specimen is related
to the dimple depth-to-diameter ratio, c. An optimum c exists if the dimple density remains fixed.
5. The dimple size affects its load-carrying capacity (LCC).
6. For a given c value, a higher dimple area density is beneficial in lowering the COF.
7. Elliptic dimples can help to reduce the COF. The circumferentially- oriented elliptically-shaped
dimple performs better than the other elliptical or circular dimples.
5.5
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CHAPTER 6 INVESTIGATION OF TRIBOLOGICAL BEHAVIORS OF ANNULAR RINGS
WITH SPIRAL GROOVE
6.1

Nomenclature

A

nominal contact area

d

difference between the reference planes in asperity contact model

E’

reduced modulus of elastic

Fa

frictional force

f

coefficient of friction

fc

average coefficient of friction obtained from the experiments at the lowest speed

h’

standard separation of the two surfaces equal to d / σ

h

nominal film thickness,

hT

local film thickness hT = h + δ1 + δ 2

m0,m2,m4

zeroth, second and fourth moments of surface roughness profile

N

rotational speed in Hersey number,

ng

number of spiral grooves on one specimen

P

hydrodynamic pressure

P0

ambient pressure

Pa

load carried by the asperities

Ph

hydrodynamic load support

r

polar coordinate in radius direction

r1

base radius of the spiral curve

ri

inner radius of the rings

rm

mean radius of the rings

ro

outer radius of the rings

T

fluid temperature
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W

external load

z

measured surface profile

β

radius of the asperities

δ1,δ 2 random roughness amplitude of the two surfaces
polar coordinate in circumferential direction

φf

shear stress factor

φ fs

shear stress correction factor for combined effect of roughness and sliding

φ fp

shear stress correction factor for the mean pressure flow

φ(s)

standard height distribution

Φs

shear flow factor

Φθ

pressure flow factors in circumferential direction

Φr

pressure flow factors in radial direction

μ

fluid viscosity

ρ

fluid density

η

surface density of the asperities

σ

standard deviation of the asperity height distribution

τ full

shear stress in full-film region

τ cav

shear stress in cavitation region

6.2

Introduction

Surface-textured mechanical components such as spiral groove mechanical face seals (SGFS) and their
counterparts in thrust bearings (SGTB) are known to offer favorable tribological performance
characteristics such as higher load-carrying capacity and lower friction and wear compared to the
conventional seals and thrust bearings with plain surfaces. The main source of the improved
performance is believed to be due to the pressure generated during the operation of SGFS or SGTB—a
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mechanism that provides a ‘lifting force’ that separates the surfaces. Once lift-off occurs, both friction
and wear decrease. Although this lift-off phenomenon is advantageous for SGTB, it can be considered a
drawback in SGFS because of the associated increase in leakage. However, this effect is offset by the
reduction in wear and increase in seal life.
Since the introduction of the idea of spiral groove in the 1950s [1], many research activities have been
conducted to analyze the behavior of the SGFS or SGTB [2-9]. Examples include computational
theories such as the Narrow Groove Theory (NGT) [1-5] and Wing Lattice Theory (WLT) [6]. However,
publications dealing with direct experimental investigations results on the tribological performance of
SGFS/SGTB are scarce. Notable experimental results include the work of Muijderman who introduced
several methods for fabricating SGTB and presented experimental results in his book [2]. Buck et al. [10]
presented field test results in upstream pumping SG seals. They showed that the upstream pumping
SGFS can reduce the heat generation and the barrier system pressure. Lai [11] proposed several SG face
seal patterns and presented associated performance test results. He showed that, with properly designed
surface patterns, it is possible for non-contacting and non-leaking seals to achieve “zero visible leakage”
at full face-separation. Zou et al. [12] presented the results of their experimental investigation of the
lubricant flow characteristics in a SGTB by adding fluorescent dyes to the lubricant to visually observe
its behavior. Their experiment revealed the establishment and recovery of the lubricant film during
start/stop of SGTB.
In the current study, experiments are conducted on the inward pumping of a series of SG rings to
evaluate their tribological behaviors. In addition, the results of numerical simulations are presented to
gain further insight into the behavior of SGFC and SGTB.
The research is divided into two parts. The first part deals with low spiral angle specimens (20o SG and
40o SG), which represents the more commonly used spiral angle in the real implementation. The second
part deals with higher spiral angle specimens (60o SG) and extreme cases (90o SG and plain surface
specimens).

6.3

Structure of spiral grooves

Spiral grooves shapes can be described using different functional forms such as Archimedean spiral,
Hyperbolic spiral and Logarithmic spiral. Muijderman [2] suggests using the Logarithmic spiral form
because the angle, α, between the tangent and radial line at each point in the curve is constant. This form
is also convenient for optimization purposes since the spiral shape is dependent on a single parameter, α.
In the current research, the Logarithmic spiral is used whose shape can be described using the following
equation.

r = r1eθ tan(α )
where r and

are the polar coordinates and

represents the base radius of the spiral curve.
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(1)

Figure 6-1 shows four groove configurations. Figure 6-1 (i) and (ii) are classified as the inward pumping
grooves, which with proper rotational direction of the mating parts will tend to pump the fluid from O.D.
to I.D. Figure 6-1 (iii) and (iv) show the profile of outward pumping grooves, which will pump the fluid
from I.D. to O.D. In this research, the inward pumping configuration shown in Fig. 6-1 (ii) is selected
for testing.
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Figure 6-1 Groove Configurations
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Figure 6-2 Depth to repeats relationship for 17-4 PH stainless steel
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The Electrox Laser Marking system was used to engrave the desired texture pattern on the surface. This
system uses 1046 nm wavelength Nd:Ytterbium fiber laser. The pattern is first generated using CAD
software exactly following the spiral shape described by Eq. (1). Then, the drawing pattern is transferred
into a readable format for the laser machine and fed to its internal memory. The machine then marks the
specimen material according to the specified pattern. The depth of the pattern can be controlled by the
number of repeats that the laser will pass on a single feature and the power of the laser. In current study
the laser power is set to 90% of its full capacity, the depth and repeats relationship for the material used
(17-4 PH stainless steel) is shown in Fig. 6-2. In each pass, the laser beam removes a fraction of a
micrometer of the material. For a 50~60 micrometer depth feature in the specimen, the laser beam must
pass the feature about 100 times. The rate of reaction, of course, depends on the type of material. For
example, for the same power level setting, the laser removes more material in bronze than in stainless
steel.
6.4

Specimens

Test specimens are made of stainless steel (17-4 PH). This type of steel is a common material for a class
of mechanical seal structure with modulus of elasticity 196.5 GPa and ultimate tensile strength 1379
MPa after heat treatment.
The specimens are made in pairs with one upper specimen and one lower specimen in each pair. The
upper specimens (or the rotating specimens) are smooth and the spiral grooves are made on the lower (or
stationary) specimens. The sizes of the upper and lower specimens are differenat. The inner and outer
diameters of the upper specimen are 30.5 mm and 50 mm, respectively. The lower specimen’s I.D. and
O.D. are 33 mm and 48 mm, respectively.
The lower specimens are first laser etched with the desired feature and then both the upper and lower
specimens are heat-treated to the hardness of 44-45 HRC. The hardened specimens are then lapped to a
surface finish of 1-2 helium light bands (about 0.3 to 0.6 μm). Figure 6-3 shows examples of the final
surface-textured lower specimens.

Figure 6-3 Experiment Specimens with spiral angle (from left 20º, 40º, 60º, and 90 º).
6.5

Experimental setup

The experiments are carried out on the LRI-1 universal tribometer manufactured by Lewis Research Inc.
The schematic of the machine is shown in Fig. 6-4. It is composed of a driving system, a loading system,
a motion control system and a data acquisition unit. The driving system includes a motor, a set of pulley
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assembly, a spindle and an upper specimen holder. The pulley ratio of the machine can be changed to
achieve a spindle speed of 5 rpm to 5000 rpm. The loading system includes a lever arm, a load
compartment and lower specimen holder. A load cell is attached on the top of the load compartment to
monitor and control the load. The maximum load is 226 kg (500 lb). A friction load cell is connected
with the lower specimen holder via a tension bar to monitor the friction force. The maximum error of
this load cell is around ±0.2% full scale. A linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) is located at
the end of the lever bar opposite the load compartment to monitor the lower specimen holder’s vertical
movement. The resolution of the LVDT is less than 25 μm.
A lubricant oil flow system is added to the machine to cool the specimen pair while it is running. The
system consists of two oil reservoirs: Reservoir 1 placed about 1 meter above the specimen holders and
Reservoir 2 placed at a lower level than the lubricant cup. The lubricant oil flows from Reservoir 1 to
the lubricant cup continuously and when the oil level reaches a point 30 mm above the specimen pair in
the lubricant cup, it flows into Reservoir 2. The oil flow rate is controlled by a valve attached to
Reservoir 1. Experiments show that the cooling system can lower the bulk oil temperature in the
lubrication cup up to 5˚C.

Tachometer

Spindle

Oil Resevior 1

Upper Holder
Thermocouple
Sliding Disk
Stationary Disk
Computer

Lubricant Cup
Friction Load Cell

Lower Holder
Lever Arm

Oil Resevior 2

Data Acquisition
Interface
LVDT

Weight Load Cell

Load Compartment

Figure 6-4 Sketch of the experiment setup

All the data (including the data from LVDT, the load cells, the thermocouple and the speed control
system) collected from the sensors are fed into a data acquisition system and interfaced with a computer.
The computer is also programmed to send a control command to maintain the specified operating
conditions of the mechanical system.
The upper specimen is attached to the spindle with an upper holder, which is similar to a ball joint
capable of compensating for the misalignment between upper and lower specimens. The lower piece is
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attached to the inner seat of a lubricant cup, which is secured on the lower holder of the machine. The
wall of the lubricant cup is made of transparent plexiglas so that the behavior of the specimen during an
experiment can be visually monitored.
6.6

Experimental procedure

Before starting the tribometer, the oil flow system is turned on and the flow rate is manually controlled
so that the maximum fluid flow from the lubricant cup is reached. When the oil level stabilizes, the
computer executes a pre-programmed sequence with a specified load. Each sequence consists of small
segments of different upper specimen rotational speed. The speed is programmed to vary from 1000 rpm
down to 5 rpm. The duration of each segment is set to 3 minutes, so that the temperature change is small.
During each sequence, a thermocouple is immersed in the fluid inside the cup to register the temperature
change. To minimize the error in friction, each sequence is repeated several times, until the coefficient
of friction (COF) difference between two consecutive sequences is less than 5%. After completion of a
sequence, the load is changed and another sequence of speed varying from 1000 rpm to 5 rpm is applied.
The load is varied from 4.5 N (1 lb) to 36 N (8 lb). In each experiment sequence, the real time COF
value, the rotational speed, and the bulk lubricant temperature are measured and recorded in a data file.
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Figure 6-5 Viscosity temperature relationship of the lubricant used in the experiments

The lubricant is SAE 30 oil without additives. The temperature viscosity relationship of the oil measured
using a rotational viscometer. The result is shown in Fig. 6-5. The viscosity follows the exponential law
with the temperature. By curve fitting, the viscosity-temperature relationship is:

μ = 0.2121e −0.06191(T −30)
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(2)

where μ is the oil viscosity in Pa.s, T is the temperature in ºC.
6.7

Low Spiral Groove Angle Specimens

In this section, 20o SG and 40o SG specimens are tested. Table 6-1 shows the geometry parameters of the
specimens. The specimens are made in two groups based on the grooves spiral angle. All two groups
have the identical groove-to-land and groove-to-dam ratio of unity.
Table 6-1 Geometry parameters of the specimens

Geometry
Specimen #
Group 1
Group 2

SG20-1
SG20-2
SG40-1
SG40-2
SG40-3

Spiral Angle Groove Depth Groove-to(º)
Land Ratio
(μm)
20
20
40
40
40

33
56
38
64
22

1
1
1
1
1

Groove-toDam Ratio
1
1
1
1
1

6.7.1 Experiment Results
a. 20o SG Specimens

20º SG

Figure 6-6 Experiment result of COF and rotational speed relationship for SG20-1 (20º SG, 33 µm
deep) under 8.9 N (2 lb), 18 N (4 lb) and 36 N (8 lb) load
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Figures 6-6 and 6-7 present the friction test results of the specimens in Group 1 with 20o spiral angle
grooves as a function of speed. The specimen shown in Fig. 6-6 has shallower groove depth (33 μm)
than the one shown in Fig. 6-7 (56 μm). Each point in the figures represents the mean value of the data
collected during a single time segment. Each curve corresponds to a particular load.
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Figure 6-7 Experiment result of COF and rotational speed relationship for SG20-2 (20º SG, 56 µm
deep) under 8.9 N (2 lb), 18 N (4 lb) and 36 N (8 lb) load.

Figure 6-8 Stribeck Curve [13]
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Examination of Figs. 6-6 and 6-7 reveals that COF decreases gradually from 1000 rpm down to a
minimum level. For all the curves in Fig. 6-6 and the 8.9 N curve in Fig. 6-7, the downward trend lasts
throughout the tested speed range. For the 18 N and 36 N curves in Fig. 6-7, as the speed decreases, each
COF reaches a minimum and then increases. The speeds corresponding to these minimum COF values
depend on the load: the higher the load, the higher the speed at which the minimum COF occurs.
To explain the aforementioned observations, it is useful to examine the behavior of different lubrication
regime using the so-called Stribeck curve. The Stribeck curve describes a well-known trend for the
behavior of COF and as a function of a dimensionless parameter containing the speed, the lubricant
viscosity and the load. A typical Stribeck curve is sketched in Fig. 6-8. In this figure, the ordinate, f, is
the COF and the abscissa, μ N/P, represents the so-called Hersey number, where N denotes the rotational
speed, P is the pressure, and μ denotes the fluid viscosity. The Stribeck curve is often used to identify
different lubrication regimes. From left to right, the three lubrication regimes are: boundary, mixed, and
hydrodynamic. The lowest friction coefficient point in Fig. 6-8 is the transition point (TP) between the
mixed lubrication to hydrodynamic lubrication. The rotational speed corresponds to the TP is the
transition speed (TS).
Since the specimens are immersed in lubricant and the load is relatively low (<40 N), the lubrication
regime is thought to be in either mixed lubrication or hydrodynamic. Accordingly, each minimum COF
point in Fig. 6-7 is believed to be the TP between the mixed lubrication regime and the hydrodynamic
lubrication regime. It should be noted that the speed range of tribometer used in the present research is
limited to 5 to 1000 rpm. Thus, the TPs for some of the cases of 20º SG specimens test are not captured,
for they are expected to occur below 5 rpm.
Note that when the rotational speed is higher than the TS, lowering the load results in a greater COF.
However, although the COF is decreasing with the increasing load, the frictional force increases, when
the operating speed is higher than the TS. For example, for the 20º SG specimen operating at 1000 rpm
with 8.9 N load, the frictional force is 5.7 N resulting in COF = 0.64. At the same speed with 36 N load,
the frictional force is 8.3 N and COF= 0.23.
b. 40o SG Specimens

The specimen SG40-3 (groove depth 22 μm), SG40-1 (groove depth 64 μm) and SG40-2 (groove depth
38 μm) are tested under the same operating conditions. The corresponding experimental results are
shown in Figs. 6-9 - 6-11.
Referring to Fig. 6-9, it can be noted that the 40o SG specimens show similar behavior with 20o SG
specimens. All the curves show similar trend to that of Stribeck-type curve. The TS for SG40-3-36N is
about 20 rpm. Similar to the cases of 20o SG specimens, when the load is low (e.g., 8.9 N and 18N), the
specimen SG40-3 is in hydrodynamic lubrication regime throughout the speed ranged tested in these two
cases and TS is expected to occur below 5 rpm.
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Figure 6-9 Experiment result of COF and rotational speed relationship for SG40-3 (40º SG, 22 µm
deep) under 8.9 N (2 lb), 18 N (4 lb) and 36 N (8 lb) load.
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Figure 6-10 Experiment result of COF and rotational speed relationship for SG40-1 (40º SG, 38
µm deep) under 8.9 N (2 lb), 18 N (4 lb) and 36 N (8 lb) load
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Figure 6-11 Experiment result of COF and rotational speed relationship for SG40-2 (40º SG, 64
µm deep) under 8.9 N (2 lb), 18 N (4 lb) and 36 N (8 lb) load.

Referring to Fig. 6-11, experiments with SG40-2 shows that the transition points for 8.9 N, 18 N and 36
N loads, are 40, 60, and 200 rpm, respectively. For the SG40-3 specimen (Fig. 6-9), either the
lubrication transition occurs at very low speed (20 rpm) or the TS is not detectable in the experiment.
For the SG40-1 specimen (Fig. 6-10), the TSs are 10, 20 and 40 rpm for 8.9 N, 18 N and 36 N loads,
respectively. These results indicate that for the shallow groove specimen, SG40-3, the transition point
starts at a low speed. The TSs of specimen SG40-1 with medium groove depth fall in between the other
two specimens. This implies that the shallower grooves can provide higher load-carrying capacity and
thus, they make it easier for the disk to generate lubrication film.
Comparison of the results under the same load shows that at high speeds, a deep groove specimen has a
lower coefficient of friction than the shallower specimen. This can also be observed in the 20o SG
specimens shown in Figs. 6-6 and 6-7. It is believed that at speed higher than TS, the specimens operate
in hydrodynamic lubrication regime. Therefore, the friction force is dominated by the shear rate of the
lubricant, which is affected by the fluid film thickness.
The total friction force of a specimen is the sum of the grooved area portion and the groove-free area
portion. In the area of the specimens where no groove exists, the fluid film thickness is the nominal film
thickness. In the grooved area, the film thickness is the sum of the nominal film thickness and the
groove depth. At low speeds in hydrodynamic lubrication, the nominal film thickness is in the order of
micrometers and thus much smaller than the groove depth, which is in the order of tens of micrometers.
The grooved area portion of the friction force is small compared with the groove-free portion. Since
under the same load, the shallower groove specimen provides higher load-carrying capacity, the nominal
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film thickness is higher for the shallower groove specimen than the other specimen. The friction force of
the shallower specimen is lower than that of the other specimens.
As the speed increases, the nominal film thickness increases. In the simulation section (6.7.2), it is found
that the nominal film thickness can be as high as tens of micrometers at high operating speed and
therefore it becomes comparable to the groove depth. The weight of friction force in the grooved area
then becomes increasingly larger in the total friction force with increasing operating speed. Because the
film thickness in the grooved area of the shallower groove specimen is small, the friction force of
shallower groove specimen in this area is higher than that of the other specimens. The overall result is
then, when the speed increases the friction force of shallower groove specimen increases at a higher rate
than the other specimens and surpasses that of the other specimens. These results are verified in the later
simulation section.
c. Low Viscosity Oil Tests
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Figure 6-12 Experiment result of COF and rotational speed relationship for SG20-2 (20º SG, 56
µm deep) in SAE 10W lubrication oil under 8.9 N (2 lb), 18 N (4 lb) and 36 N (8 lb) load.

It can be inferred from Fig. 6-9 that the effect of lowering the viscosity on the COF is similar to
lowering the speed. To check whether the lubrication behavior described in the previous section persists,
a low viscosity oil (SAE 10W instead of SAE 30) is used and tests are repeated. The viscosity of SAE
10W is approximately 1/3 of the SAE 30 oil at room temperature. Figure 6-12 shows the experimental
results for SG20-2 specimen with SAE10W. All other operational conditions in the experiments are kept
the same as before. As expected, compared with Fig. 6-7, these results show a similar Stribeck-type
trend with the TS shifted to the right. Note that for 8.9 N load, there is no TS in Fig. 6-7, while the TS of
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40 rpm can be observed in Fig. 6-12; for 18 N load, the TS changes from 10 rpm in Fig. 6-7 to 60 rpm in
Fig. 6-12; for 36 N load, the TS shifts from 20 rpm to 80 rpm. These observations indicate that when the
lubricant viscosity is lowered, a higher operating speed is needed to enter the hydrodynamic lubrication
regime.

d. Influence of Spiral Angle

The influence of the spiral angle on the performance of the specimens can be examined by comparing
Fig. 6-6 with Fig. 6-10 and comparing Fig. 6-7 with Fig. 6-11. Examination of these figures reveals that
at speeds higher than the TS, a greater spiral angle results in a higher COF. For instance, at 8.9 N load
and 100 rpm, the COF for SG40-2 is 0.117, while for SG20-2, the COF is 0.092. In other words, a
greater spiral angle degrades the tribological performance of the SGFC or SGTB. This can be attributed
to the reduction in the pumping effect when the spiral angle increases. Note, also, that the viscous shear
is greater for rings with large spiral angles because of the reduction of the film thickness.
A notable feature of the results is that transition points change with the spiral angle. As the spiral angle
increases, the TS also increases. This indicates that low spiral angle specimens tend to enter the
hydrodynamic lubrication regime more easily than high spiral angle rings and thus provide better
performance.

6.7.2 Numerical Simulations

According to the experiments results, the lubrication regime traverses from mixed lubrication to
hydrodynamic lubrication with increasing speed. Therefore, an analytical model must include provision
for mixed lubrication, where the external load is shared by asperity contacts of both surfaces and the
hydrodynamic pressure. For this purpose, a model was developed to treat the mixed lubrication regime.
To account for the contribution of asperities, the Greenwood and Williamson’s contact model is used
and the Patir and Cheng’s theory is adopted to account for the contribution of the asperities in the
hydrodynamic regime.
•

Hydrodynamic Model

The hydrodynamic pressure is predicted by solving the Reynolds equation. Assuming Newtonian fluid
operating under laminar, steady-state condition, as proposed by Patir and Cheng [15] the Reynolds
equation with provisions for roughness effect takes on the following form.

∂ρΦs
∂ρh
∂
ρh 3 ∂P
∂
rρh 3 ∂P
(Φθ
) + (Φr
) = 6ωr( T + σ
)
r∂θ
μ∂θ
∂r
μ∂r
∂θ
∂θ
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(3)

where μ is the fluid dynamic viscosity calculated using Eq. (2) and the temperature T used is the bulk
lubricant temperature obtained in the experiment.
•

Contact Model

The load carried by the asperities is modeled as follows [16]:
1

3

4
Pa = ηAE' β 2σ 2 F3 (h)
3
2

(4)

where η is the surface density of the asperities, β is the radius of the asperities with the assumption
that the asperities are the same size, σ is the standard deviation of the asperity height distribution. Note
that η , β and σ are determined via the spectral moment computed from the surface profile measured
from the experiment specimens. The computation algorithm is introduced in [17]. The zeroth, second
and fourth profile moments are

m0 = E ( z 2 )

(5)

⎡ dz ⎤
m2 = E ⎢( ) 2 ⎥
⎣ dx ⎦

(6)

⎡ d 2z ⎤
m 4 = E ⎢( 2 ) 2 ⎥
⎣ dx ⎦

(7)

where z is the measured surface profile, E[] denotes the statistical expectation. η , β and σ are calculated
from

η=

m4
6π 3m2

(8)

β=

3 π
8 m4

(9)

σ = m0

(10)

The parameter A in Eq. (4) represents the nominal contact area, E’ is the reduced modulus of elasticity
defined as

1 1 −ν1 1 −ν 2
=
+
E'
E1
E2
2
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2

(11)

The function F 3 ( h ' ) is obtained using the general equation for Fn defined as
2

∞

Fn (h' ) = ∫ (s − h' ) nφ (s)ds
h

(12)

where h’ is the standard separation of the two surfaces equal to d / σ , with d representing the difference
between the reference planes. φ (s ) is the standard height distribution. Because the height distribution of
most machined surfaces follows the Gaussian distribution, φ (s ) can be described as:
φ (s) =

1
2π

−s2
e 2

(13)

The frictional force Fa is obtained from the load carried by the asperities Pa.

Fa = f c Pa

(14)

where fc is the average COF obtained from the experiments at the lowest speed (5 rpm) with the
assumption that at this low speed, the COF represents mostly of the friction due to asperity contact.
It has to be noted that this contact model only considers elastic deformation of the asperities. Plastic
deformation may occur in some cases. However, because of the nature of the problem— surface-onsurface contact— in current study, the average contact pressure is low. Only a small portion of the area
of contact is plastic and thus plastic deformation is assumed to be negligible [16].
•

Geometry and Boundary Conditions

On each specimen surface, there are ng spiral grooves distributed axisymmetrically. Hence, only 1/ ng of
the specimen area needs to be simulated. The domain of the simulation is shown in Fig. 6-13. According
to the experimental setup, the upper flat disk is spinning at speed ω and the lower SG specimen is
stationary. In each computational domain, the cyclic boundary condition applies to the sides as shown in
Fig. 6-13. The fluid pressure on the inner and outer diameter is assumed to be constant. Thus, on the
boundaries B and C, boundary condition is:
P = P0

(15)

where P0 is the ambient pressure. On the boundaries A and D, the boundary condition is:
PA = PD

(16)

where PA and PD denote the pressure on boundaries A and D, respectively.
It is known that when a SG specimen is in operation, sub-atmospheric pressure will be generated in a
part of the grooved area and cavitation occurs [14]. Therefore, an appropriate boundary condition is
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necessary to account for the cavitation. In current study, the so-called Reynolds boundary condition is
applied to the sub-atmospheric pressure area. That is, at the boundary of the full lubricant and cavitation,
the pressure gradient on the boundary is zero.
∂P
=0
∂n

ω

r1

(15)

Y
Computation Domain

ri

A

ro

Cyclic
boundary

C

B

X
D

Figure 6-13 Computational domain

•

Solution of Reynolds Equation

The Reynolds equation is discretized using the finite difference method (FDM) and solved using the
point iteration method, i.e. the Gauss Seidel method. The Reynolds boundary condition is treated during
the iteration: when sub-atmosphere pressure occurs, the pressure at that point is set to the cavitation
pressure. According to [14] and [18], depending on the duration of the fluid remains in the subatmosphere pressure environment; cavitation pressure varies from 70% to 2% of vacuum. In current
experiments, each experimental segment is 3 minutes. Therefore, it is reasonable to set the cavitation
pressure to 10% vacuum, i.e., 90% atmospheric pressure.
•

Hydrodynamic Performance Parameters

By integrating the pressure, p, obtained from Reynolds equation over the entire area, the hydrodynamic
load support Ph is obtained.

Ph =

ro

Θ

∫ ∫ prdrdθ

(16)

ri 0

The friction force in the seal area is obtained from viscous shear stress. In the full-film region, the shear
stress is:
τ full =

μrω
h∂p
(φ f − φ fs ) − φ fp
2 r ∂θ
h

where φ f is the shear stress factor, φ fs and φ fp are the shear stress correction factors [19].
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(17)

In the cavitation region, the shear stress is:
τ cav =

μrω
(φ f − φ fs )
h

(18)

The total friction force is then calculated from:

1
Fh =
rm

ro

Θ

∫ ∫ τr

2

drdθ

(19)

ri 0

where τ = τ full in full-film region , τ = τcav in the cavitation region and rm is the mean radius of the rings.
•

Solution Procedure
Input external load
W
Initial Film thickness

Calculate
hydrodynamic
force p h
Change film
thickness
Calculate
contact force
pa

No
|Ph +P a -W|< ε

Yes

compute friction
force and friction
coefficient

Figure 6-14 Flow chart of the solution procedure

The flow chart of the computation procedure is shown in Fig. 6-14. The load W and initial film thickness
are set at the beginning of the computations. Then the hydrodynamic support force Ph and force due to
asperity contact Pa under the initial film thickness are calculated. The total support force, i.e., the sum
of Ph and Pa, is compared with the external load W. If the difference is larger than ε, a new film
thickness value is chosen using the bisection method and computations with the new film thickness are
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repeated. When the difference between the total support force and external load is smaller than ε, the
program goes on to calculate friction force and terminates.
•

Computational Results

Figure 6-15 shows the contour plot of the hydrodynamic pressure from simulation result for specimen
SG20-1 at 40 rpm and 36 N load in one computational domain. The figure shows that the pressure built
up at the close end of the groove. Note that the orientation of the groove in Fig. 6-20 is opposite to the
plot shown in Fig. 6-13.
Figure 6-16 illustrate the simulation results of the relationship between the film thickness and the
operation speed for specimen SG20-1. It shows an upward trend of film thickness with increasing speed.
The film thickness ranges from less than 1 μm to over 100 μm. Compared with groove depth, in low
speed range, the film thickness is trivial, while in mid to high speed range, the film thickness is in the
same magnitude range with the groove depth. These results verify the explanation shown in section 6.7.1.
Figure 6-17 shows the simulation results for specimen SG20-1 at 36 N load. The upper and lower curves
represent the load supported by the hydrodynamic pressure and the asperity contact at different
operation speeds. The figure shows that as the speed increases, the hydrodynamic pressure load support
increases until full external load is supported by the hydrodynamic. With the increasing speed, the
asperity contact load support decreases until it reaches zero. These results are in agreement with the
analysis in section 6.7.1a that as the speed increases, the specimen first operates in mixed lubrication
regime then hydrodynamic lubrication regime.
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Figure 6-15 Hydrodynamic pressure contour of simulation result for specimen SG20-1 at 40 rpm
under 36 N load
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Figure 6-16 Simulation results of film thickness for SG20-1 specimen
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Figure 6-17 Simulation results of load supported by hydrodynamic pressure and asperity contact
for SG20-1 specimen under 36 N load

The simulation results are shown along with the experimental data in Figs. 6-18 and 6-19. Figure 6-18 is
the result for SG20-2 specimen. The simulation and experiment data are in good agreement when the
rotational speed exceeds the TS obtained in each experiment. Below the TS, they exhibit similar trends
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but their quantitative agreement is deteriorated. The same comparison results can also be seen in large
spiral angle situations shown in Fig. 6-19, which represents SG40-2 specimen. In the simulation results,
a TS can also be predicted; however, the simulation TS is lower than the experiment TS when the spiral
angle is high (40º). Since the TS is the boundary between hydrodynamic and mixed lubrication in the
lubrication system, the simulation results indicate that the computational model is capable of predicting
the behavior of the SG rings in hydrodynamic lubrication.
While the contact model is not as accurate as the hydrodynamic model, the simulation shows a similar
trends in the development of COF with the change in rotational speed. A possible reason for the
inaccuracy is the simplicity of the contact model and exclusion of the thermal effects in the simulation.
In the simulations, the viscosity of the fluid is determined by the bulk temperature which is measured in
the lubricant cup during each experiment. The actual temperature between the frictional surfaces can be
higher than the bulk lubricant temperature. According to the results of experiments conducted by
Dadouche et. al. [20], the maximum fluid temperature rise, when passing through a thrust bearing, can
reach 11º C depending on load and speed. A higher lubricant temperature leads to lower lubricant
viscosity. This, in turn, results in a lower fluid film thickness if the external load remains steady. Thus,
a higher rotational speed is required for the full-film lubrication to start. This effect can explain why the
TS in the simulations is always lower than the experiment. Another reason for the discrepancies is that
the friction coefficient fc used in the simulation. The value of fc is obtained from experiments with the
lowest speed (5 rpm). Although fc largely represents the friction due to asperity contact, it also
represents a small portion of the friction due to lubricant viscous shear.
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Figure 6-18 Comparison of SG disk performance of simulation and experiment results for G20-2
specimen
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Figure 6-19 Comparison of SG disk performance of simulation and experiment results for G40-2
specimen
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Figure 6-20 Comparison of SG disk performance of simulation and experiment results for SG20-1
specimen
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Figure 6-21 Comparison of SG disk performance of simulation and experiment results for SG40-1
specimen
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Figure 6-22 Comparison of SG disk performance of simulation and experiment results for SG40-3
specimen
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The simulation results for specimen of shallower groove depth are presented in Figs. 6-20 and 6-21.
Similar to the Figs. 6-18 and 6-19, the results matches well when the specimens work in hydrodynamic
lubrication regime. Relatively high discrepancies are found in mixed lubrication regime. Referring to
Figs. 18 and 19, it can be seen that the simulation results of shallower specimens have a better overall
match with the experiment results. This is because, as mentioned in section 6.7.1, with a shallower
groove depth, the spiral grooves has higher load-carrying capacity and the analytical predictions are
closer to the experimental results. The shallow groove specimens enter the hydrodynamic lubrication
regime at lower speed than deep groove specimens of the same SG.
Figure 6-22 shows the comparison of the simulations and experiment results for the specimen SG40-3
with 22 μm groove depth. Comparison of Figs. 6-19, 6-21 and 6-22 shows that the simulations and
experiments data of the shallow groove specimen SG40-3 match best. This further proves that the
computation is capable of simulating the hydrodynamic lubrication behavior of SG specimens well.

6.7.3 Summary

In this research, the thrust bearing-like specimens made of 17-4 PH stainless steel are engraved with
spiral grooves using a laser marking machine. Specimens with 20º, 40º spiral angles and different
groove depths are made. The tribological behaviors of these specimens under fully flooded lubrication
conditions are investigated and analyzed. Two lubricating oils with different viscosities are used in the
experiments. The following conclusions can be drawn from the results in this study:
1. Transition points from mixed lubrication to hydrodynamic lubrication in the experiments are
observed in most of the experiments.
2. The experiments on the SG rings with different groove depth show that the groove depth is
important in determining the tribological behavior of a specimen: the lubrication system shifts
from mixed lubrication regime to hydrodynamic lubrication at lower speed for the shallower
spiral groove.
3. Under the same load and when operating under high speed range, a deep groove specimen has a
lower COF than the shallower specimen.
4. The spiral angle has a major influence on the friction coefficient and tribological performance of
the specimens. It requires higher operational speed for the frictional system to enter the
hydrodynamic lubrication regime when the spiral angle is high.
5. Compared with high spiral angle specimens, a lower spiral angle yields a lower COF under the
same operating condition.
An attempt is made to simulate the behavior of the SG rings for all lubrication regimes in the experiment
in this paper. The results show that the computational model can simulate the hydrodynamic portion of
the SG rings experiments. The simulation results show the same trend with the experimental results in
the mixed lubrication regime.
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Relatively high discrepancies are shown in the mixed lubrication portion of the simulation. The reason
for these discrepancies is thought to be due, mainly, to the thermal effects and simplification in the
contact model. Although the simulation model considers the lubricant viscosity change due to
temperature change, the temperatures used in the simulations are measured lubricant bulk temperatures,
which are lower than the true temperature between the frictional surfaces. A more sophisticated model is
necessary to take into account the heat generation between the frictional surfaces. The asperity contact
friction coefficient fc may also bring some error in the simulation model.
6.8

High Spiral Groove Angle Specimens

In this section, 60º SG and 90º SG specimens are tested under the same experiment conditions
introduced in section 6.5 and 6.6. Table 6-2 shows the geometry parameters of the specimens. The
specimens are made in three groups based on the grooves spiral angle. All specimens have the identical
groove-to-land and groove-to-dam ratio of unity except specimen P1 which is a plain surface sample
made for comparison purpose.
Table 6-2 Geometry parameters of the specimens

Geometry
Specimen #
Group 3
Group 4
Group 5

SG60-1
SG60-2
SG90-1
SG90-2
P1

Spiral Angle Groove Depth Groove-to(º)
Land Ratio
(μm)
60
60
90
90
-

30
52
36
100
-

1
1
1
1
-

Groove-toDam Ratio
1
1
1
1
-

6.8.1 Experiments Results
a. 60º SG Specimens

Figures 6-23 and 6-24 show the experiment results of 60º SG specimens with different groove depth.
Both figures show a clear decreasing trend when rotating speed decrease from 1000 rpm to the transition
point, TP. Then, upon further reduction of speed, the COF begins to rise initially. This trend of COF in
hydrodynamic regime and just below the TS is similar to that of the Stribeck curve. However, as the
speed decreases below the first TS, the COF curves do not follow the typical Stribeck trend in that, in
each case, upon reducing the speed below TS, the friction raises significantly to a peak point and then
drops. This special trend is observed in both the SG60-1 and SG60-2 cases (Figs. 6-23 and 6-24). A
possible explanation is as follows. As mentioned before, TP is considered to be the turning point
between the mixed and hydrodynamic lubrication regimes. In the mixed lubrication regime, load is
supported by both the surface asperities and the fluid film. As the rotational speed increases from its
lowest value, the separation gap between the surfaces of the two rings increases, the load shared by the
asperities simultaneously decreases, and the hydrodynamic film bears most of the load. Accordingly, the
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friction force due to the asperity contact decreases and the friction due to the viscous shear from the
lubricant film increases. Because of the existence of spiral grooves, the grooved portions of the surface
in the SG rings will always remain separated from its counterpart by the lubricant. This makes the
behavior of spiral grooves in the mixed lubrication regime different from plain surfaces (without
grooves).
To illustrate this behavior, consider, for example, the SG60-2-8.9 N curve in Fig. 6-24. In the first stage,
when the speed is low (<20 rpm), the hydrodynamic pressure in the groove due to the grooves pumping
effect—an action that tends to pump fluid into the groove—is not enough to separate the two contacting
surfaces. The separation gap between the two surfaces is small and remains small. The friction force due
to the asperity contact— which is primarily a function of the contact area—does not change much with
speed. However, since the velocity gradient across the film thickness is high due to small film gap, the
hydrodynamic friction —which includes the friction from un-grooved area and the grooved area—
increases dramatically with the speed. Thus, the overall friction force increases.

60º SG

Figure 6-23 Experiment result of COF and rotational speed relationship for SG60-1 (60º SG, 30
µm deep) under 8.9 N (2 lb), 18 N (4 lb) and 36 N (8 lb) load

The second stage begins upon further increasing the speed (>20 rpm but <60 rpm), due to the groove
pumping effect, the separation force is high enough to counterbalance the external load. The gap
between the two surfaces becomes increasingly large and the asperity contact area decreases
dramatically while, at the same time, the hydrodynamic friction drops due to the decrease in velocity
gradient. At this speed range, the overall friction force decreases. The stage conforms to the mixed
lubrication regime shown in Fig. 6-8.
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The third stage begins as the speed is increased further (>60 rpm). In this stage, the two surfaces are
completely separated, the friction due to the asperities contact disappears, and the overall friction force
is entirely dominated by hydrodynamic lubrication. From this point on, as the speed increase, the
hydrodynamic friction increases.
The first stage is a special situation that only occurs when the spiral angle is high due to lack of pumping
effect. It is observed only in the 60º SG in current experiments. The reason is that in 20º and 40º SG
cases, even in the low speed range, the inward pumping action of the grooves is able to provide lubricant
pressure-building capacity and a relatively large film gap. As a result, the friction behavior follows the
classical Stribeck-type curve. In contrast, in same speed range, the pumping effect for 60º SG is so low
that the film gap remains small. As a result, the friction behavior does not follow the classical Stribecktype curve and exhibits an increasing trend.

1.0
8.9 N (2 lb)
18 N (4 lb)
36 N (8 lb)

Coefficient of Friction
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1
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Figure 6-24 Experiment result of COF and rotational speed relationship for SG60-2 (60º SG, 52
µm deep) under 8.9 N (2 lb), 18 N (4 lb) and 36 N (8 lb) load.
b. 90º SG Specimens

To further investigate the tribological behavior of spiral grooves, experiments are conducted on the
extreme case of 90º SG specimens. The grooves of 90º SG specimen are perpendicular to the operational
speed. Therefore, there is no pumping effect for this specimen. The results are shown in Fig. 6-25 and
Fig. 6-26. A careful examination of both Fig. 6-25 and Fig. 6-26 reveals that the COF values in both
figures are high and over the entire speed range tested and for all loads, the COF curves show only an
increasing trend with increasing speed. This observation indicates that although the grooves provide
some hydrodynamic pressure, the pressure is not sufficient for the frictional pair to generate enough
large film gap to enter the hydrodynamic lubrication regime. The film gap remains small and the friction
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force increases with increasing speed. In other word, the 90º SG specimens remain in first stage
mentioned in the section 6.8.1a throughout the tested speed range.

90º SG

Figure 6-25 Experiment result of COF and rotational speed relationship for SG90-1 (90º SG, 36
µm deep) under 8.9 N (2 lb), 18 N (4 lb) and 36 N (8 lb) load
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Figure 6-26 Experiment result of COF and rotational speed relationship for SG90-2 (90º SG, 100
µm deep) under 8.9 N (2 lb), 18 N (4 lb) and 36 N (8 lb) load.
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c. Plain Surface Specimens
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Figure 6-27 Experiment result of COF and rotational speed relationship for P1 (plain surface)
under 8.9 N (2 lb), 18 N (4 lb) and 36 N (8 lb) load.

Figures 6-27 contain results for the frictional performance of the plain specimens without spiral grooves.
At the first glance, it appears surprising that the plain specimen does not show Stribeck curve-like
behavior. Instead, its COF curves show an increasing trend with increasing speed, similar to the 90º SG.
As in the spiral groove cases, the friction force for plain specimen is composed of two parts: the asperity
contact part and the viscous shear part. Since the specimens are lapped to 1-2 helium light bands, the
surfaces of the plain specimens are extremely flat and smooth. The waviness or roughness effects are not
enough to generate lifting force to separate the two surfaces like the low-angle SG specimens. As a
result, the gap between the two surfaces remains almost constant. In other words, the plain specimens
stay in the mixed lubrication regime throughout the speed range with constant lubricant film thickness.
Hence, the friction force due to asperity contact remains relatively constant while the viscous shear
portion of the friction increases. The net effect is an increase in the friction force and the associated COF.
d. Comparison of Grooved and Plain Specimens

The experiment results of specimens SG60-2, P1 and SG90-2 are regrouped according to the load. The
resulting figures are shown as Figs. 6-28-6-30. The curves of the 60º SG specimen are the only curves
that show TSs. In each figure, when speed is higher than the corresponding 60º SG specimen TS, the
plain surface curve has the highest COF; the 60º SG has the lowest COF; while the COF of 90º SG
curve is between the above two. In this speed range, the 60º SG operates in hydrodynamic lubrication
regime and the other specimens operate in mixed lubrication regime, hence the COF of the 60º SG has
the lowest COF.
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Figure 6-28 Experiment results of COF and rotational speed relationship for SG60-2, P1 and
SG90-2 under 8.9 N (2 lb) load.
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Figure 6-29 Experiment results of COF and rotational speed relationship for SG60-2, P1 and
SG90-2 under 18 N (4 lb) load.
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Figure 6-30 Experiment results of COF and rotational speed relationship for SG60-2, P1 and
SG90-2 under 36 N (8 lb) load.

An interesting observation in Figs. 6-28-6-30 is that the COF for the plain specimen intersects with the
curves of the 60º SG specimen at their corresponding second stage, described in section 6.8.1b. To
explain this phenomenon, the structural difference of the plain and 60º SG specimens needs to be
considered. With the existence of grooves, the nominal contact area of each SG specimen is smaller than
the plain specimen. Therefore, at low speed when the hydrodynamic pressure in the grooves is low, the
contact pressure is higher on the groove-free area of the 60º SG specimen than the plain specimen. The
consequence is a lower film gap for the 60º SG specimens. With the lower film gap and higher contact
pressure, the COF of the 60º SG specimens is then higher than the plain specimen. When the speed
increases, such that the 60º SG specimens are in the second stage, the hydrodynamic pressure in the
grooves becomes high enough to counterbalance the external load. Thus the nominal film thickness
increases and the contact pressure decreases with speed. The COF of 60º SG specimens then drops with
the increasing speed. At the same time, because no mechanism exists to increase the film gap, the
friction force of the plain specimen increases with the increasing speed. The COF of the plain specimen
surpasses that of the 60º SG specimens when speed increases to a certain level (the intersection speed).
The COF of the plain specimen is then higher than the 60º SG specimens when the speed increases
further.
The behavior of SG90-2 is more similar to the plain specimen than the other SG specimens. As
mentioned in the last paragraph, there are two factors affecting the COF of a SG specimen: the contact
pressure and the pumping effect. The 90º SG specimen does not provide inward pumping effect.
Nevertheless, the grooved section acts like a step bearing and provides some hydrodynamic pressure and
thus generates load-carrying capacity. When the speed is low, the cavitation effect [14] is weak for 90º
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SG specimen and the pumping effect is also weak for the other SG specimens. The step bearing effect
prevails. Thus, the 90º SG specimen, whose steps are perpendicular to the moving direction of the upper
specimen, provides higher load-carrying capacity than the other SG configuration, whose steps are not
perpendicular to the moving direction of the upper specimen. The 90º SG specimen then has the lowest
contact pressure among all the SG specimens and provides the highest film gap. Hence its friction force
is smaller. As the speed increases, the positive effect of step bearing is counterbalanced by the strong
cavitation effect [14]. In contrast, in the cases of other SG specimens with low SG, the inward pumping
effect enhances the performance with less influence from cavitation. Therefore, the film gap in the 90º
SG does not increase with increasing speed, while in other SG specimens, it does. The COF of SG90-2
is then increasing with the speed because of increasing viscous shear, and the COF of the other SG
specimens follows the Stribeck pattern: dropping and rising.
6.8.2 Conclusions

As the second part of the spiral groove specimen experiment research, spiral grooves are engraved on
the thrust bearing-like specimens made of 17-4 PH stainless steel using a laser marking machine.
Specimens with 60º and 90º spiral angles of different groove depths are made and tested. Plain spiral
groove free specimen is also manufactured and tested. The tribological behaviors of these specimens
under fully flooded lubrication conditions are investigated and analyzed. The following conclusions can
be drawn from the results in this study:
1. The SG rings can reduce the friction in hydrodynamic lubrication regime when compared with
rings with plain surfaces.
2. TPs from mixed lubrication to hydrodynamic lubrication in the experiments are observed in the
60º SG specimen experiment but not in the experiments of 90º SG and plain surface specimens.
This indicates that 90º SG and plain surface specimens do not operates in the hydrodynamic
lubrication regime in the conditions tested.
3. The experiments on the 60º SG rings reveal that, unlike the typical Stribeck curve, there exist
two stages in the mixed lubrication regime. The reason is thought to be because of the existence
of the groove and low pumping effect of the high SG.
6.9
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CHAPTER 7 CFD THERMOHYDRODYNAMIC (THD) ANALYSIS OF SPIRAL GROOVE
MECHANICAL FACE SEAL FOR LIQUID APPLICATIONS

7.1

Nomenclature

cpf

specific heat of fluid

cps

specific heat of solid

f

external force

h

film thickness
fluid thermal conductivity
thermal conductivity of the solid

r

coordinate in radial direction

r1

base radius of the spiral curve
fluid temperature
stationary ring temperature
rotating ring temperature

ri

inner radius of the rings

ro

outer radius of the rings

v

velocity vector

x

coordinate in horizontal direction

y

coordinate in vertical direction

z

coordinate in the film thickness direction

α

spiral angle

β

viscosity temperature coefficient
viscosity of the fluid
fluid density
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solid density
coordinate in circumferential direction
7.2

Introduction

The study of spiral groove thrust bearing (SGTB) dates back to as early as 1949 by Whipple [1]. Since
then, numerous theories have been developed to solve the pressure and flow problem dealing with
SGTB. Notable early contributions include the Narrow-Groove theory proposed by Muijderman [2],
Vohr et al. [3], Malanoski et al. [4] and Smalley [5]. The Narrow-Groove theory assumes that there are
infinite numbers of grooves on a thrust bearing. This makes it possible to treat the problem as a onedimensional problem and solve the problem while ignoring the geometrical discontinuity and
complicated boundary shape. The Wing Lattice theory was implemented on spiral groove bearing by
Murata et al [7]. It is a two-dimensional theory based on the potential flow theory of circular wing lattice
established in the theory of turbo-machinery. Also available are numerical treatments based on the
Reynolds equation that utilize the method of finite difference [7], finite element method [8] and
boundary element method [9].
The structural similarity of mechanical seals and thrust bearings allows one to extend the design and
analysis of spiral groove in bearings to mechanical seals [10]. Kudriavtsev et al [11] presents the results
for 3-D flow in an in-pump spiral groove seal with a full 3D Navier-Stokes equations solver (CFDACE+). It represents the earliest work on the flow and pressure distributions of a spiral groove seal
produced using a full Navier-Stokes formulation. However, the majority of the published investigations
are based on the solution to the Reynolds equation for hydrodynamic analysis.
For a comprehensive study of the spiral groove seal, a thermohydrodynamic model must be developed.
Thermohydrodynamic (THD) model – introduced by Dowson and Hudson [12], Dowson and March
[13], Ezzat et al. [14] to name a few – is widely used in tribology research to take viscous heat effects
into consideration at the design stage. A review of the published papers on the subject of thermal effects
in bearings is available in a series of articles by Khonsari [15, 16] along with generalized design
procedure based on THD analyses [17, 18]. These considerations are known to play a crucial role of the
performance of seals [19, 20]. While applications of CFD to THD analysis of bearings are well
documented in the literature, it is rare to find pertinent CFD analysis for the treatment of seals. This is
especially true for mechanical seals with textured surfaces.
In current study, a 3-D spiral groove seal model is developed and the full set Navier-Stokes equations
coupled with energy equation are solved using a commercial software CFD-ACE+.
7.3

Theoretical and Geometry Model

•

Spiral Shape

The basic geometry of a spiral groove in a seal pair can be considered as shown in Fig. 7-1. The spiral
shape is of a Logarithmic spiral shape [3]. The shape ensures that at each point of the spiral curve, the
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angle, represented as α, between the moving direction and the tangent line of the curve is the same. The
spiral curve can be obtained with Eq. (1) in polar coordinate.
(1)
where r and

are the point coordinate on the curve,

is the base radius of the spiral curve.

Groove

Seal Ring
α
r

θ

X
r

1

Figure 7-1 Basic geometric shape of spiral groove

The domains of the problem are depicted in Fig. 7-2(a). They include a plain rotating upper ring free of
surface pattern, a fluid domain and a stationary lower ring with grooves engraved on its surface.
Cartesian coordinate is used in the simulation. The origin of the coordinate system is set at the top center
of the fluid domain as shown in Fig. 7-2(a). Note that in Fig. 7-2(a), the upper and lower rings are
shifted to show the details. The groove can be one of the four configurations shown in Fig. 7-2(b). The
arrow shows the rotational direction of the rotating ring. Depending on groove shape and the rotational
direction of upper ring, the seal can be classified as inward pumping groove as shown in Fig. 7-2(b) (i)
and (ii), and outward pumping groove as shown in Fig. 7-2(b) (iii) and (iv). In this study, we only
consider the inward pumping groove with openings at the outer diameter of the seal face as shown in Fig.
7-2(b) (i).
Since the groove pattern is evenly distributed around the seal’s surface, only one groove together with
its corresponding solid seal material and fluid body need to be modeled.
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Figure 7-2 Spiral groove seal components (a) and stationary ring groove configurations (b):(i) and
(ii) inward pumping, (iii) and (iv) outward pumping

Besides the parameters introduced above, there are two important parameters associated with spiral
grooves: namely groove-to-dam ratio and groove-to-land ratio. Figure 7-3 illustrates the relationship of
groove, dam and land on a spiral groove ring. The groove-to-dam ratio, dr, defined as dr=lg/lt. The
parameter dr represents how deep the groove extends into the seal in the radial direction. The higher the
dr, the deeper the groove is inside the seal.
The groove-to-land ratio, lr, is: lr=lwg/lwt, as shown in Fig. 7-3. The lr represents how wide the groove is.
A large lr means wide groove and narrow land while a small value in lr indicates small groove area and
large land area.
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Figure 7-3 Groove, land and Dam on a spiral groove ring
7.4

Governing Equations

In this study, steady state solution is considered. Thus, the fluid flow between the seal pair can be
described with steady state Navier-Stokes equation as listed below:
(2)
where
represents the fluid density which is assumed to be constant, v is the velocity vector, f
.
represents external force, is the lubricant’s viscosity. In this study, f=0 and
The typical film thickness h in a seal is in the range of 2 μm-10 μm and linear speed u of any point on
the seal’s surface is from 0.25 m/s to 4 m/s. The lubricant is oil with the density of 880 kg/m3. The
viscosity of the oil is typically in the range of 0.003 Pa.s to 0.03 Pa.s. The Reynolds number
(3)
is typically in the range of 0.015 to 12. Thus, it is assumed that the flow is laminar.
Assuming incompressible fluid, the equation of mass conservative reduces to
0

(4)

The equation of conservation of energy in simplified form is
(5)
where x and y are the coordinates in the surface of the seal rings as shown in Fig. 7-1, z is the coordinate
in the film thickness direction, is the fluid temperature, is the lubricant’s thermal conductivity,
follows the exponential law as follows:
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µ

(6)

where β is the so-called viscosity temperature coefficient.
To take into account the heat transfer into the stationary solids, the Laplace equation must be invoked.
0

(7)

where
is the stationary ring temperature, x, y and z are the coordinate defined in the same way as in
Eq. (15).
Since the upper ring is rotating, it is modeled as moving solid. In this model, the convective terms in the
energy equation for the solid is computed. Therefore, the simplified energy equation becomes
(8)
where
7.5

is the rotating ring temperature.

CFD Model and Boundary Conditions

Figure 7-4 Computational domains of the spiral groove model

The model consists of three sub-domains: upper ring (rotational), fluid, and lower ring (stationary and
grooved) as shown in Fig. 7-4. Note that the fluid domain in Fig. 7-4(b) is magnified in groove depth
direction to show detail. The upper (rotating) ring and lower (stationary) ring are solid. The fluid domain
is sandwiched between the two rings.
The inlet and outlet pressure of the fluid are assumed to be constants. The fluid upper surface is
interfaced with the lower surface of the upper ring, which is assumed to rotate at constant speed. The
two side surfaces of the fluid domain are cyclic boundaries. The no-slip boundary condition in all fluidsolid interfaces is assumed so that the speed of the adjacent solid wall is directly transferred to the fluid.
The fluid inlet temperature of the fluid is assumed to be constant. Convective heat transfer is assumed on
the solid upper ring domain, the walls at the inner and outer diameter and at upper wall. The two
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identical side surfaces are subject to cyclic boundary condition. At the boundary between fluid and
upper ring, the heat flux is continuous, that is:
0

where

(9)

is the thermal conductivity of the solid ring.

The boundary conditions for the lower ring are similar to that of the upper ring. The two side surfaces
have a cyclic boundary condition. Convective heat transfer is assumed on the bottom surfaces, the inner
and outer diameters. The heat transfer between the lubricant and the lower ring also satisfies heat flux
continuity condition.
0

(10)

The coefficient of convective heat transfer is assumed to be the same on all surfaces denoted as hconv.
Thus on the upper wall to air boundary, the boundary condition is
(11)
On the lower wall to air boundary, the boundary condition is
(12)
On the inner diameter wall to air boundary, the boundary condition is
for stationary ring

(13a)

for rotating ring

(13b)

where n denotes the vector in the radial direction pointing from the center of the ring outward.
On the outer diameter to air boundary, the boundary condition is

•

for stationary ring

(14a)

for rotating ring

(14b)

Cavitation

Cavitation occurs in spiral groove seals. However, unlike the case of dimple-enhanced thrust bearing,
the cavitation area is small and its occurrence is highly localized in the spiral groove seal. The cavitation
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is not expected to have a major impact on the overall load-carrying capacity of the seal. This is
especially true when the groove number is high [15]. The half-Sommerfeld cavitation boundary
condition is used for the cavitation treatment: whenever the fluid pressure is below ambient pressure
(1 105 Pa , the pressure is taken as the ambient temperature. Although the half-Sommerfeld condition
may introduce some error in the results, it is believed that the error is small and can be tolerated in the
current simulations.
7.6

Numerical Solution and Computational Procedure

The problem is solved using a commercial CFD software called CFD-ACE+. It is a multidiscipline CFD
package that includes both flow and heat transfer modules. Its moving solid feature enables one to
simulate heat transfer problems coupled with fluid flow problems. This software can effectively deal
with high aspect ratio grids, which is especially important for lubrication problem in which the grid
width-to-height ratio is as high as 200:1. A successful application of this software to the treatment of
dimpled surfaces is introduced in [22].

Figure 7-5 Model mesh

A python script, an imbedded scripture language in CFD-ACE+, is used for the creation of model
geometry and generating meshes. The model is created in the pre-processing program-CFD-GEOM.
Figure 7-5 shows the grid structure of the model. Unstructured triangular grid is used for generating
surfaces. The semi-structural prism meshes are generated through surface extrusion for the volumes.
After the geometric modeling, the meshed model is imported into the CFD-ACE+ main program. In the
program, the solver modules are selected first. In the current study, the flow module and heat transfer
module are selected. Then, the boundary conditions and the material properties are added to the model.
Because the viscosity of the fluid in this study is a function of temperature, a user-defined subroutine
that links the viscosity with temperature using Eq. (6) is programmed and compiled. The subroutine
program is then linked to the solvers. Once the model is set, the solver control parameters are chosen.
The upwind differencing scheme is used for all equations. The solution method for flow velocities is
conjugate gradient squared method, for pressure and energy equation is algebraic multigrid method. The
convergence criteria for all solvers are set to 1×10-4.
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When all the parameters are set, the solver is put in the run mode. The problem is then solved according
to the conditions given and the results are saved in the computer. All the post-processing tasks are
finished in a separate program called CFD-VIEW.
7.7

Convergence Check and Validation
Table 7-1 Input parameter for validation

Parameter
Inner Radius (m)
Outer Radius (m)
Upper Ring Speed (rpm)
Inlet Pressure (MPa)
Outlet Pressure (MPa)
Spiral Angle (˚)
Number of Grooves
Groove-to-dam Ratio
Groove-to-land Ratio
Film thickness (μm)
Groove depth (μm)
Fluid Viscosity (Pa.s)
T∞ (K)
hconv (W/m2·K)
Fluid Specific Heat cpf (J/kg·K)
Solid Specific Heat cps (J/kg·K)
Fluid Thermal Condictivity kf (W/m·K)
Solid Thermal Condictivity ks (W/m·K)
(kg/m3)
Fluid Density
Solid Density (kg/m3)

Value
0.0127
0.0254
600
0.4
0
20
15
1
1
2
60
0.0035
300
20
1670
470
0.15
48
880
7900

Table 7-2 Convergence check results
Mesh size

Coarse
Middle
Fine

Total Cell
Number
51714
197610
345356

Separation force
(N)
70.33
77.49
82.44

%
Change
0
10.18
6.39

Max. Temp.
(K )
306.45
307.06
307.12

%
Change
0
0.20
0.02

A convergence check is conducted using three different mesh sizes for the same computational model.
Table 7-1 lists the input parameters for the computational model. Table 7-2 shows the separation force
and maximum temperature results. As the grids are refined, the variables being examined are converging.
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Since the fine mesh yields the best result, this mesh size (with total cell number exceeds 300000) is used
for all the studies conducted in the later sections.
•

Comparison with Published Result

(a) Current Result

(b) Result in [23]

Figure 7-6 Pressure distribution of the validation case

(a) Current result

(b) Result shown in [23]
Figure 7-7 Temperature distribution of (x, y) plane at Z=B/2.
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A validation case is chosen from the published paper to verify the software result. A THD analysis of a
slider pocket bearing, which is similar to what is examined in the current study, is presented in [23]. To
compare the result, a similar computational model is created using the CFD-ACE+ code with the same
input parameters as that used in [23]. Figure 7-6 shows the pressure distribution of the bearing obtained
in the current CFD computation together with that shown in [23]. The two results appear to be almost
identical. The load-carrying capacity in the current CFD simulation result is 37.34 kN, which is quite
close to 38 kN shown in [23]. The maximum temperature in the current CFD result is 93.86 ˚C. It is also
close to 95.0 ˚C presented in [23]. Figure 7-7 shows the temperature distribution in the transversal plane
(x, y) at z=B/2 of the pad and fluid system. The left figure in Fig. 7-7(a) shows the entire cross section of
the computational domain at z=B/2. The right figure in Fig. 7-7(a) is the magnified plot that shows the
detail of the fluid-solid boundary. Figure 7-7(b) is a simulation result shown in [23]. The two results are
very close.
•

Comparison with Narrow Groove Theory

Figure 7-8 Pressure distribution comparison between current model and narrow groove
theory result

The current results are also compared with those obtained with the narrow groove theory using the
method introduced in [10]. The narrow groove theory considers the average effect of the grooves in a
spiral groove seal/thrust bearing so that the influence of the individual groove is decoupled from the
pressure equations. Although it enables one to obtain pressure distribution in a spiral groove seal/thrust
bearing quickly, the pressure distribution result is only an average value. The narrow groove theory
cannot yield detail pressure information in a spiral groove seal/thrust bearing.
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To make direct comparison possible, it is assumed that the viscosity remains constant in both CFD and
narrow groove theory. All the input parameters are the same as those listed in Table 7-1 except that the
rotational speed of the upper ring is 900 rpm. The pressure distribution plots along the groove’s
centerline for both results are shown in Fig. 7-8. The difference between the two results is that, as
mentioned before, the narrow groove theory result is an approximation of the average pressure
distribution along the radius. It assumes that the pressure distribution is the same around the
circumference of the ring. The CFD results provides all the local information of the pressure on the
seal’s surface and the pressure on the groove center line can be seen as an average of the total pressure
distribution. Taken the above into account, the CFD result is believed to be sufficiently accurate for the
current study.
7.8

Results and Discussion

Having verified the solution procedure, detailed studies are carried out for the understanding of the
behavior of the inward pumping seals mentioned in section 7.3. The following input parameters are used:
Table 7-3 Input parameter for analysis

Parameter Value
Upper Ring Speed (rpm) 100-1500
Inlet Pressure (MPa) 0.2
Outlet Pressure (MPa) 0
Groove-to-dam Ratio 0.25-2
Groove-to-land Ratio 0.25-2
Film thickness (μm) 2-10
Groove depth (μm) 20-60
Fluid Viscosity (Pa.s) 0.03 .
Note that the parameters that are not shown in the above table are of the same value as in Table 7-1.
7.8.1 Flow Inside Grooves

The CFD solutions enable one to obtain the details of the flow characteristic inside the grooves. This is
not possible for a Reynolds-based solution. Figure 7-9 shows the 3D flow inside a 60-μm deep groove.
Note that only the fluid is shown in Fig. 7-9, and the figure is magnified in groove depth direction in
order to show detail. The flow can be divided into two parts: the top layer which moves between the two
surfaces and the groove layer which has a different movement pattern.
In the part of the groove close to the inlet (the beginning section), the outside fluid passes through the
inlet of the groove from the upstream corner and then circulates around the groove cross section. Of all
the fluid going into the groove, some part stays inside the groove to replenish the fluid loss and the rest
exits the groove on the downstream corner of the groove. In the inner section of the groove (the end
section), the fluid circulates in vertical direction. When the flow reaches the top of the groove, some of
the fluid joins the top layer fluid film and leave the groove, while most of the fluid flows back to the
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groove and starts another round of circulation. Thus, the fluid exchange to and from the groove occurs
both in the beginning section of the groove and on top of each groove. However, the volume of the fluid
involved in the fluid exchange is small. The majority of the fluid circulates around inside of the inner
section of the groove. The reason for this effect is that, due to the spiral shape of the groove, the fluid
flow has a trend of pumping inward and the groove end acts as a barrier. When the fluid reaches the
groove end, it cannot continue but stays circulating.

Direction of Rotation

Figure 7-9 Flow in the groove

7.8.2 Pressure Distribution

In a mechanical seal, the pressure generated between the two rings can be both advantageous and
disadvantageous. On the one hand, the pressure creates a lift (opening) force that separates the two seal
surfaces. This decreases both the friction and heat generation. On the other hand, too much pressure
pushes the two seal surfaces open, causing large clearance in between. This results in large amount of
leakage and the seal becomes ineffective or less effective. In this sense, an optimized design on the
spiral groove structure is very important for fluid sealing devices.
Figure 7-10 shows the pressure contour on the top surface of a spiral groove segment. Note that in this
plot the rotating ring is moving clockwise on the top of the grooved stationary ring. The high pressure
zone occurs at the end of the groove. The plot shows that on the upstream groove rim close to the inlet,
there is a negative pressure zone. This zone is created when the fluid goes into a sudden divergent region
(the groove) and the surrounding pressure is not high enough to compensate for the pressure drop.
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Cavitation may occur in this region. Since the negative pressure zone is small, the half-Sommerfeld is
expected to be accurate enough for modeling the cavitation region. Thus, in the parametric study
presented in the last part of this paper, if a negative pressure zone occurs, the cavitation is assumed to
occur and the pressure inside this zone is set to 1x105 Pa.
The pressure distribution can be affected by many factors. In the later parametric study, the influence of
the groove-to-dam ratio, the groove-to-land ratio, groove depth, groove spiral angle are examined.

Direction of Rotation

Figure 7-10 Pressure distribution on the top surface of a groove

7.8.3 Temperature Distribution in Fluid
Figure 7-11 shows the temperature contour plots for the case of 600 rpm rotational speed and the groove
depth of 60 μm. It shows 12 cross sections in x-y plane from z=-0.005 m to z=0.005002 m. The value
shown beside each plot represents the position of the cross section in z direction. The z value range and
its corresponding model sections are:






z<-60×10-6 m
60×10-6<z<0
z=0
0<z<2×10-6
z>2×10-6

lower (stationary) ring;
groove filled with fluid
top of the groove.
fluid film
upper (rotational) ring.
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Lower ring

Top of the groove

Groove filled with fluid

Fluid film

Upper ring

Figure 7-11 Temperature contours of the groove from different cross sections

It can be seen from each cross section plot that the temperature close to the top (the outer diameter side)
is lower than the bottom (the inner diameter side). Since the groove is on the outer diameter side, the
above observation implies that the groove has a significant influence on the seal’s temperature
distribution. The temperature in the stationary ring is quite non-uniform both in the radial and in the
circumferential directions: the temperature gradient is high near the groove and becomes lower as the
distance to the groove increases. In contrast, the rotating ring temperature is uniform in the
circumferential direction. A detail examination made on the fluid (from z=-6x10-5 to z=2x10-6) reveals
that at the inlet portion (top of the cross section plots) of the groove, the fluid temperature is low and the
temperature gradient is high. As the fluid enters the groove, the temperature change becomes more
gradual. This can be explained from the fluid flow conditions introduced in the ‘flow in the groove’
subsection: at the inlet portion of the groove, the fluid exchanges rapidly with the environment, so a
large amount of the heat is transferred through heat convection resulting in a low fluid temperature; at
the inner portion of the groove, there is only a small amount of fluid exchange between the groove and
the fluid film, heat convection is weak, and the overall result is a higher temperature.
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7.8.4 Parametric Study

A series of parametric studies is conducted using the CFD model to examine the relationship among film
thickness, groove depth, groove-to-dam ratio, groove-to-land ratio, seal load-carrying capacity, seal
maximum temperature and seal leakage. The basic input parameters are shown in Table 7-1 and Table 73.
•

Influence of The Film Thickness

Figure 7-12 Load-carrying capacity and film thickness relationship

In this study, the groove size is kept the same, the nominal film thickness is varied from 2 μm to 10 μm
and the speed of the rotational ring is varied from 100 to 1500 rpm. Figure 7-12 shows the relationship
between load-carrying capacity and film thickness for the speed range quoted above. The load-carrying
capacity increases as the rotational speed increases. As the thickness of the film becomes greater, the
load-carrying capacity decreases. The film stiffness, which is defined as the load-carrying capacity
gradient in the direction of film thickness, changes in different ways for different rotational speed. When
the film thickness is between 2 μm and 4 μm, the film stiffness for all rotational speeds is low. As the
film thickness increases, the load-carrying capacity for high speed curves drops faster than the low speed
curves, implying that the film stiffness increases as the speed increases. This can be explained by
referring to Fig. 7-13 which shows the relationship between maximum temperature and the film
thickness. There are two factors that affect a seal’s load-carrying capacity. They are: the film thickness
and the fluid viscosity. Increasing the film thickness lowers the load-carrying capacity, while increasing
the fluid viscosity increases the load-carrying capacity. As the film thickness drops from 2 μm to 4 μm,
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the temperature drops rapidly, the viscosity of the fluid rises, and the overall result is a rather low
decline in the load-carrying capacity. When the film thickness increases beyond 4 μm with the same
rate, the temperature drop becomes slower, thus the viscosity increase becomes slower. The overall
result is a faster drop in the load-carrying capacity.

Max. Temperature (K)

320
1500 rpm
1000 rpm
800 rpm
600 rpm
400 rpm
200 rpm
100 rpm

315

310

305

300
2

4

6

8

10

Film Thickness (μm)

Figure 7-13 Maximum temperature and film thickness relationship

•

Influence of Rotational Speed and Groove Depth

To examine the influence of groove depth on the seal’s performance, all the geometrical parameters
specified in Tables 7-2 and 7-3 are kept the same except that the minimum film thickness is changed to
20 μm, 40 μm, and 60 μm. Figure 7-14 shows the variation of the maximum temperature as a function
of the rotational speed. The three curves represent three different film thicknesses. The 20 μm groove
depth configuration has the highest temperature, signifying that the maximum temperature drops with
increasing the groove depth. This can be attributed to the fact that there is more fluid exchange in the
grooves inlet section as the groove is deeper. More fluid exchange causes more heat to be dissipated
through convection, hence the temperature drops. It can be seen from Fig. 7-14 that as the groove depth
increases from 20 μm to 60 μm, the fluid maximum temperature drops 3˚C. The temperature drop for
fluid will result in the temperature drop in the solid. A drop in seal’s temperature is advantageous. It will
decrease the seal face distortion caused by thermal expansion and avoid hot spot generation.
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Figure 7-14 Influence of groove depth on maximum temperature

Figure 7-15 Influence of groove depth to the load-carrying capacity

As mentioned in the ‘pressure distribution’ subsection, a high load-carrying capacity is not always
beneficial in a seal application. High load-carrying capacity of a seal separates the two seal faces and
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thus creates a thicker film gap and reduces friction at the expense of higher leakage rate. Figure 7-15
shows how the load-carrying capacity varies with speed. At low groove depths, the load-carrying
capacity is high and as the groove depth becomes greater, the load-carrying capacity decreases rapidly.
The result implies that if low leakage rate and low seal temperature is preferred, deep grooves should be
used. If the low friction and wear of a seal is preferred, shallow grooves should be used. The optimum
selection of groove depth depends on the operational conditions of the seal and can be found on a case
by case basis.
•

Influence of Groove-to-dam Ratio, dr

In these numerical simulations, four groove-to-dam ratios are tested: 0.25, 0.5, 1 and 2. All other
parameters are the same as listed in Tables 7-2 and 7-3. Figure 7-16 shows the seal maximum
temperature and groove-to-dam ratio relationship. As can be seen, a higher groove-to-dam ratio helps to
lower the seal temperature. This is thought to be due to the fluid exchange between the groove and the
fluid film on top of the grooves. As the groove extends further into the seal face, the groove length
becomes longer. The area of the groove exposed to the top layer of the lubrication system is larger, thus
the fluid exchange between the groove and the fluid film on top of the groove is greater. More heat is
then carried through convective heat transfer resulting in a lower fluid temperature and seal temperature.

318
Groove to Dam Ratio= 2
Groove to Dam Ratio= 1
Groove to Dam Ratio= 0.5
Groove to Dam Ratio= 0.25
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Figure 7-16 Influence of groove-to-dam ratio to the maximum temperature

The influence of dr to load-carrying capacity is shown in Fig. 7-17. It shows that the groove-to-dam ratio
has a positive effect on the load-carrying capacity of a seal. With increasing speed, the load-carrying
capacity difference between different groove-to-dam ratio curves becomes larger.
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Figure 7-17 Influence of groove-to-dam ratio to the load-carrying capacity
Influence of Groove-to-land Ratio, lr

Groove to Land Ratio= 2
Groove to Land Ratio= 1
Groove to Land Ratio= 0.5
Groove to Land Ratio= 0.25
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Figure 7-18 Influence of groove-to-land ratio to the maximum temperature
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Figure 7-19 Influence of groove-to-land ratio to the load-carrying capacity

In the simulation shown in Figs. 7-18 and 7-19, the lr is changed from 0.25 to 2 and the rotating ring
speed ranges from 100 to 600 rpm. All the other parameters remain the same as shown in Tables 7-2 and
7-3. Figure 7-18 shows the effect of lr to the maximum seal temperature. It shows that the higher the lr,
the lower the maximum seal temperature. This indicates that a higher lr helps to decrease the seal
temperature. It can also be explained by examining the fluid flow pattern in the groove. When lr
increases, the groove inlet area increases. Thus, the fluid exchange between the groove and the
environment in the inlet section of a groove increases. At the same time, the groove top area increases.
Thus, the fluid exchange between the groove and the environment on top of the groove also increases.
The two effects act together and the final result is that more heat is removed from the seal system
through convective heat transfer and the seal temperature drops.
Figure 7-19 shows the effect of the lr to the load-carrying capacity of a seal. It is found that when the lr
increases, the load-carrying capacity also increases. This increase in the load-carrying capacity with the
lr is not linear. It can be seen that when the rotational speed is less than 300 rpm, the load-carrying
capacity for lr of 1 and 2 are almost identical. These two curves show some difference when the
rotational speed exceeds 300 rpm with lr=2 curve yields higher load-carrying capacity. This indicates
that at relatively low speed, increasing lr does not help much to increase the load-carrying capacity.
•

Groove Angle Effects

The influence of groove spiral angle α to the load-carrying capacity and maximum temperature is shown
in Fig. 7-20. In these simulations, the spiral angle is varied from 15˚ to 90˚, the rotational speed is set to
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300 rpm, and other parameters are the same as shown in Tables 7-1 and 7-2. The result shows that with
the increase in the groove spiral angle, the load-carrying capacity drops dramatically – about 50% from
15˚ to 90˚. This is because as the spiral angle decreases, there is less pumping action on the fluid. At 90˚
angle, the local rotational speed is perpendicular to the groove boundary and the pumping action totally
disappears. The maximum temperature shows an upward trend as the spiral angle increases. The
temperature difference is about 4˚C in this case. This is largely due to less fluid exchange between the
groove and the ambient and thus less convective heat transfer as the spiral angle increases.
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Figure 7-20 The effects of spiral angle to the maximum temperature and the load-carrying
capacity
7.9

Conclusions

A three-dimensional thermohydrodynamic (THD) CFD model is developed to study the characteristics
of an inward pumping spiral groove mechanical seal pair using a commercial CFD software CFD-ACE+.
The model is capable of predicting the temperature distribution and pressure distribution of the seal pair.
Parametric study is conducted for spiral groove parameter optimization and its performance evaluation.
It is found that the grooves have significant influence on the seal’s thermal and load-carrying capacity
behavior. In the groove depth ranging from 20 μm to 60 μm, increasing the groove depth results in
lowering the seal temperature and reducing the load-carrying capacity. Increasing the groove-to-dam
ratio decreases the seal’s load-carrying capacity and increases the seal temperature. Increasing the
groove-to-land ratio increases the seal’s load-carrying capacity but also increases the seal’s temperature.
If the groove spiral angle increases, the temperature of the seal will increase but the load-carrying
capacity will decrease dramatically. Because of the specific requirement of each seal is different, each
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groove design has to be considered individually in order to obtain a satisfactory spiral groove
configuration.
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CHAPTER 8 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORKS
8.1

Summary

In this dissertation, surface patterning or texturing technology in tribological implementation is studied.
The research is specialized on two specific patterning styles: the spiral grooved surface pattern and
circular dimple array texturing. A summary of the main results is as follows.
8.1.1 Dimple Array Texturing

•

The cavitation effect of the dimple enhanced friction pair is modeled using JFO cavitation theory.
The algorithm developed by Vijayaraghavan and Keith is used to implement the JFO theory. The
geometric multigrid method is applied to accelerate the computational speed. This model yields
more realistic performance result for the dimple cavitation problem than the methods used by the
previous researchers.

•

A performance study with consideration of roughness effects is conducted based on the above
mentioned model. The result shows that relatively large load-carrying capacity can be generated on
some optimized situations in terms of cavitation pressure, dimple sizes and seal parameter
λ. Although the load-carrying capacity of a dimpled disk in optimized conditions can be large, it
may not be enough in mechanical seals applications as reported by other researchers due to their
overly simplified cavitation formulation used.

•

A two-dimensional thermohydrodynamic model is presented on the study of the influence of the
thermal effect to the load-carrying capacity in dimple textured surfaces. The model considers the
cavitation and the temperature-viscosity relationship. The results show that the dimples can
decrease the surface temperature and the thermal effect plays a role in the load-carrying capacity of
the dimple textured surface.

•

Experiment studies are conducted on the laser surface textured specimens to examine their friction
behavior. The surface texture is in the form of array of dimples. Both circular and elliptical
dimples are tested. The circular dimples are designed with different sizes, dimple density and
dimple depth-to-diameter ratio. The tribological behaviors of specimens are compared and
analyzed both visually and quantitatively. It is found that the cavitation pressure in a circular
dimple is strongly affected by the operational speed. The laser surface textured specimens provide
low coefficient of friction compared with plain (dimple free) surfaces. However, for the material
used in the current experiments, the surface texture decreases the surface’s resistance to wear.

8.1.2 Spiral Grooved Surface Pattern

•

A thermohydrodynamic model of the spiral groove surfaces is created based on computational
fluid dynamic (CFD) method. A commercial CFD code, CFD-ACE+, is used for this purpose. The
result shows that the grooves have significant influence on the seal’s thermal and load-carrying
capacity behavior. For the cases simulated, an increase in the groove depth results in lowering the
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seal temperature and lowering the load capacity. Increasing the groove-to-dam ratio decreases the
seal’s load-carrying capacity and increases the seal temperature. Increasing the groove-to-land
ratio increases the seal’s load-carrying capacity and decreases the seal’s temperature. If the groove
spiral angle increases, the temperature of the seal increases but the load-carrying capacity
decreases dramatically.
•

8.2

A series of experiments is conducted to study the tribological behavior of spiral groove thrust
bearings. The experimental system consists of a nominally flat upper ring mating with a stationary
spiral groove lower ring in fully-flooded lubrication environment. Spiral groove thrust bearings
with variety of spiral angles subjected to different loads and speeds are tested. In addition, a
theoretical model is developed to gain further insight into the frictional characteristics of spiral
grooves in both the hydrodynamic regime and the mixed lubrication regime. Stribeck-like curves
are obtained and their characteristics are discussed. Transition points from mixed to hydrodynamic
lubrication are experimentally established. Further, some special features of the spiral grooves’
behavior in the mixed-lubrication regimes are discovered. Also presented are a series of results that
show spiral groove rings are capable of providing lower coefficients of friction at high speed
compared to rings with plain, dimple free surfaces.
Recommendation of Future Works

Surface texturing and surface patterning are relatively new topics in the tribology field. Much more
research works are necessary to gain a thorough understanding of their working mechanism. The
following recommendations are made for possible future research:
•

According to the experiment results in this dissertation, the cavitation pressure in a circular dimple
is dependent upon the operational speed. However, the relationship between cavitation pressure
and operation speed is not clear and thus needs to be investigated. Other factors influencing the
cavitation pressure, such as temperature, surface roughness and fluid properties, need to be
identified.

•

A complete three-dimensional computational model considering cavitation phenomenon and
thermal effects needs to be developed to simulate the behavior of the surfaces with dimple texture.

•

The experiments on the spiral groove seal-like structure presented in this dissertation are limited to
the cases with both groove-to-land ratio and groove-to-dam ratioare equal to one. A more
comprehensive parametric study can be conducted to include more variables such as groove-toland ratio, groove-to-dam ratio and groove depth.

•

The computational model on the spiral groove seal-like structure simulation in this dissertation has
relatively large discrepancy from the experimental results. The reason is thought to stem from the
simplification in the contact model and the exclusion of thermal effects. A more realistic
simulation model needs to be developed in the future.
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APPENDIX A:

VALIDATION OF REYNOLDS EQUATION

In Chapter 6, numerical solutions to the Reynolds equation for annular rings laser-etched with spiral
grooves (SG) are presented. The results show some discrepancies with the experimental results. One
possible reason, as pointed out in recent publication is inertia effects. Acording to Dobrica et al. [A1], the
validity of the Reynolds equation is dependent upon two parameters: the dimple aspect ratio λ, which is
defined as

λ=

lD
hD

(A1)

where l D is the dimple length, and hD is the dimple depth, and the Reynolds number Re, which is
defined as
Re =

ρUh F
μ

(A2)

where ρ is the lubricant density, U is the runner velocity, hF is the film thickness, μ is the lubricant
viscosity. Because the geometry resemblance of the model in [A1], which is an infinitely long groove,
and the SG model, which represents a finitely long groove, it is considered that similar validation
parameters can be used in SG case.
In order to test the validity of the Reynolds equation solution in SG simulations, a study is conducted on
the 20º SG annular ring case. In this study, the simulations on the SG ring is conducted on both
commercial Navier-Stokes equation solver – CFD-ACE+, introduced in Chapter 2, and the Reynolds
equation solution, introduced in Chapter 6. In both simulations, the lubricant is assumed to be
isoviscous and incompressible. The cavitation effect is not considered, i.e., the negative pressure value is
allowed, the same way as is introduced in [A1].
Two parameters vary in this study: the groove aspect ratio λs and the Reynolds number Res. The groove
aspect ratio λs is defined in a similar fashion as the dimple aspect ratio,

λs =

lm
hg

[A1]

(A3)

Dobrica, M.B. and Fillon, M., 2009, “About the Validity of Reynolds Equation and Inertia Effects in Textured Sliders of
Infinite Width,” Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers- Part J- Journal of Engineering Tribology, 223, pp.
69-79.
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where lm is the groove width in the middle of the groove as shown in Fig. A-1, hg is the groove depth.
The Reynolds number Res is defined as
Re s =

ρωrm h0
μ

(A4)

where rm is the radius in the middle of the groove as shown in Fig. A-1, ω is the rotational speed, h0 is
the nominal film thickness.
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Dam

Figure A-8-1 Spiral groove parameters

The geometry of the computational model is the same as the 20º SG specimen in Chapter 6 except that
the groove depth is varied from 20 μm to 100 μm, which is the depth range of the experimental
specimens shown in Chapter 6. In this way, the groove width ratio varies from 46 to 231. The lubricant
density is fixed as 880 kg/m3. The viscosity of the lubricant is set to be 0.28 pa.s. The nominal film
thickness is set to be 4 μm, which is typical for thrust bearing applications. The rotational speed is
varied from 100 rpm to 1000 rpm, which is approximately the speed range that the specimens work in
hydrodynamic lubrication regime in Chapter 6. Thus, the Reynolds number varies from 0.000102 to
0.001017.
Using the method similar to [A1], a series of simulations are conducted using the aforementioned values
with both Reynolds equation model and Navier-Stokes equation solver. The accuracy of the Reynolds
model is then evaluated using the relative difference between the two models. Two parameters are used:
the peak pressure difference

Δ1 =

p MaxR − p MaxN
p MaxN
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(A5)

where pmaxR is the maximum pressure obtained from Reynolds model, pmaxN is the maximum pressure
obtained from Navier-Stokes equation solver, and the load-carrying capacity difference

Δ2 =

∫∫ p
Ω

R

( x, y ) dxdy − ∫∫ p N ( x, y )dxdy
Ω

∫∫ p

N

( x, y )dxdy

Ω

(A6)

where pR is the pressure obtained from Reynolds model, pN is the pressure obtained from Navier-Stokes
equation solver, Ω is the total area. The peak pressure difference Δ1 represents the local pressure
difference while the load-carrying capacity difference Δ2 represents the integrated pressure difference.
Figure A-2 shows the peak pressure difference Δ1 as a function of Res and λs. The figure indicates that
within the simulated Res and λs range, the peak pressure difference from the two simulation models are
within 6%. The validation criteria introduced in [A1] states that the Reynolds model is valid when the
relative difference obtained from both models is less than 10%. Hence, the local pressure in the
Reynolds model simulation is then assumed to be accurate.

Figure A-8-2 peak pressure difference
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Figure A-3 shows the load-carrying capacity difference Δ2 as a function of Res and λs. The figure
indicates that the relative difference of load-carrying capacity from the two models is within 7% in the
simulated Res and λs range. The integrated pressure results from Reynolds model are valid.
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Figure A-8-3 load-carrying capacity difference

In summary, the comparison of Reynolds equation based solution and Navier-Stokes equation based
solutions indicates that within the range simulated, the Reynolds equations solution is valid. Because in
Chapter 6, the speed and groove depth ranges falls within the current simulated range, it is believed that
the Reynolds equation is valid to treating the problem presented in Chapter 6. The simplification and
inertia effect are not major factors to cause the discrepancies between the simulation and the
experimental results in Chapter 6.
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APPENDIX B: STEPS TO CALCULATE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN SPIRAL
GROOVE MECHANICAL SEAL USING NARROW GROOVE THEORY [A2]

1. The spiral shape is determined by the following equation.
r = rg eθ tanα

2. Film thickness ratio is calculated by
H =

h2
,
h1

where h1=h0+h2, h0 is the groove depth,and h2 is the film thickness.
3. Specify the film thickness h2, the number of grooves k, the groove-to-land ratio γ, the groove
depth h0, the groove radius rg, the spiral angle α, and the inside and outside radius of seal ro, ri.
•

4. Based on the density or the mean density of the fluid ρ, select a mass flow rate m based on the
following equation
•

m=−

2πrm ρh 2 ( p o − p i )
3

12 μ (ro − ri )

,

where rm is the mean radius of the seal, po and pi are pressures at outer and inner diameter,
respectively, μ is the fluid viscosity.
5. Starting from pi at ri, using Runge-Kutta method integrate pressure equations.
For ri<r<rg

6μωr
6m μ (1 + γ )
dp
=−
g1 (α , H , γ ) −
g 99 (α , H , γ )
2
dr
πrρh1h2 2
h2
For rg<r<roef

dp
6m μ
=−
dr
πrρh2 3
For roef<r<ro

[A2]

Lebeck, A. O., 1991, Principles and Design of Mechanical Face Seals, Wiley-Interscience Publication, John Wiley and
Son, New York, NY.
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dp
=0
dr

where g1 and g99 are constants and can be calculated as

g1 =

γH 2 cot(α )(1 − H )(1 − H 3 )
(1 + γH 3 )(γ + H 3 ) + H 3 cot 2 (α )(1 + γ ) 2

H 2 (1 + cot 2 (α ))(γ + H 3 )
g 99 =
(1 + γH 3 )(γ + H 3 ) + H 3 cot 2 (α )(1 + γ ) 2
and roef is the effective outside radius which can be calculated as

roef = r0 exp(−

π
2k

(1 −

α
90

) tan(α )

2(1 − H 3 )
Fr .
(1 + γ )(1 + H 3 )

Fr is a parameter obtained by
Fr =

A1 cot(α )
A1 cot(α ) + C1

with

A1 = −γ (1 − H )(1 + γH 3 ) + Sγ cot(α )(1 − H 3 )
C1 = γH 3 cot(α )(1 + γ )(1 − H ) + S (γ + H 3 + H 3 cos 2 (α )(1 + γ ))
with
S=−

m (1 + γ )

πro 2ωh1 ρ

6. When the pressure distribution is obtained, compare the pressure value at r=ro to po. If not equal,
adjust the mass flow rate and repeat last step 5
7. The computation is terminated when pressure matches to po at r=ro.
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